
A

Trapper 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Laser embellished natural 
bone handles •4-1/8" closed.

CA91005CBCA91005CB $69.99 ea.

Zippo®
Brushed Brass.

ZP2021NZP2021N $22.99 ea.

2021 NATIVITY CASE TRAPPER & ZIPPO

ZIPPO® 2021 
BELL SHIELD LIGHTER
High Polish Chrome 
with chromed out elements.
ZP26778ZP26778 

$24.99 ea.

CASE® CHRISTMAS 
COPPERHEAD
Embellished Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Embellished dark 
red smooth bone handles 
•3-7/8" closed •Gift tin.

CA10605CA10605 $79.99 ea.

CASE® CANDY STRIPE TRAPPER
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Red and 
white stripes design under clear Corelon® •4-1/8" closed.

CA9254CC21CA9254CC21 $69.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.



B C

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

new!new! Case® Aqua Kirinite® Sparxx ™
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Aqua Kirinite® handles 

•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •White SparXX™ shields. 

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA18580CA18580 $62.99 ea.

Copperhead- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA18581CA18581 $65.99 ea.

Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA18582CA18582 $59.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA18583CA18583 $65.99 ea.

Tribal Lock
Designed by 

Tony Bose 
•Lockback 

•4-1/8" closed. 
CA18585CA18585 

$73.99 ea.

Peanut- 2-7/8" closed. 

CA18586CA18586 $55.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA18587CA18587 

$59.99 ea.

Close-up of White 
SparXX™ shield.
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MARILLA™
G-10 inlays on 
handle fronts.
YOUR CHOICE 

$135.99 ea.

kinzua™
YOUR CHOICE 

$115.99 ea.
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Black CA25880CA25880

Red CA25881CA25881
Blue CA25882CA25882

Blue CA64663CA64663

Red CA64664CA64664

Black CA64665CA64665

NEW!NEW! FRAMELOCKS
Stonewashed satin finish 35VN stainless steel blades with flippers •Manual open •Steel ball 

bearing pivots •Anodized aluminum handles •4-3/4" closed.

Enlarged to 
show detail.

Enlarged to 
show detail.

Each includes 
deep carry 
pocket clip.

Each includes 
deep carry  
pocket clip.
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Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA36030CA36030 

$97.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 
CA36032CA36032 

$107.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA36031CA36031 $99.99 ea.

CopperLock®- 4-1/4" closed. 

CA36033CA36033 $105.99 ea.

Mid-Folding 
Hunter

4" closed. 
CA36035CA36035 

$118.99 ea.

Seahorse Whittler
4" closed. 
CA36034CA36034 

$109.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 
American 
Flag Eagle
High Polish 
Blue. 360º 
Engraving.
ZP49046ZP49046 

$38.21 ea.

CASE® U.S. VETERAN TRAPPER 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Embellished natural bone handles with color wash 
•Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed •Gift box.
CA16300CA16300 

$119.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CASE® SHOT SHOW EXCLUSIVES 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins •Case Oval 
Stars and Stripes shields.

NEW!NEW! CASE® VINTAGE FLAG 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Embellished natural smooth 
bone handles with color wash •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters.

Buy One. 
Plant One.®
The partnership 
between
Zippo and 
WOODCHUCK 
USA aids global 
reforestation 
•Street Chrome™ 
•Cherry 
Emblem 
Attached.
ZP49332ZP49332 

$48.41 ea.

Mazzi®  
"Freedom 
Watch" 
Street 
Chrome™.
ZP24764ZP24764 

$22.91 ea.
Claudio Mazzi designs 
and trademarks are 
used under license 
from Kreo di Mazzi, 
& C Snc. To Zippo 
Manufacturing 
Company. All Mazzi 
designs are protected 
by copyright.

 LIGHTERS

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Red Jigged Bone 
Copperhead

Nickel silver bolsters 
•3-7/8" closed.
CA10730CA10730 

$59.99 ea.

White 
Synthetic 

Sod Buster Jr.®
3-5/8" closed.
CA52021CA52021 

$34.99 ea.

We AcceptChristmas 20214
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Natural Curly Oak Sowbelly
Embellished handle front 

•3-7/8" closed. 

CA52225CA52225 $109.99 ea.

Mini Blackhorn® 
Lockback •Smooth black 
synthetic handles with 
H-D® insert •No bolsters 
•3-1/8" closed.  

CA52177CA52177 $24.99 ea. 

HARLEY, HARLEY-DAVIDSON and the Bar & Shield Design are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., 
LLC. ©2021 H-D and its Affiliates. All Rights Reserved. W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company is a licensee of 

Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® from TEC X®  
High Grade 440 stainless steel blades •Imported.

TF-1 Orange Flames Linerlock- Glass reinforced 
nylon/TPE handles •4-1/2" closed.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® from CASE®
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Nickel 

silver bolsters (except where noted). 

TL-C Framelock- Partially black coated blade 
•Black hard coat stainless steel handle frame 
•Bottle opener •Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

CA52222CA52222 $24.99 ea. 

Gray Bone 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•4-1/4" closed. 
CA52227CA52227 

$98.99 ea.

Caribbean 
Blue Bone 
Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA52228CA52228 $81.99 ea.

Freedom of Choice
Street Chrome™.

ZP405354ZP405354 $19.99 ea.

Skull & Flag Doo-Rag
Black Matte.
ZP404658ZP404658 

$24.99 ea.

Blue Tribal
Street Chrome™.

ZP405311ZP405311 $19.99 ea.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ZIPPO® COLLECTION

©2021 H-D or its affiliates. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, HARLEY, H-D, and the Bar and Shield Logo are among the 
trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC. Zippo is a licensee of Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

NEW!NEW! Smooth 
Natural Bone 
Mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed.

CA52229CA52229 $89.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Tread
Street Chrome™.

ZP49656ZP49656 $27.16 ea.

NEW!NEW! Logo
Street Chrome™.

ZP49658ZP49658 $25.46 ea.

CA52119CA52119 $31.99 ea.
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EMBELLISHED NATURAL BONE 
TRAPPER- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA33700CA33700 $94.99 ea.

EMBELLISHED ANTIQUE BONE 
TRAPPER- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA33701CA33701 $98.99 ea.

DARK RED JIGGED BONE 
TRAPPER 

4-1/8" closed •Case 
Oval Script shield •Laser 

embellished bolsters. 

CA33702CA33702 $97.99 ea.

CHEVROLET® 
 

LIGHTERS

General Motors 
Trademarks 
used under 

license to Zippo 
Manufacturing 

Company.

NEW!NEW! EMBELLISHED NATURAL 
BONE CANOE- 3-5/8" closed.

CA33707CA33707 $101.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! BLACK 
MINI BLACKHORN

Lockback 
•3-1/8" closed.
CA33709CA33709 

$28.99 ea.
General Motors 

Trademarks used 
under license to 

W.R. Case & Sons 
Cutlery Company.
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RED SYNTHETIC 
Embellished smooth red 
synthetic handles.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA33704CA33704 $74.99 ea.

Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 
CA33705CA33705 

$79.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA33706CA33706 

$83.99 ea.

Bowtie Waving Flag
Street Chrome™.

ZP410009ZP410009 $18.99 ea.

Old Truck Tailgate
Street Chrome™.

ZP407773ZP407773 $18.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Corvette 
CopperLock®

Lockback •4-1/4" closed.

CA33712CA33712 $92.99 ea.

Truck 
Street Chrome™.

ZP49070ZP49070 $22.91 ea.

Bowtie 
Street Chrome™.

ZP49304ZP49304 $22.91 ea.

CASE® CHEVROLET® 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters.
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Flames- Street Chrome™.
ZP49307ZP49307 

$23.76 ea.

Mustang- Brushed Chrome.

ZP49519ZP49519 $26.31 ea.

Ford Motors
12-1/2" x 16". SG2205SG2205

Historic Logo
16" x 12-1/2". SG1707SG1707

Ford Motor 
Company 

Trademarks 
and Trade 
Dress used 

under license 
to Zippo 

Manufacturing 
Company.   

Ford Motor 
Company 

Trademarks and 
Trade Dress used 

under license 
to W.R. Case & 

Sons Cutlery 
Company.

CASE® FORD
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass 

pins (except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters.
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Old Truck 
Street Chrome™.

ZP409998ZP409998 $19.99 ea.

Mustang/American Flag
Street Chrome™.

ZP407761ZP407761 $19.99 ea.

FORD ZIPPO® LIGHTERS

Medium Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

CA14305CA14305 $79.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA14301CA14301 

$78.99 ea.

SAWCUT JIGGED BLUE BONE
Sawcut jigged blue bone 
handles •Ford Oval shields.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA14306CA14306 

$69.99 ea.

Medium Jack
3-3/8" closed. 
CA14303CA14303 

$72.99 ea.

TRAPPER
Embellished 
natural bone handles 
•4-1/8" closed.

CA14328CA14328 $94.99 ea.

Eagle- Street Chrome™.
ZP49521ZP49521 

$23.76 ea.

NEW!NEW! RUSSLOCK® 
Embellished smooth red 
synthetic handles •Nickel 
silver pins •Stainless steel 
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA14333CA14333 $90.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Mustang 
16" x 12-1/2". SG2470SG2470

Ford Motor Co.
11-3/4" diameter. SG2396SG2396

FORD TIN SIGNS
Tin construction 
•Vibrant designs.

YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea.
3 OR MORE 

$7.99 ea.

New!New!
New!New!
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CASE® JOHN DEERE
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 

surgical steel blades •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters.

TRAPPER GIFT SET
Embellished natural bone handles 
with yellow color wash •4-1/8" closed 
•Jewel box.
CA15770CA15770
$189.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA15776CA15776 $87.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

CA15774CA15774 $87.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA15773CA15773 

$81.99 ea.Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA15772CA15772 $84.99 ea.

SMOOTH GREEN 
PEARL KIRINITE®

MEDIUM LEATHER SHEATHS

YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.

Brown 
CA15778CA15778

Black 
CA15777CA15777

SMOOTH GREEN SYNTHETIC TRAPPER
Embellished center bolster 
•4-1/8" closed.
CA15761CA15761 

$76.99 ea.

BRIGHT GREEN BONE
Corn cob jigged handles 
•Yellow John Deere shields.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 

•3-5/8" closed. 
CA15766CA15766 

$83.99 ea.

Hammerhead
No shield •Lockback 
•Brass bolsters with 
embellishment •5" closed 
•Leather belt sheath. 

CA5947CA5947 $129.99 ea.

Medium Stockman with 
Clip Point- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA15746CA15746 $77.99 ea.

Medium Stockman with California 
Clip Point- 3-5/8" closed. 
CA15706CA15706 

$87.99 ea.
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JOHN WAYNE, , DUKE/THE DUKE and ™,  
are the exclusive trademarks of John Wayne Enterprises, LLC. The 

John Wayne name and likeness and all other related indicia are the 
intellectual property of John Wayne Enterprises, LLC. Design  

© John Wayne Enterprises, LLC. All Rights Reserved. 
wwwjohnwayne.comSMOOTH CURLY 

MAPLE TRAPPER  
"JW" handle 
embellishment 
•4-1/8" closed. 
CA10708CA10708 

$84.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CopperLock®
Lockback •4-1/4" closed. 

CA10709CA10709 $99.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! GREY 
BONE TRAPPER 
Laser embellished 
handle and bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed. 
CA10710CA10710 

$98.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! 
LEATHER 

SHEATH 
CA10711CA10711 

$14.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 
EMBELLISHED 
NATURAL BONE 
TRAPPER 
Nickel silver "JW" 
shield •4-1/8" closed. 
CA10712CA10712 

$98.99 ea.

Sign of Weakness
12-1/2" x 16". SG2013SG2013

Tomorrow
12-1/2" x 16". SG2397SG2397

Old Fashioned Patriot
16" x 12-1/2". SG2392SG2392

JOHN WAYNE 
TIN SIGNS
Tin construction 
•Vibrant designs.

Courage
16" x 12-1/2". SG1429SG1429

TRAPPER GIFT SET
Barnboard jigged dark 

red bone handles 
•Nickel silver "Red 

River D" shield 
•4-1/8" closed 
•Certificate of 
authenticity 

•Case Long Tail C 
serialization 

•Case Collectable 
medallion 
•Gift box.
CA7444CA7444 

$121.99 ea.

SMOOTH CURLY OAK  
Nickel silver "JW" shields.

EMBELLISHED 
NATURAL BONE 
TRAPPER
Amber color 
wash and black 
definition 
•4-1/8" closed.
CA10705CA10705 

$127.99 ea.

6.5 BONESTAG 
GUNSTOCK 
Nickel silver "JW" shield 
•3-3/4" closed. 
CA10707CA10707 

$87.99 ea. 

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA10703CA10703 $79.99 ea.

CASE® JOHN WAYNE 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters.
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YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea.
3 OR MORE 

$7.99 ea.
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Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA38191CA38191 

$73.99 ea. 

CASE® POCKET WORN® 25th ANNIVERSARY OLIVE GREEN BONE
Case revolutionized the knife industry in 1996 when they introduced the Pocket Worn® finish. This ultimate hand finishing process results 

in knife handles and bolsters that have the rounded look and feel as though they have already been through decades of wear.
Mirror-polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades with master blade embellishments •Peach Seed jigged 

Olive Green bone handles •Nickel silver pins, Case Bowtie shields, and fluted bolsters.
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CopperLock®
Lockback 
•4-1/4" closed. 

CA38198CA38198 $82.99 ea.

Pocket Worn® Mint Set* of 8
Scrolled bolsters •Case Long Tail C 

serialization •Case Collectible Medallion 
•Certificate of authenticity •Commemorative 
wood box •Limited production of 250 sets. 

CA38190CA38190 $766.99 per set 
*Mint sets are presale only. They are tentatively 

scheduled to ship in October.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 
CA38192CA38192 

$77.99 ea. 

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA38193CA38193 $79.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA38194CA38194 

$69.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA38195CA38195 $73.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA38196CA38196 

$66.99 ea.

Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 
CA38197CA38197 

$77.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

CASE® BLACK MICARTA®
Satin Finish Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Smooth black 
Micarta® handles •Brass pins (except 
where noted) •Nickel silver Case 
Arrowhead shields and 
satin finish bolsters.

CopperLock®
Lockback 

•4-1/4" closed. 

CA27736CA27736 $78.99 ea.

Gunstock
3-3/4" closed. 
CA27735CA27735 

$73.99 ea.

RussLock®
Stainless steel 
linerlock •Nickel 
silver pins and liners
•4-1/8" closed. 
CA27734CA27734 

$79.99 ea.

Seahorse Whittler- 4" closed. 

CA27733CA27733 $79.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

CA27732CA27732 $83.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA27730CA27730 $69.99 ea.
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Red SparXX™ 
shield close-up.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA60184CA60184 $54.99 ea.

Kickstart® TrapperLock
Assisted opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed. 

CA60191CA60191 $119.99 ea.

Sway Back
3-3/16" closed. 
CA60192CA60192 

$62.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed.
CA60186CA60186 

$48.99 ea.

CASE® WHITE SYNTHETIC
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Jigged White Synthetic handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters •Red SparXX™ shields.
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CASE® BLUE PEARL KIRINITE®
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Blue Pearl Kirinite® handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters •Case White Sparkle oval shields.

CopperLock®
Lockback 

•4-1/4" closed. 
CA23438CA23438 

$75.99 ea.

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA23437CA23437 

$59.99 ea.

Stockman
3-7/8" closed. 
CA23435CA23435 

$69.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA23432CA23432 

$65.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA23431CA23431 

$68.99 ea.

Reminiscent of ocean waves Reminiscent of ocean waves 
or the evening sky, Blue Pearl or the evening sky, Blue Pearl 
Kirinite® puts the spirit of the Kirinite® puts the spirit of the 

sea and the soaring excitement sea and the soaring excitement 
of the heavens in your hand.of the heavens in your hand.

Tiny Trapper
2-3/8" closed. 
CA23440CA23440 

$65.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

CA23442CA23442 $72.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA23441CA23441 $69.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Small Texas 
Toothpick 
3" closed. 
CA60180CA60180 

$42.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA60182CA60182  

$52.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed.
CA60185CA60185 

$57.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA60188CA60188 

$43.99 ea. 
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Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA26938CA26938 $64.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
CA26935CA26935 

$69.99 ea.

CASE® BLACK & BLUE FIBER WEAVE
Satin-Finish Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Black and 

Blue Carbon Fiber/G-10 Weave handles •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Case Arrowhead shields.

 Tribal Lock
Lockback •4-1/8" closed 
•Designed by Tony Bose. 

CA26940CA26940 $74.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-7/8" closed. 
CA26937CA26937 

$74.99 ea.

CopperLock®
Lockback •4-1/4" closed. 

CA26941CA26941 $71.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA26934CA26934 $64.99 ea.
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Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA26939CA26939 $64.99 ea.

CASE® COPPERHEADS
Features (except where 
noted): Stonewashed 
finish Chrome Vanadium 
blades •Brass pins •Nickel 
silver bolsters and Case 
Arrowhead shields 
•3-7/8" closed.

Single Blade/
Ultra Violet Smooth Bone 

CA21738CA21738 $64.99 ea.

Single Blade/
Lime Green Synthetic 

CA21736CA21736 $59.99 ea.

Single Blade/
Yellow Synthetic 

CA21735CA21735 $59.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Single Blade/
Red Synthetic

CA21737CA21737 $59.99 ea.

Two Blade/
Red Synthetic
CA21733CA21733 

$64.99 ea.

Two Blade/
Rattlesnake Bone

Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Case 
Diamond shield.
CA21730CA21730 

$69.99 ea.
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CASE® COPPERHEADS
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brass pins 

•Nickel silver bolsters and shields •3-7/8" closed.

Smooth Abalone
No shield •Nickel silver 
pins and liners 
•Embellished 
bolster •Velvet box. 
CA12023CA12023 

$243.99 ea.

Yellow 
Synthetic CV

Chrome 
Vanadium 

blades. 
CA30119CA30119 

$52.99 ea.

Lilac Synthetic 
Ichthus
CA39161CA39161 

$54.99 ea.

Pocket Worn® 
Bermuda 

Green Bone
CA9788CA9788 

$67.99 ea. 

Jigged 
Antique Bone 
CA52833CA52833 

$63.99 ea.
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Case has chosen 
the Copperhead 

pattern for 
its 2021 Vault 
Release. Get 
yours while 

they're available!

Sawcut Jigged 
Caribbean 
Blue Bone 
CA25588CA25588 

$63.99 ea.

Patriotic 
Kirinite® 
CA11219CA11219 

$69.99 ea.

Blue Pearl 
Kirinite® 
CA23441CA23441 

$69.99 ea.

6.5 BoneStag
CA65323CA65323 

$72.99 ea.

Rustic Red 
Richlite®
CA13625CA13625 

$59.99 ea.

Black & White 
Fiber Weave
CA38930CA38930 

$69.99 ea.

Green & Black 
Fiber Weave
CA50713CA50713 

$67.99 ea.

Amber 
Bone CV
Chrome 

Vanadium 
blades.
CA30091CA30091 

$63.99 ea.

Black 
Sycamore 

Wood
CA25572CA25572 

$74.99 ea.

Dark Red 
Bone CV
Chrome 

Vanadium 
blades. 
CA31953CA31953 

$63.99 ea.
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CASE® RUSTIC RED RICHLITE®
Richlite® was originally used in the areospace industry in 1943. This paper-composite material is now used for a variety of applications.  

Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Chocolate, brown and red Richlite® handles 
•Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.

Seahorse 
Whittler
4" closed. 
CA13626CA13626 

$69.99 ea.

CopperLock®- Lockback 
•4-1/4" closed. 

CA13624CA13624 $65.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA13622CA13622 $59.99 ea.
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Tear Drop- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA13627CA13627 $59.99 ea.

Copperhead- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA13625CA13625 $59.99 ea.
Moose- 4-1/4" closed. 

CA13623CA13623 $59.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA13621CA13621 

$54.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA13620CA13620 $57.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

CASE® NAVY BLUE 
SYNTHETIC
Features (except where noted): 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades 
•Smooth navy blue 
synthetic handles 
•Brass pins •Nickel 
silver bolsters 
and Case Oval 
Script shields.

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA23617CA23617 

$38.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA23616CA23616 

$52.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 
CA23614CA23614 

$50.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA23613CA23613 

$41.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA23612CA23612 $48.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA23610CA23610 

$45.99 ea.

Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 
or shield 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA13019CA13019 

$29.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! CASE® BRILLIANT GREEN BONE
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brilliant Green smooth bone handles •Brass pins 

•Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.

Mini Copperhead
3-1/8" closed. 

CA52825CA52825 $49.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA52826CA52826 $62.99 ea.
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Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA52820CA52820 $56.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA52822CA52822 $56.99 ea.

Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA52821CA52821 $59.99 ea.

CopperLock®
Lockback 

•4-1/4" closed. 
CA52823CA52823 

$64.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA52824CA52824 

$53.99 ea.

CASE® JIGGED 
ANTIQUE BONE
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades •Rogers 
Corn Cob jigged antique bone 
handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver 
bolsters and Case Bowtie shields.

Slimline 
Trapper

4-1/8" closed. 
CA52839CA52839 

$56.99 ea.

Half Whittler- 3-1/4" closed. 

CA52838CA52838 $56.99 ea.

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA52837CA52837 

$49.99 ea.

Cheetah®
Lockback 
•Nickel silver 
swing guard 
•4-3/8" closed. 

CA52836CA52836 $79.99 ea.

Panama- 4-5/8" closed. 

CA52835CA52835 $79.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA52834CA52834 

$63.99 ea.

Copperhead- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA52833CA52833 $63.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA52832CA52832 $59.99 ea.

Case's 2021 
Vault Release.
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Medium Stockman/
Rounded Bolsters

3-3/8" closed.

CA217CA217 $56.99 ea.

CASE® WORKING MAN KNIVES
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Brown jigged synthetic handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval shields.

Barehead Slimline Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA6148CA6148 $42.99 ea.

Pen Knife
2-5/8" closed. 
CA6233CA6233 

$43.99 ea.
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CASE® SOD BUSTERS®
Brass pins •Synthetic handles.

Sod Buster Jr.®- 3-5/8" closed. CA2137SSCA2137SS $29.99 ea.

CASE® MINI BLACKHORN® 
LOCKBACK
As-Ground Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blade 
•Grippable Black Synthetic handles •Nickel 
silver pins •3-1/8" closed.

CA253CA253 $14.99 ea.

Sod Buster®- 4-5/8" closed. CA2138SSCA2138SS $37.99 ea.

Sod Buster®- 4-5/8" closed. CA038CA038 $37.99 ea.

BLACK
Embellished As-Ground Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades.

Sod Buster Jr.®- 3-5/8" closed. CA032CA032
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80032CA80032

YOUR CHOICE $29.99 ea.

YELLOW CHROME VANADIUM
Chrome vanadium blades (except 

where noted).

CASE® 
FOLDING 
HUNTER
Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Jigged 
Staminawood™ handles 
•Brass pins •Nickel silver 
bolsters and Case Oval 
Script shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

CA189CA189 $87.99 ea.

See more from 
Case @

Small Stockman
2-5/8" closed.
CA6303CA6303 

$47.99 ea.

Medium Stockman/
Squared Bolsters

3-1/4" closed. 

CA6344CA6344 $55.99 ea.

Peanut 
2-7/8" closed.
CA6220CA6220
$42.99 ea.

CASE® MEDIUM JACK 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Black synthetic handles •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval 
shield •3-3/8" closed.
CA2208CA2208 

$48.99 ea.
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(Knives also sold separately) 
Leather Hunters with 

Individual Leather Sheaths
6-1/2" Overall 

CA0379CA0379 $59.99 ea.

9-1/2" Overall 

CA0381CA0381 $78.99 ea.

CASE® LEATHER HUNTER'S SET
Set of (2) •Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Stacked 
leather handles •Aluminum guards and pommels 
•Spacers •6-1/2" and 9-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath holds both.

CA0372CA0372 $139.99 per set

Leather belt sheath holds both 
when purchased as a set.
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NEW!NEW! 6.5 BoneStag
Guthook blade. 
CA65324CA65324 

$169.99 ea.

CASE® XX-CHANGER®
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel interchangeable blades 
•Brass pins and bolsters •Oversized stainless steel 
pivot pin for added strength •5" closed •Leather 
belt sheath with individual blade pockets 
•Instructions included.

Drop Point 
(with all)

Saw Blade
(with all)

Guthook 
(with CA0110 & 
CA65324 only)

Fillet/Boning
(with CA174 & CA050 only)

Leather 
sheath 

included.

Rosewood- Fillet blade. 

CA174CA174 $128.99 ea.

Clip Point

Amber Jigged Bone- Guthook blade. CA0110CA0110 $159.99 ea.
(also available) Amber Jigged Bone with Fillet Blade

CA050CA050 $149.99 ea.

6.5 BoneStag
Glazed finish blade •No blade etch. 

CA6921CA6921 $122.99 ea.

Amber 
Jigged Bone
CA10725CA10725 

$118.99 ea.

Black 
Staminawood™

No pins. 
CA169CA169 

$84.99 ea.

Black Synthetic CA2159CA2159 $92.99 ea.

Each 
includes 
leather 

belt 
sheath.

CASE® LARGE LOCKBACKS 
Features (except where noted): Skillfully etched and Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Brass pins and embellished bolsters •Leather belt sheaths. MAKO®- 4-1/4" closed.

HAMMERHEAD- 5" closed.
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Enlarged to 
show detail.

Shown disassembled.CASE® AMBER BONE
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Peach seed jigged amber bone 

handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields. 

Hobo® Knife- Stainless 
steel fork and spoon 

•Nickel silver pins and 
liners •4-1/8" closed.

CA052CA052 $118.99 ea.
(also available) 

Hobo® Leather Sheath 

CA1049CA1049 $8.99 ea.
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A.  Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

 CA6254SSCA6254SS $59.99 ea. 
 (also available) Trapper with Pocket Clip 

CA6540CA6540 $75.99 ea.
B. Tear Drop- 3-5/8" closed.

 CA246CA246 $64.99 ea.
C.  Gunstock- 3-3/4" closed. 

 CA10728 CA10728 $64.99 ea.
D.  RussLock®- Nickel silver pins and liners 
 •Stainless steel linerlock •4-1/8" closed. 

 CA260CA260 $69.99 ea. 
E. Mini CopperLock®- Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

 CA133CA133 $66.99 ea. 

Large Stockman- 4-1/4" closed •Square bolsters. 

CA6375CA6375 $69.99 ea.
Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed •Square bolsters. 

CA6332CA6332 $63.99 ea. 
Sod Buster Jr.®- No bolsters •3-5/8" closed.

CA30092CA30092 $56.99 ea.

F.   Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

 CA6207CA6207 $56.99 ea.
G.  Sod Buster Jr.®- No bolsters 
 •3-5/8" closed.

       CA245CA245 $56.99 ea.
H.  Peanut- 2-7/8" closed.

  CA45CA45 $52.99 ea.
I. Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 

 CA6347SSCA6347SS $63.99 ea.
J. Fishing Knife- 4-1/4" closed •Shield is  
 embedded hook sharpener •Scaler blade  
 with hook disgorger •Clip blade. 

 CA10726 CA10726 $73.99 ea. 

A

D

E

I

F

G H

(also available) AMBER BONE CHROME VANADIUM (CARBON STEEL) 
Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA6254CA6254 $59.99 ea.
Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed.  

CA6318CA6318 $63.99 ea.
Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA6213CA6213 $68.99 ea. 
Small Texas Jack- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA077CA077 $58.99 ea.

K.  Hawkbill Pruner- 4-1/8" closed. 

 CA249CA249 $78.99 ea.
L.   Equestrian's Knife- Hoof pick •4-1/8" closed. 

  CA144CA144  $74.99 ea.
M.  Hunter Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

 CA149CA149 $103.99 ea.
N.  Medium Stockman- 3-5/8" closed. 

 CA6318SSCA6318SS $63.99 ea.
O.  Kickstart® Mid Folding Hunter
 Thumb stud •Assisted opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel linerlock •Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Pocket clip •4" closed.

 CA3015 CA3015 $115.99 ea.

Kickstart® TrapperLock- Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism •Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

CA30090CA30090 $129.99 ea.
Copperhead®- 3-7/8" closed.

CA30091CA30091 $63.99 ea.

J

M

Tip: Extra care is needed with chrome vanadium. Keep a thin film 
of oil on the blade to maintain the finish of the steel.

Pocket 
clip.

N

O

C

K L

B

The 
Copperhead 

is Case's 2021 
Vault Release.
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Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA31950CA31950 $59.99 ea.
(also available)

Trapper with Pocket Clip

CA31957CA31957 $67.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®
Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA31954CA31954 

$66.99 ea.

CASE® DARK RED BONE CV
Mirror-Polished Chrome Vanadium blades •Peach Seed jigged dark red bone handles 

•Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Traditions shields.
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CASE® POCKET WORN® GRAY BONE CV
Mirror-Polished Chrome Vanadium blades •Crandall jigged Pocket Worn gray bone handles •Brass 

pins •Nickel silver bolsters (except where noted) and Case Oval Script shields.

Saddlehorn
3-1/2" closed. 
CA58417CA58417 

$74.99 ea.
Half Whittler
3-1/4" closed. 

CA58416CA58416 $59.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA58415CA58415 $69.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA58414CA58414 

$59.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA58413CA58413 

$66.99 ea.

Sod 
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA58412CA58412 

$59.99 ea.

Tribal Lock
Designed by 
Tony Bose 
•Lockback 
•4-1/8" closed. 
CA58411CA58411 

$73.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA58410CA58410 

$64.99 ea.

Hawkbill 
Pruner
4-1/8" closed. 
CA31956CA31956 

$79.99 ea.

Medium Jack
3-3/8" closed. 
CA31955CA31955 

$58.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA31953CA31953 $63.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA31952CA31952 

$57.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA31951CA31951 

$63.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Tip: Extra care is needed with 
chrome vanadium. Keep a thin 

film of oil on the blade to maintain 
the finish of the steel.
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TrapperLocks- Thumb 
studs •Stainless steel 

linerlocks •4-1/8" closed.
Pocket Clip CA30111CA30111 

$104.99 ea.
(also available) 
No Pocket Clip 

CA111CA111 $92.99 ea.

Fishing Knife
Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades 
•4-1/4" closed 
•Shield is embedded hook 
sharpener •Scaler blade 
with hook disgorger 
•Clip blade.
CA120CA120 

$63.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®
Lockback •3-5/8" closed. 

CA30116CA30116 $57.99 ea.
Equestrian's Knife- Tru-Sharp™ 

surgical steel blade and hoof 
pick •4-1/8" closed. 

CA80163CA80163 $65.99 ea.

Kickstart® Mid-Folding 
Hunter- Thumb stud 

•Assisted opening 
mechanism •Stainless steel 

linerlock •Nickel silver pins and 
liners •Pocket clip •4" closed. 

CA30117CA30117 $105.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 
CA30119CA30119 

$52.99 ea.
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Pocket clip.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

CA203CA203 $62.99 ea. 

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 709029709029

(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel CA80029CA80029

YOUR CHOICE $46.99 ea.

Tip: Extra care is 
needed with chrome 

vanadium. Keep a 
thin film of oil on the 

blade to maintain 
the finish of the steel.

Peanut- 2-7/8" closed. CA30CA30
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 

Surgical Steel CA80030CA80030
YOUR CHOICE $42.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 
CA3254CA3254

(also available) 
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel 

CA80161CA80161 

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 ea.

Pen Knife- 3-3/8" closed. 

CA0324CA0324  $48.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. CA3318CA3318 

(also available) Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel CA80035CA80035 

YOUR CHOICE $52.99 ea.

Small Texas 
Toothpick

3" closed. CA091CA091
(also available) 

Tru-Sharp™ 
Surgical Steel 
CA81095CA81095

YOUR CHOICE 

$42.99 ea.

Barehead Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. CA31CA31
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80031CA80031

YOUR CHOICE $39.99 ea. 

Trappers with Pocket Clips
4-1/8" closed. CA30114 CA30114 

(also available) 
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel 

CA81091CA81091
YOUR CHOICE $59.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Kickstart® TrapperLock
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 

blade •Thumb stud •Assisted 
opening mechanism 

•Stainless steel linerlock 
•Pocket clip •4-1/8" closed.

CA81094CA81094 $118.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-7/8" closed. 
CA30118CA30118 

$63.99 ea.

CASE® YELLOW DELRIN® CHROME VANADIUM (CARBON STEEL)
Many Case knife users and collectors prefer chrome vanadium blades. Chrome vanadium is often referred to as carbon 

steel and is widely known for its ease of sharpening. Features (except where noted): Chrome vanadium blades 
•Yellow Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval shields.

(CARBON STEEL)

Case's 2021 
Vault Release.
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Sowbelly
3-7/8" closed.

CA65313CA65313 $84.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 
CA3578CA3578 

$69.99 ea.
Tear Drop

3-5/8" closed. 
CA65308CA65308 

$69.99 ea.

Kickstart® 
TrapperLock
Assisted opening 
mechanism 
•Stainless steel 
linerlock 
•4-1/8" closed.
CA65315CA65315 

$135.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Secondary 6.5 blade 

tang stampings remind 

you these knives are 
XXTRA SPECIAL

CASE® 6.5 BONESTAG
Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished 

Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •6.5 BoneStag handles •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval Script shields.  
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Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

Tribal Lock
4-1/8" closed.
CA65312CA65312 

$82.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed

•Leather 
belt sheath. 
CA3574CA3574 

$108.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA3573CA3573 $69.99 ea.

Mini 
Trapper

3-1/2" closed. 
CA65305CA65305 

$65.99 ea.

RussLock®
Stainless steel 
linerlock •Nickel 
silver pins 
•4-1/8" closed.
CA65303CA65303 

$79.99 ea.

The look of stag in an The look of stag in an 
attractive bone handle!attractive bone handle!

Sod 
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA65310CA65310 

$65.99 ea.

Kickstart® 
Mid-Folding Hunter

Assisted opening 
mechanism •Stainless 
steel linerlock •Nickel 
silver pins and liners 

•4" closed.
CA65314CA65314 

$123.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Cheetah®
Lockback 
•Nickel silver swing 
guard •4-3/8" closed. 

CA65319CA65319 $92.99 ea.

Half Whittler
3-1/4" closed. 
CA65320CA65320 

$64.99 ea.

Gunstock
3-3/4" closed. 
CA65322CA65322 

$75.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 
CA65323CA65323 

$72.99 ea.
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Trapper/
Brown 
CA980CA980 

$7.99 ea.

Hobo®/
Brown 
CA1049CA1049 

$8.99 ea.

CASE® LEATHER BELT SHEATHS
Genuine leather construction. 

CASE® GENTLEMAN'S KNIFE ROLL  
Holds 4 knives •Genuine leather construction •Cotton 
flannel lining •Thick foam 
padding •Case logo imprint on 
outside •Measures 7-7/8" x 
8-1/4" •Made in USA 
•Knives not included.  

CA50246CA50246 $29.99 ea.

Black Oxford
Mesh back •Grey front. 

CA52504CA52504 $24.99 ea.

CASE® CAPS  
Embroidered 
Case logo 
•Adjustable straps.  

Camo- Velcro strap.  
CA52453CA52453 

$27.99 ea. 
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CAMDS2 shown in use. 
Knife not included.

Two extra strong magnets hold your 
knife in place.CASE® MAGNETIC 

DISPLAY STANDS
Acrylic composition 
•3-5/8" overall •Matching 
collector packaging.
YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea. Black Sparkle with Pumpkin Box 
CAMDS4CAMDS4

Black with Red "CASE XX" 
CAMDS2CAMDS2

Black Sparkle with Tang Stamps 
CAMDS20CAMDS20

Large/Brown- 5" overall 
•Fits larger patterns and 

thicker handles.

CA50232CA50232 $7.99 ea.

Large/Brown
Fits knife to 
5-1/2" closed 
•Snap closure. 

CA9027CA9027 $8.99 ea.
(also available)
Medium/Brown
Fits knife to 
4" closed •Snap closure. 

CA9026CA9026 $7.99 ea.

SIDE DRAWS

Medium/Brown- Fits 
most medium to large 
patterns, including '18 
and '54 •3-3/4" overall.

CA50148CA50148 $5.99 ea.

Soft Leather/Brown
Fits many popular 
medium Case patterns, 
including '549L, '54, 
'11.5L, '265L, '953L and 
more •Measures 5" 
overall •Snap closure.

CA50003CA50003 $8.99 ea.

OPEN TOP SHEATH 
Large/Brown
Fits most large 
patterns, 
including '54, 
'2010L, 
and '549L 
•5-1/4" overall.   
CA50289CA50289 

$8.99 ea.

Medium/Black- Fits 
most medium to large 
patterns, including '18 
and '54 •3-3/4" overall. 

CA52238CA52238 $7.99 ea.

Medium/Black- Fits 
knife to 4" closed 

•Snap closure. 
CA52236CA52236 

$11.99 ea.
(also available)

Large/Black- Fits knife 
to 5-1/2" closed 

•Snap closure. 
CA52235CA52235 

$11.99 ea.

CASE® LOGO HATS
Washed cotton twill construction •Nylon mesh back 
•Embroidered Case logo •Adjustable snap closure. 
YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea.

Brown 
45399984539998

Navy/White 
45399954539995

Olive/Black 
45399944539994

Realtree® 
Wave/Blue 
45399834539983
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CASE® HOUSEHOLD CUTLERY
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Full tang construction •Walnut handles 

•Triple brass rivets (except on sharpening steel).

8" Bread Knife CA7318CA7318 $39.99 ea.

6" Boning Knife 

CA7315CA7315 $36.99 ea.

8" Chef's Knife

CA7316CA7316 $43.99 ea.

9" Slicer CA7317CA7317 $39.99 ea.

3" Parers 

Spear Point CA7319CA7319 $24.99 ea.

(also available) Clip Point CA7320CA7320 $22.99 ea.

5-1/2" Tomato/Utility Knife

CA7313CA7313 $29.99 ea.

Walnut Nine Piece 
Kitchen Block Set 

Each set includes: 6" boning knife 
•8" bread knife with Miracl-Edge® 

serration •8" chef's knife •9" slicing knife 
•3" parer •5-1/2" tomato slicer 

•7" Santoku •10" sharpening stick 
•Walnut stained wood block.

CA10249CA10249 $318.99 per set

7" Santoku

CA7322CA7322 $48.99 ea. 

10" Sharpening Steel CA7389CA7389 $48.99 ea.
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LIMITED LIMITED 
LIFETIME LIFETIME 

WARRANTY!WARRANTY!
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CASE® RELIGIOUS SAYINGS
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Embellished handles •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Case 
Oval Script shields 
(except where noted).

PEANUTS- 2-7/8" closed.

MINI TRAPPERS
3-1/2" closed.

CASE® LILAC SYNTHETIC ICHTHUS
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Lilac smooth synthetic handles •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters and Ichthus shields.

Medium Stockman
3-1/4" closed. 

CA39167CA39167 $55.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA39166CA39166 

$45.99 ea.

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed. 
CA39165CA39165 

$52.99 ea.

Half Whittler- 3-1/4" closed.          

CA39164CA39164 $47.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA39163CA39163 

$48.99 ea.

Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. 

CA39162CA39162 $54.99 ea.

Copperhead- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA39161CA39161 $54.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA39160CA39160 $49.99 ea.

"Philippians 
4:6" Smooth 
Natural Bone
No shield.   
CA60869CA60869 

$69.99 ea.

"Matthew 
28:19-20" 
Smooth 
Chestnut Bone 
CA60868CA60868 

$69.99 ea.

"Psalm 
118:24" 
Smooth 
Natural Bone 
CA60865CA60865 

$69.99 ea.

"Proverbs 3:5" 
Smooth 

Natural Bone 
CA60867CA60867 

$63.99 ea.

"Jeremiah 29:11" 
Smooth Black 
Synthetic
No shield. 
CA60866CA60866 

$56.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.

TRAPPER- 4-1/8" closed.
"The Lord is my Shepherd" 
Smooth Natural Bone- No shield.

CA8795CA8795 $72.99 ea.

"John 3:16" 
Yellow Synthetic
CA8850CA8850 

$54.99 ea.
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Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 

CA12023CA12023 $243.99 ea.

Mini 
CopperLock®

Lockback 
•3-5/8" closed.
CA12020CA12020 

$242.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

CA12000CA12000 $240.99 ea.

CASE® SMOOTH ABALONE 
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Genuine Abalone 

handles •Nickel silver pins and laser engraved bolsters •Each 
knife presented in a hinged velvet display box.
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YOUR CHOICE 

$123.99 ea.

CASE® STAINED GLASS TRAPPERS
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Embellished 

natural bone handles with yellow, red, blue and black color wash and black 
definition •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

Dove CA38715CA38715

Angel 
Wings 
CA38714CA38714

Cross 
CA38713CA38713

CASE® SERENITY PRAYER TRAPPER
Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Embellished natural bone handles with blue color wash 
and black definition have the Serenity Prayer on the front 
and the words "Serenity, Courage, Wisdom" on the back 
•Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed. 

CA38822CA38822 $115.99 ea.

"Serenity, 
Courage, Wisdom" 

on the back.

Display box.

Small Texas 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
CA12002CA12002 

$129.99 ea.

Tiny Trapper
2-3/8" closed.
CA12018CA12018 

$129.99 ea.

Mini 
Copperhead
3-1/8" closed.
CA12013CA12013 

$136.99 ea.

CASE® WILD GAME SERIES 
TRAPPER GIFT SET
Mirror-polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades •Embellished Natural Bone 
handles with color wash and black 
definition •Brass pins 
•Nickel silver bolsters 
•4-1/8" closed •Case 
Long Tail C serialization 
•Case Collectable medallion 
•Certificate of authenticity 
•Embossed jewel box.
CA60585CA60585 

$129.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CASE® DUCKS UNLIMITED® 
COPPERLOCK® GIFT SET 
Lockback •Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades •Embellished smooth 
natural bone handles with 
green color wash and 
black definition 
•Embellished 
bolster 
•4-1/4" closed 
•Wooden box. 
CA17525CA17525 

$179.99 ea.

Manufactured and sold under license from Ducks 
Unlimited, Inc. - Leader in Wetlands Conservation.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.
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BOKER® TREE BRAND RED SHIELD POCKETKNIVES
These SMKW Exclusives were made in Solingen, Germany; Boker has suspended manufacture of many of its pocketknives at the 

German factory. High carbon stainless steel blades with master embellishments •Jigged bone handles •Nickel silver pins, bolsters 
and red filled "Tree Brand" shields •Limited production. 

RAZOR JACKS- 3" closed.
YOUR CHOICE 

$26.99 ea.

CONGRESSES- 3-1/2" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $32.99 ea.

STOCKMANS 
3-3/8" closed.

YOUR CHOICE 

$31.99 ea.

TRAPPERS
4-1/8" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $31.99 ea.

Red BK110772BK110772 

Dark Blue 
BK110767BK110767 

Red BK110773BK110773 

Dark Blue BK110768BK110768 

Red 
BK110774BK110774 

Dark Blue 
BK110769BK110769 

Red 
BK110775BK110775 Dark Blue 

BK110770BK110770 

Red BK110776BK110776 Dark Blue BK110771BK110771 

MINI TRAPPERS
3-1/2" closed.

YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 ea.
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TRAPPERS- 4-1/4" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $39.71 ea.
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DISCONTINUED!DISCONTINUED! BOKER® POCKETKNIVES
High carbon stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches 
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields.

Yellow Smooth 
Bone Trapper
4-1/4" closed.
BK112525YBBK112525YB 

$79.99 ea.

Red Jigged 
Bone Trapper
4-1/4" closed. 
BK112525JRBBK112525JRB 

$79.99 ea.

Green Jigged 
Bone Trapper
4-1/4" closed. 
BK112525JGBBK112525JGB 

$79.99 ea.

Black Congress Jigged- 4" closed. 

BK110722BK110722 $39.71 ea.

Black Jigged
 BK110733BK110733

Brown 
Jigged 

BK110732BK110732

Brown Jigged BK110721BK110721

Red Jigged
BK110747BK110747

Red Jigged BK110745BK110745 

BOKER® TREE BRAND TRADITIONAL SERIES
Boker Traditional Series offers all the best! High carbon stainless steel blades 
•Bone handles (except where noted) •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields.

CONGRESSES- 3-5/8" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $39.71 ea.

Yellow 
Smooth 
BK110731BK110731

Tortoiseshell
BK110731TBK110731T

MINI  TRAPPER
Brown Jigged
3-1/2" closed.
BK110793BK110793 

$37.46 ea.
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BUCK® HUNTING KNIVES
All feature: Aluminum guards and pommels •Leather belt sheaths. 
Classics feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Black Phenolic handles.
Pro Series feature: S35VN stainless steel blades with advanced 
Edge2x™ technology •Green canvas Micarta® handles.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

Each includes leather belt sheath.

C. 120 GENERAL- 12" overall.

Pro Series BU13104BU13104 $199.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU2542BU2542 $99.99 ea.

D. 119 SPECIAL- 10-1/2" overall.

Pro Series BU13105BU13105 $189.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU170BU170 $69.99 ea.

E. 105 PATHFINDER®- 9-1/8" overall.

Pro Series BU13107BU13107 $149.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU363BU363 $69.99 ea.

B. 103 SKINNER- 8-1/4" overall.

Classic BU356BU356  $69.99 ea.
(also available) Pro Series

BU13108BU13108 $149.99 ea.

A. 102 WOODSMAN®- 7-3/4" overall.

Classic BU498BU498 $64.99 ea.
(also available) Pro Series

BU13109BU13109 $129.99 ea.

A

B

C

D

E

Proudly Made 
in the USA

Cadet®- 3-1/4" closed. 

BU480BU480  $45.99 ea.
(also available)

Stockman®- 3-7/8" closed. 

BU651BU651  $49.99 ea.

BLACK SAWCUT VALOX® HANDLES
Nickel silver pins, liners, bolsters and 

hammer-and-knife shields.

Stockman®- 3-7/8" closed.

BU7457BU7457  $51.99 ea.
(also available) Cadet®- 3-1/4" closed.

BU7461BU7461  $49.99 ea.

BUCK® CLASSIC POCKETKNIVES  
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades.
ROSEWOOD HANDLES- Brass pins, liners and 
bolsters •Color filled Buck shields.

BUCK® SLIMLINE™ 500 SERIES
420 HC stainless steel blades •Dymalux® red wood handles 
•Nickel silver pins, liners and bolsters.

Duke- 4-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath. 

BU2597BU2597  $64.99 ea.

Squire™- 3-3/4" closed •Leather belt sheath. 

BU238BU238  $59.99 ea.
Prince®- 3-3/8" closed. BU244BU244  $54.99 ea.

BUCK® LOCKBACKS
420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam™ Ebony handles 
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
MODEL 112 RANGER 
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.

F.  Traditional BU394BU394 $59.99 ea.

MODEL 110 FOLDING HUNTER® 
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

G.  Finger Grooved BU388BU388 $74.99 ea.

H. POCKET SIZE MODEL 55®- 3-1/2" closed.

BU5684BU5684 $54.99 ea.

H

F

G

(also available) 
Black Leather 
Replacement 

Sheaths
110 BU383 BU383 
112 BU396BU396 

YOUR CHOICE 

$11.99 ea.

(also available) Traditional BU381BU381 $59.99 ea.

(also available) Finger Grooved BU450BU450 $69.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA
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YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! BUCK® ONSET FRAMELOCK
Satin finish CPM S45VN stainless steel blade, heat 
treated using the Paul Bos method for supreme stability, 
grindability and toughness •Virtually indestructible black 
G-10 scale on stainless steel handle frame •4-7/8" closed.

BU13247BU13247 $179.99 ea.

MESH BACKS 

Navy 
Buck Knives 

Patch
BU89148BU89148

BUCK® LEGACY 401 KALINGA
Satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade •Advanced Edge2x™ blade technology •Brown burlap Micarta® handles •10" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Legacy knives produced this year will be marked with the date code stamp of 2021 
•Certificates of authenticity.

BU13151BU13151 $319.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

BUCK® HATS
Fabric construction 
•Snap backs •One 
size fits most.

Navy & Khaki 
Logo Patch 

Trucker 
BU13231BU13231

Black 
Lifetime 
BU13230BU13230

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

BUCK® CERAKOTE® COMPADRE® CAMP KNIFE
Cerakote® Cobalt coated, shock absorbing 5160 spring steel blade •Natural 
Micarta® handles •9-1/2" overall •Black leather belt sheath.

BU12245BU12245 $109.99 ea.

Grey & Black
Logo Patch 
BU12413BU12413

Dark Olive 
Vintage 

Logo Patch 
BU89147BU89147 

SOLID BACKS

BUCK® FOLDERS
7Cr stainless steel blades with flippers. 

DECATUR LINERLOCKS
4-1/2" closed.
YOUR CHOICE 

$27.99 ea.

Black G-10 
BU13058BU13058

Guibourtia Ehie Wood BU13060BU13060

TRUNK LINERLOCKS- G-10 handles •4" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

Tan BU13046BU13046

Black BU13090BU13090

BUCK® LARGE SELKIRK WITH FIRE STARTER
420 HC stainless steel blade •CNC contoured Micarta® handles 
•9-1/2" overall •Injection molded nylon sheath with removable, 
reversible belt loop •2-1/4" ferrocerium 
striker with whistle integrated in 
the red plastic grip.

Beginning with 2021, Buck is no longer limiting 
these heirloom pieces to a specific amount of 
knives, but instead to calendar year of production.

Named after the rugged Selkirk mountain range in Idaho and 
built to help maximize survival in rugged conditions.BU10180BU10180 $69.99 ea.

HAXBY LINERLOCK
Black carbon fiber handles •5" closed.

BU13066BU13066 $36.99 ea.

ODESSA FRAMELOCK- Stainless steel handles •4-3/8" closed.

BU13052BU13052 $19.99 ea.

All include a 
pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
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BUCK® 417 BUDGIE FRAMELOCKS
S35VN stainless steel blades with 
advanced Edge2x™ 
technology •G-10 front 
handle scales •3-1/4" closed.

Green Natural- Cerakote® coated black stainless 
steel pocket clip and lanyard loop. BU13019BU13019

Black Textured- USMC 
Red Cerakote® treated 

lanyard loop. BU13018BU13018Proudly Made 
in the USA

YOUR CHOICE 

$79.99 ea.

BUCK® BANTAM® LOCKBACKS
420 HC stainless steel blades •Textured glass reinforced nylon handles 
•Pocket clips (except where noted).

BHWs- 5-1/8" closed.
(also available)  

Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange 

BU3897BU3897 $27.99 ea.

Black BU5763BU5763 $24.99 ea.

BLWs- 4-3/8" closed.
(also available)  Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country 

BU10610BU10610 $24.99 ea.

Black BU5761BU5761 $21.99 ea.

BBWs- 3-3/4" closed •No pocket clips. 
(also available)  

Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange BU3893BU3893
Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country BU10315BU10315

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

Mossy Oak® Break-Up 
Country BHW 
BU10317BU10317 

$27.99 ea.

Black BBW  

BU5759BU5759 $16.99 ea.

Mossy Oak® Blaze™ 
Orange BLW  
BU3895BU3895
$24.99 ea.

Proudly Made 
in the USA

Solo- 3" closed. 
BU5717BU5717 

$15.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" 
closed. 
BU3139BU3139  

$24.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 

BU5718BU5718 $27.99 ea.

 Trio- 3-1/4" closed. 

  BU5720BU5720 $22.99 ea.

BUCK® EVERYDAY CARRY POCKETKNIVES
420J2 stainless steel blades 
•Woodgrain handles. 

Deuce- 2-5/8" closed. 

BU5722BU5722 $18.99 ea.

Toothpick
3" closed. 
BU3137BU3137 

$14.99 ea. 

Medium 
Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
BU5840BU5840 

$24.99 ea.

CLASSIC CLASSIC 
DESIGNS AT A DESIGNS AT A 
GREAT PRICE!GREAT PRICE!

BUCK® 110 FOLDING HUNTER® PRO LOCKBACK
S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •4-7/8" closed 
•Black leather belt sheath.

BU11689BU11689 $109.99 ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger BU11968BU11968 $99.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

Proudly Made in 
the USA

Pocket clips.

CLOSEOUT! CLOSEOUT! BUCK® BANTAM® VIPER BLW
420 HC stainless steel blade •Textured glass reinforced nylon handles 
•Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

BU7410BU7410 $19.99 NOW $14.99 ea.
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OPINEL FOLDING KNIVES
Returning to our catalog! Joseph Opinel designed his first pocketknife in 1890, creating a tool that is as robust and functional as it is simple 

and beautiful. From his workshop at the foot of the French Alps, Opinel forged a cult classic. Generations of artists, explorers, and farmers have 
carried the instantly recognizable, imminently useful Opinel knife in their pockets. 

Every Opinel knife is still crafted today in the French Alps.

 12C27 stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Manual opening with nail nicks •Virobloc locking mechanism rings keep blades safely closed 
for transport or securely open while in use •Wood handles.

MY FIRST OPINEL NO. 07
Rounded blade tips for safety •Hornbeam 
handles •Please note that blades are sharp, 
so young users should be 
supervised at all times 
•3-3/4" closed. 
YOUR CHOICE $15.00 ea.

Natural OP001221OP001221

Red OP001970OP001970

NO. 07- 3-7/8" closed. 

NO. 09- 4-5/8" closed. 
Sky Blue Hornbeam- Leather lanyard. 

OP002206OP002206 $17.00 ea.

Beech OP000654CPOP000654CP $15.00 ea.

Beech- Carbon steel blade. 

OP000623CPOP000623CP $18.00 ea.

NO. 08- 4-1/4" closed. 

Beech OP000405BPOP000405BP $14.99 ea.
Beech- Carbon steel blade. OP000402CPOP000402CP $17.00 ea.

NO. 06- 3-3/4" closed. 

Olive OP002023OP002023 $20.00 ea.Walnut OP002025OP002025 $20.00 ea.

Beech- Carbon steel blade. 

OP000415CPOP000415CP $14.00 ea.Oak OP000404CPOP000404CP $14.00 ea.

OPINEL PARING KNIFE SET
Set of two •Stainless steel blades •Beechwood handles •Double brass 
rivets •7-1/2" overall. 

OP1223OP1223 $18.00 per set

LC8 BILLHOOK PRUNING KNIFE- 4-1/2" closed. 

Beech OP113140OP113140 $23.00 ea. 

8VRN- 4-1/4" closed. OP113080OP113080 $17.00 ea.
(also available)

6VRN- 3-3/4" closed. OP113060OP113060 $14.00 ea.

7VRN- 4" closed. OP113070OP113070 $15.00 ea.
(also available)

9VRN- 4-3/4" closed. OP113090OP113090 $18.00 ea.

BEECH CLASSICS- Carbon steel blades. 
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M16® LINERLOCK
Designed by Kit Carson, •Bead blasted finish 8Cr15MoV steel 
blade with "Carson Flipper" •Black glass filled nylon 
handles •Pocket clip •InterFrame build •4" closed. 

CRM1601ZCRM1601Z  $36.99 ea.

CARSON 
FLIPPER

M16®-03BK BRONZE FRAMELOCK 
Black oxide finish 12C27 Sandvik stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Bronze finish 2Cr13 stainless steel handle •Pocket clip 
•4-5/8" closed. 

CRM1603BKCRM1603BK $34.99 ea.

M16-10KZ PARTIALLY SERRATED TANTO
Designed by Kit Carson •Black electro-deposit primer (EDP) coated 
blade •Black glass-reinforced nylon handles with weight-reducing 
cutouts •Pocket clip •4" closed. 

CRM1610KZCRM1610KZ $36.99 ea. 

SPECIAL FORCES DESERT G-10 CARSON DESIGN LINERLOCK
Titanium nitride coated 8Cr14MoV stainless steel tanto blade with Veff™ serrated edge 
•Dual Carson Flipper hilt •Patented AutoLAWKS™ safety •Desert Tan G-10 
handle •Pocket clip •InterFrame build •4-3/4" closed. 

CRM1613DSFGCRM1613DSFG $59.99 ea.

M16®-14D DESERT TACTICAL LINERLOCK
Designed by Kit Carson •Desert Tan non-reflective titanium nitride coated 
AUS-8A stainless steel blade with with Triple Point™ serrations and 
Carson Flipper •Desert Tan anodized aluminum handles •Pocket clip 
•4" closed.

CRM1614DCRM1614D $66.99 ea.

M21™-10KSF FRAMELOCK
Designed by Kit Carson •Black oxide finish 8Cr14MoV blade with 
Triple Point™ serrations •Stainless steel handle •Pocket clip •4" closed.

CRM2110KSFCRM2110KSF $36.99 ea.

M21™-14G LINERLOCK
Designed by Kit Carson •Titanium nitride coated 1.4116 
steel deep-bellied blade with Veff Serrations™ and 
Carson Flipper •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip 
•5-1/4" closed.

CRM2114GCRM2114G $53.99 ea.

M21™ G-10 CARSON DESIGN LINERLOCK
Swedged, re-curved, razor sharp 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade 
with non-reflective black titanium nitride finish 
•Patented AutoLAWKS™ safety •Black G-10 
handles •Pocket clip •5-3/8" closed.

CRM2104GCRM2104G $59.99 ea.

M40-02 FOLDER
Bead blast stainless steel blade with flipper •IKBS ball bearing pivot 
system •Deadbolt locking mechanism •Glass reinforced nylon 
handles •Pocket clip •4" closed.

CRM4002CRM4002 $109.99 ea.

M4-02 LINERLOCK 
Designed by Kit Carson •Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Black 
G-10 and white smooth bone handles •Pocket clip •3-7/8" closed. 

CRM402CRM402 $59.99 ea. 
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A.G. RUSSELL STING™
1050 carbon steel construction with black non-reflective powder coat 
•6-7/8" overall •Cordura® sheath with Zytel® liner.

CR2020CR2020 $49.99 ea.

THUNDER STRIKE™
Designed by Pat & Wes Crawford •Black powder coated 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handle 
with paracord wrap •7-1/2" overall •Gear compatible 
glass reinforced nylon sheath with J-hook clip. 

CR2032CR2032 $39.99 ea.

HISSATSU™
Designed by James Williams •Black non-reflective EDP finish 440A stainless steel blade 
•Textured rubber handle with polypropylene core •12-1/4" overall •MOLLE 
compatible glass reinforced nylon sheath.

CR2907KCR2907K $83.99 ea.

SIWI™
Designed by Darrin William Sirois •Black powder coated SK5 
carbon steel blade •Black G-10 handle •7-1/2" overall 
•Glass reinforced sheath.

CR2082CR2082 $66.99 ea.

SHRILL™
Designed by Matthew Lerch •Titanium nitride finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel dual edge blade •Polished resin 
infused fiber handle scales •8-5/8" overall 
•Leather sheath with boot clip.

CR2075CR2075 $56.99 ea.

S.P.E.W.™ (SMALL. POCKET. EVERYDAY. WHARNCLIFFE)
Designed by Alan Folts •Bead blast finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade 
•Black G-10 handle •6" overall •Glass reinforced nylon sheath.

CR2388CR2388 $29.99 ea.

OWLET™ NECK KNIFE
Black stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
construction •Open-design handle with bottle 
opener •4-3/8" overall •Glass reinforced nylon 
sheath with spring release, clip and adjustable 
black neck cord.

CR2716CR2716 $23.99 ea.

Bottle 
opener 
in use.

Shown 
around 
neck.

UTSIDIHI™
Designed by Ryan Johnson of RMJ Tactical •Black stonewash finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel construction •Paracord wrapped 
handle •7-7/8" overall •Gear compatible glass 
reinforced nylon belt sheath.

CR2752CR2752 $46.99 ea.
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Shown 
around 
neck.

CRKT® MINIMALIST NECK KNIVES
Designed by Alan Folts. Features (except where noted): 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blades •Full tangs 

•Polished resin-infused fiber handles •Braided paracord lanyards •5-1/8" overall
•Glass reinforced nylon sheaths with clips and adjustable black neck cords.

Persian® 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel Persian style blade 

with bead blasted finish •Black and green 
resin-infused handles. 

CR2379CR2379 $26.99 ea.

Cleaver 
Bead blast finish blade •Green handles. 

CR2383CR2383 $19.99 ea.

Bowie 
Satin finish blade 
•Black G-10 handles. 

CR2387CR2387 $26.99 ea. 

Gears Bowie 
Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Glow in the Dark polypropylene handles. 

CR2387GCR2387G $24.95 ea.

Cleaver Blackout
Stonewash finish 5Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade •Black G-10 handles. 

CR2383KCR2383K $24.99 ea.

Black Coated Bowie 
Tan Micarta® handles. 
CR2387BKD2CR2387BKD2 

$29.99 ea. 

Bead Blast Bowie 
Tan Micarta® handles. 

CR2387BXD2CR2387BXD2 

$29.99 ea.

Wharncliffe 
Bead blast finish blade 
•Black handles. 

CR2385CR2385 $26.99 ea.
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MICRO TOOL & 
SHARPENER KEYCHAIN
High carbon stainless steel 
with fiberglass reinforced 
nylon •Carbide knife 
sharpener 
•Seat belt/strap 
cutter •Flathead 
screwdriver •Bottle 
opener •Split-ring 
for easy carry 
•2-3/4" overall.
CR9096CR9096 

$15.99 ea.

EXITOOL®
Glass filled nylon •Combination high carbon 
steel seat belt cutter/tungsten carbide glass 
breaker/L.E.D. flashlight (battery included) 
•Clips over any standard seat belt for quick 
and easy access •2-3/4" overall.

CR9030CR9030 $17.99 ea.

WILLIAMS TACTICAL KEY
Satin finish 3Cr13 stainless 
steel key shaped blade 
with Phillips screwdriver 
tip •Black glass reinforced 
nylon handle •Attaches 
to keyring •3-1/2" overall.

CR9705CR9705 $7.99 ea.

FOLDERS
LCK+ Linerlock 
Designed by Matthew Lerch •Satin finish 8Cr13 stainless steel blade •IKBS™ 
ball bearing pivot system •Black glass reinforced 
nylon handles •4-1/8" closed.
CR3801CR3801 

$31.99 ea.

FIXED BLADE

Scribe 
Designed by T.J. Schwarz •Stonewash finish 5Cr15MoV stainless 
steel blade •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •4-1/8" overall 
•Black glass reinforced nylon sheath.

CR2425CR2425 $16.99 ea.

Piet™ Linerlock 
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes, inspired by a visit to Portland, 
Oregon •Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Black glass reinforced nylon handles 
•3-3/4" closed.

CR5390CR5390 $28.95 ea.

Pilar® III Framelock 
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes •Stonewash 
finish D2 tool steel blade •IKBS™ 
ball bearing pivot system 
•G-10 and stainless steel 
handle •4-1/4" closed.

CR5317D2CR5317D2 $51.99 ea.

Cuatro Linerlock 
Bead blast finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•IKBS™ ball bearing pivot system 
•Black G-10 handles 
•4-1/2" closed.
CR7090CR7090 

$46.99 ea.
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UNCLE HENRY® DELUXE WOOD CARVING KIT
(10) interchangeable high carbon stainless steel blades (shown below) 
•4-5/8" wood handle •Three way brass jaw
chucking system •Carrying case.

Pack of (6) 6SBL Small Detail Blades
•20E x 15/16" with radius outside curve grind
•21EX straight blade
•#11 straight blade with slanted edge grind
•#10 1" with radius inside curve grind
•#8 2" with radius inside curve grind
•#22 2" with radius inside
  curve grind 

Kit in 
carrying 

case.
Pack of (4) 65Mn Blades
•LD2 1/2" x .05" heavy duty blade
•LN3 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LS1 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LBG #7, 5/16" cut sweep gouge

SET INCLUDES THESE (10) 
INTERCHANGEABLE BLADES

SCT22SCT22 $25.99 per set

12 PIECE CARVING SET 
by ROUGH RYDER
All the tools you need for woodcarving! 
Carbon steel blades 
•4-1/4" smooth wood handles 
•(1) each v-tool, round chisel and awl 
•(2) straight chisels •(3) gouges 
•(4) slanted skews 
•Nylon carrying case.

RR641RR641 $9.99 per set 
MSRP $19.99

Shown 
in case 

(included).

MORAKNIV® CRAFTSMAN TOOLS BY MORA OF SWEDEN
Cold rolled steel throats •Birchwood handles. 

Wood Splitter 
Carbon steel blade 
•14-1/2" overall. 
FS11729 

$37.99 ea. 

Carving Knife- Laminated carbon steel blade 
•Full tang •6-5/8" overall •Black polymer sheath. 

FS1061654 $28.99 ea. 

STEELEX® 12 PIECE CARVING 
CHISEL SET  
This complete Carving Chisel Set features: Beechwood 
handles with steel ferrules •Each chisel measures 
7-1/2" overall •Set stores in a leather roll-up pouch. 

D2227D2227 $59.99 per set

Shown 
in pouch 
(included).

•6mm straight 
•12mm straight 
•10mm V-tool 
•6mm right skew

•6mm spoon 
•6mm beading 
•6mm round nose 
•6mm V-groove 

•6mm double skew
•8mm gouge 
•10mm gouge
•14mm gouge 

MORAKNIV® 120 DALA HORSE KNIFE KIT 
Discover the beauty of woodcarving with this kit from Mora of Sweden. 120 Carving 
Knife features: Thin, tapered laminated steel blade •Birch handle •6-1/2" overall 
•Black composition sheath •Includes rough cut wood, ready-for-finishing Dala Horse, 
a traditional carved and painted horse statuette originating from Sweden •Gift box.

FS12670FS12670 $29.99 per kit GREAT GIFT GREAT GIFT 
IDEA!IDEA!

Packaged in a 
presentation box!

(also available 
separately--no pouch)

Chisel OF003OF003
Whittler OF001OF001
YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

OLD FORGE WHITTLIN' FUN KNIFE SET
Black coated high carbon steel blades •Wood handles •Double 
brass rivets •Overall lengths--chisel 6-3/4", detailer 7", and 
whittler 8" •Heavy duty black nylon pouch holds all three.

OF004OF004 $12.99 complete set of 3 with pouch

OLD TIMER® SPLINTER
CARVING KNIFE
65Mn high carbon steel blades •Sawcut OT handles 
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield 
•4-3/8" closed.

SCT24SCT24 $22.99 ea.

Gouge 
scorp 
blade

Detail 
blade

Chisel 
blade

Straight 
gouge

Hook 
blade V-scorp 

blade
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Red
V56011V56011

Cobalt 
Blue

V57002V57002

Black
V56013V56013

Pink
V57005V57005

White
V5019WV5019W

Yellow
V57008V57008

Hunter 
Green
V5023GV5023G

Purple
V53034V53034

Translucent 
Ruby
V56211V56211

Translucent 
Pink

V58005V58005

Translucent 
Sapphire
V56212V56212

Translucent 
Emerald
V56214V56214

CLASSIC SD
Small blade •Nail file/
screwdriver tip •Scissors 
•Toothpick •Tweezers 
•Keyring •Composition 
handles •2-1/4" closed.
YOUR CHOICE 

$19.99 ea.

MSRP $20 The most popular knife in the world!The most popular knife in the world!

NAIL CLIP 580
1-3/4" blade •Nail file/
nail cleaner 
•Nail clipper 
•Lever 
design 
serrated 
scissors •Keyring 
•Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Composition handles 
•2-1/2" closed.

Translucent Ruby 
V04311V04311 

Black V56103V56103

TINKERS
Large and small blades •Can opener/

small screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire 

stripper •Reamer/sewing 
eye •Phillips screwdriver 

•Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Keyring •Composition 
handles •3-1/2" closed.

Red  V56101

YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 ea.

Translucent 
Sapphire 
V56112

Black 
V64633V64633 

White 
V64637V64637 

Red 
V04312V04312  

Shown 
closed.

NAIL CLIPPER 
HANDY. PRACTICAL. PRECISE. The 

ideal multi-tool for expert nailcare on 
the go •Stainless steel construction 
•Super ergonomic grip for ultimate 

precision •Lanyard hole 
•2-3/8" overall. 

V08989V08989 $14.99 ea.

Shown Shown 
actual actual 

sizesize

FIELDMASTER®
Large and small blades 

•Wood saw •Phillips 
screwdriver •Can 

opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/large 

screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Reamer 

•Scissors •Hook 
•Tweezers •Toothpick 

•Keyring •Red 
composition handles 

•3-1/2" closed.
V56931V56931 

$44.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $36.00 ea. 
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SWISSCHAMP®
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Scissors •Pull-out 
straight pin •Nail file/nail cleaner/metal 
saw/metal file •Chisel/scraper 
•Pull-out ballpoint pen •Pliers/
wire cutter/wire crimper 
•Keyring •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Magnifying glass 
•Fine screwdriver •Corkscrew •Mini 
screwdriver (inside corkscrew) 
•Tweezers •Hook •Phillips 
screwdriver •Toothpick •Reamer/
sewing eye •Fish scaler/hook 
disgorger/ruler •Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Translucent ruby composition 
handles •3-1/2" closed.

V53506V53506 $99.99 ea.

WORKCHAMP 
Large locking blade 
•Reamer/punch/sewing 
awl •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •(2) 
Phillips screwdrivers 
•Wood saw •Metal saw/
metal file •Scissors 
•Pliers/wire cutter/wire 
crimper •Corkscrew/
mini screwdriver 
•Toothpick •Tweezers 
•Keyring •Red 
polyamide handles 
•4-3/8" closed.

79
Corkscrew 
•5" closed.
V04383

78
Phillips screwdriver 

•5-1/8" closed. 
V04385V04385 

RANGER GRIP
Locking, one hand opening large blades •Can 

opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/locking 
large screwdriver/wire stripper Double cut 

wood saw •Punch/reamer •Toothpicks •Tweezers 
•Keyrings •Red composition handles with black 

rubber inserts.

DELÉMONT EVOLUTION S557
Locking large blade •Nail file/nail cleaner •Lever design 
serrated edge scissors •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Cap lifter/locking large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Locking Phillips screwdriver 
•Adjustable-opening 
pliers/wire 
crimper/wire 
cutters/nut 
wrench 
•Universal 
wrench 
•Corkscrew 
•Punch/reamer 
•Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring 
•Red composition 
handles
•3-3/8" closed.

RANGER 
Large and small blades •Corkscrew •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer •Keyring 
•Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Scissors •Multi-purpose 
hook •Wood saw •Chisel/
scraper •Nail file/nail 
cleaner •Metal file/metal 
saw •Fine screwdriver 
•Red composition 
handles •3-5/8" closed.
V53861V53861 

$65.99 ea. 

HIKER®
Large and small blades •Wood saw 
•Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer/
sewing eye •Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Keyring •Red composition handles
•3-1/2" closed.

V5043R  $32.99 ea.

V53761 $119.99 ea.

V04419V04419 $92.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$78.99 ea.
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YOUR CHOICE 

$21.99 ea. 

CLASSIC SD "PATTERNS OF THE WORLD"
LIMITED EDITION 2021
This annual limited edition collection showcases designs from 
Victorinox fans around the world. Fans designed, submitted and 
voted on this year’s theme, "Patterns of the World." 
Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring •Composition handles •2-1/4" closed. 

Mexican Zarape 
V8418V8418 

Cubic Illusion 
V8456V8456 

Dynamic Floral 
V8470V8470 

Ocean Life 
V8487V8487 

Alpine Edelweiss 
V8494V8494 

Tie Dye 
V8425V8425 

Retro TV 
V8449V8449 

Lucky Cat 
V8463V8463 

Porcelain Elegance 
V8500V8500 

Eagle Flight 
V8432V8432 

SWISS CHAMP DAMAST LIMITED EDITION 2021
Resilient Damast steel large blade in the stunning 
"Bjorkmans Twist" pattern •Small blade •Wood saw •Scissors 
•Nail file/nail cleaner/metal saw/metal file •Chisel/
scraper •Pliers/wire cutter/wire crimper •Can 
opener/small screwdriver •Magnifying 
glass •Fine screwdriver •Corkscrew 
•Mini screwdriver (inside 
corkscrew) •Hook •Phillips 
screwdriver •Reamer/
sewing eye •Fish scaler/
hook disgorger/ruler 
•Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Keyring •Sleek black forged 
carbon handles •3-1/2" closed 
•Gift box •Limited edition of 
6000 sequentially numbered 
pieces worldwide.
V1679 

$400.00 ea.

TIGER ORANGE ALOX 
LIMITED EDITION 2021  
Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Aluminum 
embossed and anodized handle scales with 
the year printed on the back.

Hunter Pro- High carbon stainless 
steel blade locks securely open 
•Ergonomic grip •Lanyard hole 
•Braided paracord lanyard 
•Pocket clip •5-3/8" closed. 
V90624 

$119.99 ea. 

7th IN THE SERIES! 

Classic SD- Small 
blade •Nail file/
screwdriver tip •Scissors 
•Keyring •2-1/4" closed. 

V90622 $39.99 ea. 

Pioneer X
Large spear 

blade •Reamer/
punch •Can opener/

small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/

wire stripper •Scissors 
•Keyring •3-3/4" closed. 

V90623 $69.99 ea.  

Pocket clip.

LIMITED EDITION! 
HUNTSMAN-YEAR OF THE OX  
Celebrating the Chinese New Year, honoring 
the Ox for 2021 •Large and small blades •Can 
opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer/sewing eye 
•Corkscrew •Scissors •Hook 
•Wood saw •Keyring 
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Red 
cellidor handles with gold 
embellishment •3-1/2" closed •Limited 
to 8,000 serialized pieces 
worldwide •Custom gift box.  
V16510 

$99.00 ea.

Gift box.



VICTORINOX® EXCLUSIVES from SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS 
Victorinox and SMKW love offering you these favorite knife patterns with exclusive artwork that just might brighten your holidays! 

All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver 
•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed. 

Classic SDs also feature: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. 

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 6 pm ESTChristmas 202140

NEW!NEW! Bigfoot 
V1071V1071

NEW!NEW! Let It Snow 
V1076V1076

NEW!NEW! Christmas Tree 
V1073V1073

NEW!NEW! Bigfoot 
V1072V1072

NEW!NEW! Let It Snow 
V1077V1077

NEW!NEW! Christmas Tree 
V1074V1074

All exclusives feature All exclusives feature 
designs on both front designs on both front 

and backand back!!

TINKERS  YOUR CHOICE $29.99 ea.

Candy Cane 
V1016V1016

Candy Cane 
V1017V1017

CLASSIC SDS  YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.
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Succulent 
V1050V1050

Bigfoot Don't Stop 
Believing V1052V1052 

Donut 
V1048V1048 

Donut 
V1049V1049 

Trash Panda 
V1047

Trash Panda 
V1041 

Tie Dye 
V1043

Sunflower 
V1046

Rainbow Trout 
V1040

VICTORINOX® EXCLUSIVES from SMOKY MOUNTAIN KNIFE WORKS 
Victorinox and SMKW love offering your favorite knife patterns with exclusive artwork that just might hit close to home for 

you. All feature: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades 
•Phillips screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •3-1/2" closed. 

Classic SDs also feature: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. 

All exclusives feature designs All exclusives feature designs 
on both front and backon both front and back!!

TINKERS  YOUR CHOICE $29.99 ea.

CLASSIC SDs  YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

SMKW GOAT 
V1066

Save the Chubby 
Unicorns V1064

Pine Mountain 
V1051

Coal Miner 
V1069

Zorro 
V1068

SMKW GOAT 
V1067

Save the Chubby 
Unicorns V1065
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your choice $129.95 ea.

Black 
Oxide Finish 
LM831554LM831554

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$79.95 ea.

Bit kit set- Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, 
Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , Wave®+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. 
Bit kit expands your driver's capabilities 
with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 tools in all. 
See SMKW.com for a full list of bits. 

LM931014LM931014 $24.00 per kit

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •Nylon belt sheaths •25 year warranty.

WAVE®+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed.
LM832531LM832531 

$99.95 ea.

REBAR®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 

screwdrivers •Electrical crimper 
•Ruler •Lanyard ring •4" closed 
•Components are not outside 
accessible with pliers closed.

RAPTOR® RESCUE
Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands-- a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position.

tan 
LM832173LM832173

Black & 
Orange 

LM832154LM832154

black LM831741LM831741
Carbide tip 

glass breakerIDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, IDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, 
FIREMEN & POLICE!FIREMEN & POLICE!

green 
LM832590LM832590

red 
LM832591LM832591

stainless  
Finish 
LM831548LM831548 

Blue 
LM832715LM832715

ACCESSORIES Bit driver extender

Extend your reach. 
Fits any Leatherman 

knife or tool that 
has a bit driver.

LM931015LM931015 

$19.99 ea.

FREE™ P4
Designed for comfort, ease of use, and durability. 
Everything, including the tool itself, can be opened 
with one hand. Break the magnetic bond, and the 
tool swings open almost like a balisong. The 
blades and tools open smoothly, locking open 
with a confident snap. Package opener •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver •Extra small, 
small, and medium screwdrivers •Pry tool 
•Ruler •Saw •Premium replaceable wire and 
hard wire cutters •Electrical crimper •Spring 
action scissors •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

LM832640LM832640 $139.95 ea.

 MULTI-TOOLS

SURGE®

Blade Exchanger® 
•Premium replaceable 

wire cutters and 
hard wire cutters 

•Standard wire cutters 
•Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file 

•Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 

crimper •Diamond coated 
file •Spring action scissors 

•Ruler •Large bit driver 
•Bits included: Phillips 

#1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard 

ring •4-1/2" closed.
 

stainless Finish 
LM830158LM830158

stainless 
& Black 

Oxide Finish 
LM832460LM832460

ratchet driver- Allows you to apply more 
torque without adjusting your grip. 44 gear 

teeth produce a swing arc just over 8 degrees. 
Magnetic bit holder. Compatible with MUT®, 
MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , 

Wave®+, Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX, Skeletool® 
RX and Signal™. Bits not included.

LM931030LM931030 $29.95 ea. 

Oxygen tank 
wrench

Strap 
cutter

Ring 
cutter
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SUPER TOOL® 300
Locking blades and tools •Plain edge 
and serrated knife blades •Needlenose 
and regular pliers •Premium replaceable 
wire cutters and hard-wire cutters 
•Stranded-wire cutters •Electrical 
crimper •Wire stripper •Saw •Awl with 
thread loop •9" ruler •Can 
opener •Bottle opener 
•Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large, 
medium, and small 
screwdrivers 
•4-1/2" closed 
•Black leather and nylon 
sheath with belt loop.
LM831102LM831102 

$89.95 ea.

STYLE® PS
Satin finish stainless steel 
construction •Gray glass-filled 
nylon handles •Spring-action 
needlenose and regular pliers, 
wire cutters and scissors •Flat/
Phillips screwdriver 
•Tweezers •Nail file 
•Carabiner/bottle 
opener •Keyring 
•TSA compliant 
•2-7/8" closed.

LEATHERMAN® MULTI-TOOLS
Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420 HC stainless steel blades 

•Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •25 year warranty.

REV™
Needlenose/regular pliers 
•Wire and hard wire cutters 
•Wire strippers •Package 
opener •Can opener 
•Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Medium 
and small screwdrivers 
•Pocket clip 
•3-7/8" closed.

LM832126LM832126 

$39.95 ea.

CHARGE®+ TTI 
Needlenose/regular pliers •Premium 
replaceable wire cutters and hard-wire cutters 
•Wire stripper •Electrical crimper •Plain edge 
S30V steel knife blade •Serrated edge 420 HC 
steel knife blade/cutting hook •Saw 
•Spring-action scissors •Ruler (8"/19 cm) •Can 
opener •Wood/metal file •Diamond-coated 
file •Medium screwdriver •Large and small 
bit drivers •Removable pocket clip 
•4" closed. Included bits-- square drive 
#1, #2; eyeglass screwdriver; hex 5/32", 
9/64"; hex 1/8", 7/64"; hex 3/32", 
5/64"; hex 1/16", .050"; 
Phillips #1-2; 3/16" 
screwdriver; 1/8" 
screwdriver; Torx #15. 

LM832537LM832537 $169.95 ea.

WINGMAN®

Spring action pliers, wire 
cutters and scissors •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver 
•Medium and small 
screwdrivers •Package 
opener •Ruler 
•3-7/8" closed.
LM831426LM831426 

$59.95 ea.

SIDEKICK®

Spring action pliers and wire 
cutters •Wire stripper •Saw 
•Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Medium and 
small screwdrivers •Can 
opener •Ruler •Lanyard 
ring •3-7/8" closed 
•Nylon belt 
sheath •Carabiner.

LM831429LM831429 

$59.95 ea.

BONUS carabiner!

BOND®

Inspired by Tim Leatherman's original PST 
multitool •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire cutters 
•Hard-wire cutters •Wire stripper •Wood/metal 
file •Awl with thread loop •Phillips screwdriver 
•Large and small screwdrivers •Can opener •Ruler 
(4"/10cm) •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed •Components 
are not outside accessible 
with pliers closed 
•Nylon belt sheath. 
LM832934LM832934 

$49.95 ea.

CURL™
Outside-accessible locking knife 
blade •Bit driver •4" closed •Pocket clip 
•Needlenose and regular pliers •Wire 
cutters •Hard-wire cutters •Spring-action 
scissors •Wood/metal 
file •Diamond-coated 
file •Awl with thread 
loop •Medium 
screwdriver •Can 
opener •Wire stripper 
•Ruler •Phillips 
bit •3/16" 
screwdriver bit.
LM832930LM832930 

$79.95 ea.

LM831488LM831488 

$34.95 ea.

Find more 
Leatherman® @
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Paraframe™/Mini Paraframe™/Mullet 
Mullet- Carry on a keychain (with or without the split ring) or 
belt loop •(10) functions •2-7/8" overall. Mini Paraframe™- High 
carbon stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handle •3" closed. 
Paraframe™ Framelock- High carbon stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel handle •4-3/4" closed. 

G4135G4135 $19.99 per combo

Pocket Sharpener/Firestarter/Paraframe™ 
Paraframe™ Framelock I- High carbon stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handle 
•4-1/8" closed. Sharpener- Coarse and fine rods •Measures 2-1/2" x 1-3/4". 
Firestarter- 3Cr13 steel striker •Ferro rod •Emergency whistle •4-3/4" overall.  

G4134G4134 $19.99 per combo

Harsey Air Ranger™/Mullet
Mullet- Carry on a keychain (with or without the split ring) or 
belt loop •(10) functions •2-7/8" overall. Harsey Air Ranger™ 
Linerlock- High carbon stainless steel 
blade •OD green CNC machined 
aluminum handles •4-1/8" closed. 

G4136G4136 $19.99 per combo

Quadrant/Barbill™
Quadrant Framelock- 7Cr17MoV stainless steel 
blade •Aluminum handle with bamboo scale 
•3-7/8" closed. Barbill™ Wallet- Lightweight, black 
finished, heavy duty stainless steel construction 
•Security bumper •Elastic band secures up to (7) 
cards •Bottle opener •Measures 2-1/4" x 3-1/2" x 1/4". 

G4138G4138 $24.99 per combo

Paraframe™/Evo™ Jr.
Paraframe™ I Framelock- Titanium nitride coated high carbon 
stainless steel blade •Stainless steel handle •4-1/8" closed. 
Evo™ Jr. Linerlock- Titanium nitride coated 7Cr17MoV stainless 
steel blade •Anodized aluminum handle •3-5/8" closed. 

G4156G4156 $19.99 per combo

Harsey Air Ranger™/Field Key
Field Key Multitool- Multi-gauge choke tube wrench •Large flat driver 
•Bottle opener •Premium leather sleeve •D-ring key loop •4-1/4" closed. 
Harsey Air Ranger™ Linerlock- High carbon stainless steel blade 
•OD green CNC machined aluminum handle •4-1/8" closed.  

G4157G4157 $19.99 per combo

 COMBOS

Paraframe™/Mini Paraframe™/Paraframe I™ 
All Three- High carbon stainless steel blades •Stainless steel handles. 
Mini Paraframe™ Framelock- Plain blade •3" closed. Paraframe™ 
Framelock- Partially serrated blade •4-3/4" closed. Paraframe I™ 
Framelock- Plain blade •4-1/8" closed. 

G4141G4141 $24.99 per combo

Paraframe I™/Mullet
Mullet- Stonewash finish stainless steel construction •Carry on a keychain 
(with or without the split ring) or belt loop •(10) functions •2-7/8" overall. 
Paraframe I™ Framelock- Stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel handle frame •4-1/8" closed. 

G3999G3999 $15.99 per combo

SEE MORE 
GERBER® @
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TRUSS MULTITOOLS
100% stainless steel construction •Locking, 
outboard tools •Blades-- fine edge, serrated 
edge and saw •Spring loaded needlenose/
regular pliers •Real cross drivers •Wire 
strippers •Wire cutters •Scissors 
•Small, medium, and large 
flathead screwdrivers 
•Can openers 
•Bottle 
openers •Awls 
•Files •Rulers 
•4-1/4" closed 
•Low 
profile sheaths.

SUSPENSION-NXT® MULTITOOL
100% stainless steel construction •Locking, outboard tools •Partially 
serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/regular pliers •#2 cross 
driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter •Scissors •Small, medium, and large 
flathead screwdrivers •Can opener •Bottle opener •Awl •File •Ruler 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

G1364G1364 $35.99 ea.
Pocket 

clip.

Silver/Grey G1343G1343 

$47.99 ea.

Blackout G1779G1779 

$49.99 ea.

SPINE FIXED BLADE
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade with stain finish •Sage green rubberized handles 
•Single rivet •8-1/2" overall •Glass filled nylon sheath with belt clip.

G1497G1497 $36.99 ea. Shown in sheath.

DIME TOOLS
Aluminum handles •Pliers •Wire cutters •Package cutters •Medium flathead screwdrivers •Bottle openers •Files •Scissors •Crosshead 
screwdrivers •Tweezers •2-5/8" closed.

Tweezers 
store in 
handle.

Black- Black coated 
stainless steel blade 
and tools. G1134G1134

Green- Uncoated 
stainless steel blades 
and tools. G468G468

Red- Uncoated 
stainless steel blades 
and tools. G417G417

Sheath 
included 
with both.

DIESEL™ MULTIPLIER
Stainless steel construction •Needlenose pliers •Wire cutter •Phil-
lips screwdriver •Medium screwdriver •Fiskars® scissors •Lanyard 
hole •One hand opening •Wire crimper •Small screwdriver •Large 
screwdriver •Can opener •5" closed 
•Heavy duty ballistic nylon 
belt sheath.

G1470G1470 $76.99 ea.

Find more 
Gerber® @
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Barbill™ Wallet
Gold finish heavy duty stainless 
steel construction with security 
bumper on one end •Flexible 
elastic band secures up to (7) cards 
of varying widths •Integrated 
bottle opener •Slim profile, 
measuring 2-1/4" x 3-1/2" x 1/4".

G1569G1569 $21.99 ea.

Sumo Pivot Lock Folder
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Layered black 
and grey G-10 handles •5" closed. 
G1815G1815 

$41.99 ea.

Air Ranger Linerlock
Black coated 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Black 
G-10 handles •4-1/4" closed.

G2989WMG2989WM $14.99 ea.

Pack Hatchet
Stainless steel axe 

head •Black and 
OD green rubber 
overmold handle 

•9-3/8" overall 
•Belt sheath. 
G3482G3482 

$33.99 ea.

Quadrant Framelock
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Bamboo handle scale 
on front •Aluminum handle frame •3-7/8" closed.
G1702G1702 

$32.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Tri-Tip Mini Cleaver
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade with 
scraping and cutting edge •Machined 
aluminum handles •5-3/4" overall 
•Multi-mount sheath.

G1693G1693 $34.99 ea.

Ultralight L.S.T.®
400 series stainless steel blade •Glass-filled nylon handles •2-3/4" closed.

G6050G6050  $18.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Pocket 
clip.

Highbrow Compact Folder
7Cr stainless steel blade with flipper •Assisted 
opening •Pivot lock •Slide lock safety •Onyx 
anodized aluminum handles •4-1/8" closed.
G1524G1524 

$34.99 ea.
Pocket 

clip.
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Black  

FS12141FS12141 $17.99 ea.

CLIPPER
High carbon steel blade •Black and red rubber 
handle •8-1/2" overall •Black composition sheath 
with drain hole and belt clip.

FS840FS840 $11.99 ea.

NO. 731 (C)
Carbon steel blade •Black polypropylene handle 
•10-7/8" overall •Polymer sheath.
FS10731FS10731 

$22.99 ea.

Black/Dark Green 

FS12215FS12215 $19.99 ea.  

COMPANION SERIES
Stainless steel blades •Non-slip TPE rubber handles •7-1/2" overall 
•Molded polymer belt clip sheaths. 

MORAKNIV® 120 DALA HORSE KNIFE KIT 
Discover the beauty of woodcarving with this kit from Mora of Sweden. 
120 Carving Knife features: Thin, tapered laminated steel blade •Birch 
handle •6-1/2" overall •Black composition sheath •Includes rough cut 
wood, ready-for-finishing Dala Horse, a traditional carved and painted 
horse statuette originating from Sweden •Gift box.
FS12670FS12670 

$29.99 per kit

Packaged in a 
presentation box!

Black/Blue 

FS12159FS12159 $17.99 ea.

MORAKNIV® KNIVES BY MORA OF SWEDEN
300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels! 

NEW!NEW! BASIC 511
High carbon steel blade •Grey and green 
polypropylene handle •8" overall •Green 
polymer sheath.

FS13955FS13955 $9.99 ea.

CRAFT ROBUST
3.2mm extra thick carbon steel blade •Impact 
resistant black and grey rubber handle, slightly 
oversized •8" overall •Combi-sheath.

FS12249FS12249 $11.99 ea.
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MOUNTAIN PASS KNIVES & AXE
Designed by Jason Breeden •Condor Classic blade finish •Orange 
Micarta® handles •Handcrafted welted leather sheaths. 

Carry Knife- Flat ground, second-beveled 
440C stainless steel blade •7-7/8" overall. 

CTK62741CTK62741 $91.78 ea.

Camp Knife- Flat ground, second-
beveled 1095 high carbon steel blade 

•12-7/8" overall. 

CTK62739CTK62739 $96.37 ea.

Axe- Convex ground 1075 high 
carbon steel blade •14" overall. 

CTK62740CTK62740 $149.58 ea.

Machete- Convex ground 
1075 high carbon steel blade 

•21-3/4" overall. 

CTK62742CTK62742 $121.53 ea.

LOST ROMAN- Designed by Joe Flowers •1075 high 
carbon steel blade with Condor Classic finish •Carved 
walnut handles •9-3/4" overall •Handcrafted welted 

leather belt sheath. 

CTK10295HCCTK10295HC $78.01 ea.

Large- Hardwood handles •13-1/4" overall. 

CTK24085HCCTK24085HC  $73.42 ea.

HUDSON BAY™ 
HUNTING KNIVES
1075 high carbon steel 
blades with Condor Classic 
blade finish •Triple brass 
rivets •Leather sheaths.

CONDOR® TOOL & KNIFE

Mini- Walnut handles 
•8-7/8" overall. 

CTK281649CTK281649 $68.83 ea.

KEPHART KNIFE- 1075 high carbon steel blade 
with natural finish •Hardwood handles •9" overall 

•Leather sheath.

CTK24745HCCTK24745HC $59.65 ea.

Full Size Axe
4" cutting edge 

•26" overall. 
CTK4070C225CTK4070C225 

$84.77 ea. Hatchet
3-3/4" cutting edge •16-1/4" overall.

CTK4070C15CTK4070C15  $71.38 ea. 

HAND CRAFTED IN EL SALVADORHAND CRAFTED IN EL SALVADOR

CLASSIC AXES
1060 high carbon steel axe heads with Condor Classic finish •American hickory handles •Handcrafted welted leather sheaths. 

Cloudburst Axe
3" cutting edge •Brown leather partial 
handle wrap with lacing •23" overall. 

CTK2803C16CTK2803C16 $89.23 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.
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PRIMAL CLEAVER
Brushed satin finish 1095 high carbon 
steel cleaver blade •Micarta® handles 
•7-7/8" overall •Leather sheath.

CTK62743CTK62743 $78.01 ea.

CAVELORE- Designed by Joe Flowers 
•1095 high carbon steel blade with forged 

flint textured finish •Burnt American hickory 
handles •Leather lanyard •9-3/8" overall 

•Leather belt sheath. 

CTK393543CTK393543 $82.60 ea.

BLADE BLANKS
1075 high carbon steel construction 
•Pre-drilled rivet holes •Made in El 
Salvador.

YOUR CHOICE $27.52 ea. 
Bushlore- 4-5/16" blade •9-5/16" overall. 

CTKCB23243HCCTKCB23243HC
Kephart- 4-1/4" drop point blade •9" overall.

CTKCB24745HCCTKCB24745HC

Valhalla Throwing Axe - Natural finish •4-1/2" cutting 
edge •Carved handle •22" overall. 

CTK100214CTK100214 $80.31 ea.
Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Francisca Throwing Axe 
3-1/4" cutting edge 

•18-5/8" overall.
CTK102213CTK102213 

$80.31 ea.

OCEAN RIDER
Polished finish 440C stainless steel blade •Walnut handles 
•8-3/4" overall •Handcrafted welted leather sheath.

CTK60051CTK60051 $68.83 ea.

NATIVE HUNTER
Polished finish 440C stainless steel blade 
•Walnut handles with cord lanyard •8-3/4" overall 
•Handcrafted welted leather sheath.

CTK60050CTK60050 $68.83 ea.

GERMAN AVIATOR MACHETE
Natural finish 1075 high carbon steel blade •Walnut handles 
•20-7/8" overall •Canvas sheath with leather belt loop.

CTK61727CTK61727 $126.21 ea.

SIGRUN
Black Traction powder coated 1075 high carbon steel 
blade •Grey Micarta® handles •10-1/4" overall •Kydex® 
sheath with leather belt loop.

CTK61728CTK61728 $87.19 ea.

GLADIUS NECK KNIFE
Blasted satin finish 1075 high carbon steel one piece construction •Black paracord 
handle wrap •6" overall •Kydex® sheath with paracord neck lanyard.

CTK61729CTK61729 $50.47 ea.

COJANG 
JUNGLE 
MACHETE
Natural finish 
1075 high carbon steel blade •Walnut handles 
•27-5/8" overall •Handcrafted welted leather sheath.

CTK62746CTK62746 $126.21 ea.

LOBO MACHETE
Designed by Julio Diez •Condor Classic finish convex ground 1075 high carbon steel 
blade •Grey Micarta® handles •18-1/4" overall •Kydex® sheath with leather belt loop.

CTK62749CTK62749 $149.58 ea.

CONDOR® TOOL & KNIFE

AXES
1060 high carbon steel axe heads •American 

hickory handles •Leather sheaths. 

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.
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ESEE KNIVES®
 1095 carbon steel blades •Serial numbered •Includes moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

ESEE® EXPAT KNIVES DARIEN MACHETE
1075 carbon steel blade •Micarta® handles •18-1/8" overall •Canvas 
sheath •Made in El Salvador.

ESEEDARIENESEEDARIEN 

$53.99 ea.

ESEE® RAT CARABINER 
Screw gate (closed- 24Kn major 
axis, open- 8Kn major axis) 
•8Kn minor axis •16mm 
gate opening. 
ESEECAF818ESEECAF818 

$9.99 ea.

MORE ESEE® @

ESEE® RAT MATCH FIRE STARTER
Combines ferrocerium and magnesium on the same 
rod •3" overall.
ESEERATMATCHESEERATMATCH 

$21.95 ea.

Shown 
actual size.

Axe- Viking bearded head •Finger grooved 
handles •Compact 10-1/2" overall.

ESEEGIBSONAESEEGIBSONA $164.70 ea.

JG5- James was inspired to design the JG5 in the 
tradition of the knife carried by adventurist George 
Washington Sears, who wrote under the pen name 
"Nessmuk" •Wide belly skinner blade •9-5/8" overall.

ESEEJG5ESEEJG5 $114.99 ea.

James 
Gibson, 

Knife 
Designer.

JAMES GIBSON DESIGNS
James Gibson is a survivalist, 

instructor, master knifemaker, 
and native of the Great Smoky 

Mountains area •Tumbled black 
oxide finish blades •Sculpted 

brown Micarta® handles 
•Leather belt sheaths.

ESEE® PR4
Designed by Patrick Rollins •Tumbled black oxide finish 
blade •Spine ground at 90º for striking with ferro rod (not 
included) •Brown sculpted Micarta® handles 
•8-7/8" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

ESEEPR4ESEEPR4 $99.99 ea.

ESEE® ASHLEY GAME KNIFE
Designed by Ashley Emerson •Black oxide coated, stonewash 
finish blade •Tan Micarta® handles •8-1/4" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

ESEEAGKESEEAGK $89.85 ea.
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ESEE KNIVES®
 Serial numbered •Includes moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.

ESEE®-4PS35
CPM-S35VN stainless 
steel blades •9" overall. 

Grey Micarta® Handles 
ESEE4PS35VESEE4PS35V 

$139.95 ea.

Orange G-10 Handles 
ESEE4PS35VORESEE4PS35VOR 

$123.50 ea.

Stonewash Finish S35VN Stainless Steel Blade/Black Handles

ESEE3PM35VESEE3PM35V $136.66 ea.

Dark Earth Blade/Coyote & Black Handles 

ESEE3PMDE005ESEE3PMDE005 $126.66 ea.

Black Blade/Grey & Black Handles 

ESEE3PMB002ESEE3PMB002 $103.99 ea.

ESEE®-3
8-1/8" overall.

ESEE®-5
11" overall.

OD Green Blade/3-D 
Canvas Micarta® Handles 

ESEE5POD017ESEE5POD017

YOUR CHOICE $181.54 ea.

Desert Tan Blade/Red 
and Black Handles
ESEE5PDT004ESEE5PDT004

ESEE®-4 
9" overall.

Venom Green Blade/Neon 
Green & Black Handles 
ESEE4PVG007ESEE4PVG007 Desert Tan Blade/

Coyote & Black Handles 
ESEE4PDT005ESEE4PDT005

ESEE® 3-D
1095 carbon steel blades with textured powder coat (except where noted) •3-D G-10 handles.

YOUR CHOICE $126.66 ea.
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ESEE® SURVIVAL KIT
100' Kevlar line •Snare wire •Emergency duct tape •10' orange survey tape 
•Rapid Rescue Whistle •Red Fresnel lens •Emergency signal mirror •30' small 
cordage •Firestarter kit and supplies •(2) Brite Strike Lites •Survival blanket •Map 
and Survival pocket card sets •Emergency water bags •Potable aqua tablets 
•Basic fishing kit •Pencil •Sewing needle and Cordura patch •Suunto Compass 
•ESEE Candiru Knife with sheath •Swiss Army Hiker •Everything stows away in 
the 6-1/4" x 4" x 2-1/2" 1100 aluminum mess/survival tin, which in turn packs 
into the OD green pouch with multiple carry options •Weight: 25 ounces 
•Includes domestic and imported contents.

ESEELGTKITOGESEELGTKITOG $278.00 ea.

JUNGLAS- Micarta® handles •16-1/2" overall •Kydex® sheath with MOLLE compatible back. 

YOUR CHOICE $184.95 ea.

ESEE® FIRE STEEL
1095 carbon steel construction •Edges work as ferrocerium 
rod striker •Bow drill socket center divot 
•Measures 3-1/4" x 1-1/2" x 3/16" .  

ESEEFSESEEFS $23.99 ea.

XANCUDO
Stonewashed S35VN stainless steel blades 
•Black and orange handles •7-1/8" overall. 

YOUR CHOICE $107.99 ea.

No Carabiner Hole 
ESEEXAN2006ESEEXAN2006

With Carabiner Hole
 Carabiner not included. 

ESEEXAN1006ESEEXAN1006

EXPAT CLEAVER
3/16" thick tumbled black oxide finish blade 
with Idaho cutout •Black G-10 handles 
•11-1/2" overall. 

ESEECL1ESEECL1 $148.99 ea.

AH-1 ARROWHEAD
One piece, double-edged 
construction with black 
textured powder coat finish 
•Lashing hole 
•2-1/2" overall.

ESEE CM6
Designed by Terrill Hoffman •11-1/8" overall •Black 
Kydex® sheath with multiple carry options.

ESEECM6ESEECM6 $128.99 ea.

Dark Earth Blade/Tan 
Handles JUNGLASDEJUNGLASDE

Black Blade/Grey 
Handles JUNGLASJUNGLAS

ESEE KNIVES®
 Features (except where noted): Epoxy powder coated 1095 carbon steel blades •Serial numbered •Includes 

moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee.

Lash it to a branch or handle 
for use as a 

knife or 
a spear.

AH1CSAH1CS 

$9.99 ea.
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HELLE® KNIVES - THE WORLD'S SHARPEST STEEL BLADES
Brothers Steinar and Sigmund Helle started knife production in the old forge on their farm in Holmedal, 
Norway, in 1932. Though today the company occupies a modern facility, much of the production is done 

manually. Helle knives are carried around the world by professional hunters, scouts and outdoorsmen. 
Features (except where noted): Triple laminated stainless steel blades •Curly birch handles 

•Leather belt sheaths •Made in Norway. 

HELLE FACTORY HELLE FACTORY 
IN NORWAY.IN NORWAY.

Up to 45 different manual 
operations go into each 

Helle Knife.

Viking 
Triple laminated carbon steel 
blade •8-1/2" overall.

HF01HF01  $129.00 ea.

Utvaer
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes •Scandi ground, Sandvik 
12C27 stainless steel blade •Full tang •Double hollow 

rivets •8-5/8" overall. 

HF600HF600 $224.00 ea. 

Hellefisk
Designed by Tor Indergaard •Sandvik 

12C27 stainless steel blade •Cork handle 
•10" overall •Primitive style leather sheath.

HF120HF120 $114.00 ea.

Lappland
Designed by Ragnar Bull 

•The all 
purpose knife 

of the Sami 
people of the 

Arctic region •Hefty 
feel •Sometimes called a 

baby machete •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade, fairly thin for slicing •13-1/8" overall.

HF70HF70 $174.00 ea.

Steinbit 
Designed by Espen Thorup •Non 
laminated Sandvik 12C27 stainless 
steel blade •Brass end screw 
•10-3/4" overall. 

HF115HF115 $114.00 ea.

Speider
For anyone who likes a solid and lightweight general purpose 

knife •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade •Stainless steel guard 
•7-7/8" overall.

HF5HF5 $69.00 ea.

Alden
Named after Alden Island  •Stainless 
steel blade collar and leather spacers •9-1/4" overall.

HF76HF76 $134.00 ea.

Gro 
Dark birch handles •7-3/4" overall. 

HF7HF7 $84.00 ea.
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SINGLE MARK 
No markings on the pile side leaving, 
a prime spot for you to have your 
knife engraved.

KA1320KA1320 $82.99 ea. 

FIGHTER
1-1/2" wide blade •Black 
Kraton G® handle 
•12-7/8" overall •Leather/
Cordura® belt sheath.

KA1271KA1271 $69.99 ea.

KA-BAR FIGHTING KNIVES
Originally designed for our troops and carried by the U.S. Armed Forces in World War II. 

Features (except where noted): Flat ground, black epoxy powder coated 1095 Cro-Van steel blades 
•Stacked leather handles •11-7/8" overall •Leather sheaths.

MARK 1 USN
Flat ground, black epoxy powder coated 1095 
Cro-Van steel blade •Stacked leather handle 
•9-3/8" overall •Leather sheath.

KA2225KA2225 $89.99 ea.

SHORT- Kraton G handles. 
Tanto- 9-3/8" overall. 

KA1254KA1254 $57.99 ea.

Clip Point- 9-1/4" overall. 

KA1256KA1256 $59.99 ea. 

D2 EXTREME
D2 tool steel blade •Gray Kraton 
Thermoplastic handle •MOLLE 
compatible hard plastic sheath.

KA1282KA1282 $129.99 ea.

ARMY
US ARMY tang stamp •MOLLE 

compatible hard plastic sheath.

KA5020KA5020 $89.99 ea.

USMC 
USMC tang stamp. 

KAUSMCKAUSMC $79.99 ea.
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BK&T (BECKER KNIFE & TOOL) COLLECTION  
Ethan Becker founded Becker Knife and Tool Corporation in the early 1980s and set about manufacturing and selling industrial strength 
tactical and survival knives. Mr. Becker trusted several of his designs to Ka-Bar® resulting in a partnership not for the faint of heart! 
Features (except where noted): Flat ground, 1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Triple screw rivets •MOLLE compatible sheaths.

Kephart- Walnut handles 
•9-5/8" overall •Leather sheath.

KABK62KABK62 $119.99 ea.

Combat Utility- Ultramid® handles •12-3/4" overall 
•Heavy duty polyester sheath.

KABK7KABK7 $89.99 ea.

Harpoon 
Zytel® handles 
•9-3/8" overall •Celcon® polymer sheath with 
lashing holes and ballistic nylon straps. 

KABK18KABK18 $86.95 ea.

Campanion Knife- Extra durable 1/4" thick 
blade •10-1/2" overall •Hard plastic sheath.

KABK2KABK2 $89.99 ea.

Short Becker Drop Point- 9-1/4" overall •Includes an 
extra set of brown handle scales •Cordura® sheath.

KABK16KABK16 $69.99 ea.

Becker Skeleton Knife
Black epoxy coated 5Cr15 stainless steel 
one-piece construction with skeletonized handle 
•6-1/2" overall •Black hard plastic sheath.

KABK23BPKABK23BP $9.99 ea.

Becker Necker- 6-3/4" overall.

KABK11KABK11 $34.99 ea.

Becker Linerlock- Flat ground AUS-8A stainless 
steel blade •Black GFN-PA66 handle •5" closed.

KABK40KABK40 $39.95 ea.

Crewman- Black Ultramid 
polymer handles •11" overall.

KABK10KABK10 $89.99 ea.
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KA-BAR® GUN TOOL
S2 steel tools •Allen head-- 1/8", 3/32", (2) 5/32", 005 •Flathead-- 1F-2R, 
6F-7R •#2 Phillips head •Punch-- 006, 120 •Torque-- T8, (2) T10, T15, T20 
•Aquamarine aluminum handles with magnetic storage inside for bits 
•3-5/8" closed.
KA1308KA1308 

$19.99 ea. 

KA-BAR® COYPU RESCUE LINERLOCK
Hollow ground 5Cr15 stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and 
ridges •Black G-10 handles •Aluminum bolsters •Seatbelt 
cutter •Glass breaker tip •Pocket clip •5" closed.

KA3085KA3085 $19.99 ea.

KA-BAR® FORGED WRENCH KNIFE   
Due to the forging process, each knife will have 
a unique look! 425 high carbon stainless steel 
construction •7-1/8" overall •Hard plastic sheath.

KA1119KA1119 $39.99 ea.

KA-BAR® MARK 98 FLIPPER FOLDER 
Hollow ground 5Cr15 stainless steel blade with flipper 
•Blood groove •Multi-colored G-10 handles •4-5/8" closed.

KA3066KA3066 $19.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

KA-BAR® USSF

Space-Bar Fixed BladeSpace-Bar Fixed Blade 
Black coated, flat ground 1095 Cro-Van steel blade •Blood groove •Blue Kraton G® handle •Cast 

metal guard and end cap •11-3/4" overall •MOLLE compatible grey hard plastic sheath. 

KA1313SFKA1313SF $74.95 ea.  MSRP $111.53

Sheath holds all three!

KA-BAR® THROWING KNIFE SET
Set of (3) •One-piece black coated 3Cr13 stainless steel 
construction •Hollow ground blades •9-3/8" overall •Black 
polyester belt sheath holds all three.

KA1121KA1121 $21.99 per set

USSF Fighting KnifeUSSF Fighting Knife
Black powder coated 1095 Cro-Van German steel blade •KA-BAR and 
USSF blade stamps •EXCLUSIVE stacked brown leather and black coated 
steel handle •11-7/8" overall •Brown leather sheath with belt loop.

KA1314SFKA1314SF $74.95 ea.

Tang stamp.
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HOGUE® EX-F03® HAWKBILL
Cryogenically heat treated, hollow flat ground, hand honed 154CM 
stainless steel blade with stone tumbled finish •Solid black 
G-10 handles with checkered texture •6-1/2" overall 
•Quick-deploying, super tough nylon belt sheath 
with rotating belt clip •Boltaron® knife neck 
sheath with paracord •Eyelets compatible 
with Tek-Lok™ attachment systems.

HG37326HG37326 $99.99 ea.

Wharncliffe/G-Mascus Green

HG24268HG24268 $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $164.95

Wharncliffe G-Mascus FDE

HG24267HG24267 $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95

Wharncliffe/Black 

HG24266HG24266 $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95

Wharncliffe/G-Mascus Blue Lava 
Stone tumbled finish blade.

HG24263HG24263 $140.21 ea. 
MSRP $164.95

HOGUE® DEKA ABLE™ LOCK FOLDERS
Black Cerakote® finish (except where noted) Cryogenically heat treated, flat ground, hand honed 
CPM-20CV stainless steel blades •ABLE™ Lock mechanism •G-10 handles 
•Pocket clips •4-1/4" closed.

Clip Point/G-Mascus FDE 

HG24277HG24277 $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95

Clip Point/Black 

HG24276HG24276 $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95
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YOUR CHOICE 

$89.00 ea.

 AXES

VOLANTE THROWING AXES
Black coated 1060 HC steel heads •Black finish American Hickory handles •14" overall.

FORTE
1060 high carbon steel heads 

with polished blue finish 
•Appalachian Hickory handles 

with water-resistant finish.

White Logo BUAXE00202BUAXE00202 Natural Logo BUAXE00201BUAXE00201

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Large- 28" overall. BUAXE00302BUAXE00302 $159.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! Medium- 22" overall. BUAXE00301BUAXE00301 $149.00 ea.

MARBLE'S®#9 DOUBLE BITTED AXE 
Carbon steel head •Double 3" cutting edges •Wood handle 
•15" overall •Imported.

MR009DBMR009DB $29.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® AMERICAN HICKORY AXES
Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads •American hickory handles •Made in El Salvador.

Small- Head measures 
5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •12" overall. 

MR702MR702 $24.99 ea.

Single Bit Hatchet- Head measures 
4-5/8" x 2-1/4" •11" overall. 

MA700SBMA700SB  $21.99 ea.

Double Bit 
Hatchet

Head measures 
5-3/8" x 2-1/2" 

•14-1/2" overall.
MA700DBMA700DB  

$24.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.Full Size Double Bit- Head measures 9-1/2" x 4-3/8" •37" overall.

MA782DBMA782DB  $34.99 ea.

Camp Axe- Head measures 6-1/4" x 4" 
•15-7/8" overall.

MA701SBMA701SB $24.99 ea.

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON!QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON!

Hunter's- Head measures 
5-3/4" x 3-1/2" •17-3/4" overall. 

MR703MR703 $22.99 ea.



Each includes 
leather sheath.

Model 450 Splitting Maul- Shaped and beveled for 
accuracy in splitting wood with a wedge •31-1/2" overall. 

GB450GB450 $213.00 ea.

Model 410 Small Hatchet
Perfect for hikers due to its diminuitive 
size and weight •10" overall.

GB410GB410 $159.00 ea.

Model 413 Hand Hatchet
For everything from splitting 
kindling to felling small trees 
•10" overall.

GB413GB413 $153.99 ea.

GRÄNSFORS BRUK AXES
Axe heads forged from Ovako recycled steel •Hickory handles laser engraved with the company's logo •Tärnsö Garveri vegetable-tanned leather 

sheaths •Each axe includes "The Axe Book," produced by Gränsfors Bruk, describing the company’s philosophy, different axe models, how the 
axes are made, and how an axe should be used and looked after.

#2 Wood-Craft Pack Axe- 5160 carbon 
steel axe head •19" overall •Leather sheath.

CTCWC20PA19CCTCWC20PA19C $160.63 ea.

Hudson Bay Camp Axe 
Forged tool steel 
axe head •18" overall. 

CTCSU20HB18CCTCSU20HB18C $61.03 ea.

Flying Fox Throwing Hatchet- Approved for 
competitive throwing •1060 carbon steel 
axe head •16" overall.

CTCSU162FF16CTCSU162FF16 $51.20 ea.

Sport Utility Camp Hatchet 
Forged tool steel 2.0 pound Dayton 
pattern head •14" overall.

CTCSU20HCT14CTCSU20HCT14 $46.20 ea.

Model 442 Large Splitting Axe
Used for splitting all types of firewood •27-1/2" overall.

GB442GB442 $199.00 ea.

COUNCIL TOOL COMPANY 
American hickory handles.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.
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OUTDOOR EDGE® FIELD PROCESSING SETS

Tools shown open.

NEW!NEW! 3.5 RAZORLITE™ EDC LOCKBACK
(6) dual satin and black oxide finish interchangeable 420 
J2 stainless steel guthook blades •Black oxide coated 
blade fitment with thumb stud •Pushbutton blade 
exchange •Grey thermoplastic handles •Pocket clip 
•4-1/2" closed •Black nylon sheath.

OERLY150COERLY150C $24.95 ea.

GAMEPRO™ FIELD PROCESSING KIT
Knives feature: Vacuum heat treated 420 J2 
surgical stainless steel blades •Overall lengths: 
8-3/8" caper, 9" guthook skinner, 10-1/4" boning/
fillet knife, 12-1/4" butcher knife. Wood/bone 
saw features: Chrome coated 65 Mn steel blade 
•Non-slip black rubberized TPR handles •14-3/4" 
overall. Game shears feature: Black POM handles 
•Rib cage spreader •Two-stage sharpener 
•Plastic gloves •Cutting mat •Hard sided 
carrying case stores it all.

OEGP11OEGP11 $74.95 ea.

REDI EDC FOLDERS
Interchangeable blades can be resharpened 
but are also replaceable •Each knife includes (2) 
AUS-8 stainless steel drop point blades, one with 
half serrations •Assisted opening •ABS handles 
•Repositionable pocket clips with T-5 Torx tool 
•4-1/2" closed. 

Black HXTCREDIBHXTCREDIB

OD Green HXTCREDIGHXTCREDIG

REPLACEMENT 
BLADES FOR EVOLVE 

MULTITOOL
12-pack of 2-3/4" straight 
60A stainless steel blades 

•Will also fit Piranta and Forge 
Folders (not shown; 

available on smkw.com).
HSSC60ADZHSSC60ADZ 

$8.99 ea.

EVOLVE MULTITOOL
(6) standard 60A stainless steel blades and (2) replaceable saw blades •Non 
exchangeable folding guthook •420 J2 stainless steel handles •Pliers •Wire cutters •Wire 
strippers •Piranta Quik-Change™ fitments for knife and saw blades •Carabiner clip (non 
load bearing) •Universal bit driver with reversible flathead/Phillips screwdriver bit 
included and room for two more 1/4" bits of any variety (not included) •Pocket clip 
•4-5/8" closed •Zipper closure pouch. 

HXT60AMT1HXT60AMT1 $64.99 ea.

RAZOR-PRO COMBOS
(6) exchangeable vacuum heat treated 420 J2 surgical 
stainless steel blades PLUS permanent zipper blade •Blades 
open and close independently and lock securely •Black 
oxide coated blade holder •Lock button release for blade 
exchange •Rubberized handle for secure grip even when 
wet •8" overall •Nylon belt sheath holds it all.

Orange Handle & Kryptek® Sheath OERO20OERO20
(also available) 

Black Handle & Sheath OERO10OERO10
YOUR CHOICE $54.95 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 ea.

Orange Handle & Mossy Oak® Sheath with Saw 
Same as above but includes folding saw featuring: Chrome 

plated 65 Mn steel blade with triple ground tooth pattern for 
cutting bone and wood •Orange 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum 

handle with non-slip rubberized coating •5" closed. 

OEROC30OEROC30 $64.95 ea.

HAVALON® QUIK-CHANGE™ FIELD KNIVES
Patented Quik-Change™ technology.

HYDRA LINERLOCK
A total of (17) interchangeable stainless steel blades in 
(7) different styles (see smkw.com for more info) •Red 
aluminum alloy and black rubber handles •5-7/8" closed 
•Nylon carrying case.
HXTHYDBRBSHXTHYDBRBS 

$64.99 ea.
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HOBO BAGS
Zip closure with 
center-zip compartment 
•Removable zippered clutch 
•Rolled handles 
•10" wide x 8" deep.

YOUR CHOICE $69.99 ea.

Blue 
FAB686BL

Camel 
FAB686C

CARRYALLS
Zip closure with 
center-zip  
compartment 
•Removable 
 zippered clutch 
•Rolled handles 
•11" wide x 
7" deep.

Light Green 
FAB8261LGN

Yellow FAB8261Y

CANVAS BAGS AND BACKPACKS
Sturdy stain resistant canvas with nylon lining and concealed 
carry pocket, allowing easy access to firearm. Sturdy zipper 
and buckle closures.

LIGHT BROWN 
SHOULDER BAG
Flap velcro closure 
and zipper openings 
•Nylon shoulder strap
•9" wide x 11" deep.
SM3965 

$40.99 ea.

Green
9" wide x 
10" deep.    

   SM3934G 

   $49.99 ea.

TEARDROP SLING
Padded straps •7" wide x 12" deep.
Coral SM3979C 
Grey SM3979SF 
Teal SM3979TE
YOUR CHOICE 

$36.99 ea.

BACKPACKS

Concealed Carry 

PINK TOTE
2 snap-closure  
and 1 center-zip  
compartments
•Flat handles 
•11" wide x 7" deep. 
FA8265P

Black 
FAB686BK

PURSES
The latest looks in concealed carry! This fashionable and functional line by Fabiola is sure to impress. 
Faux leather construction with fabric liners. Shoulder strap included. Multiple pockets organize 
all your essentials. Concealed carry pocket allows for easy access to firearm.

by

Khaki
Padded shoulder straps 
•9" wide x 12" deep. 
SM3962 

$54.99 ea.
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Small/Black- 3-3/4" closed.

 HB1021HB1021 $33.00 ea.

Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with flippers •Ergonomic FRN handles in a ridged honeycomb 
pattern for great multi-directional grip, resistant to slipping even when wet.

Large/Black- 4-5/8" closed.

HB1001HB1001 $36.00 ea.

Medium/Blue
 4" closed. 
HB1017HB1017 

$35.00 ea.

CLAW 
Large/Tan/Serrated- 4-5/8" closed. 

HB1112HB1112 $37.00 ea.

Ki-V Slip Joint Knife
Designed by Ostap Hel •Grey stonewashed 9Cr18MoV 
stainless steel blade •Non-locking slip joint •Natural 
G-10 handles •2-1/2" closed.

WKCC2108A WKCC2108A $45.00 ea.

Baby Banter Linerlock
Designed by Ben Petersen •Flat ground black stonewashed 
Nitro-V stainless steel blade •Black G-10 handles 
•3-1/8" closed.

WKCC19068S2WKCC19068S2 $59.50 ea.

Lazar Linerlock
Designed by Elijah Isham •Flat 
ground grey stonewashed 
10Cr15CoMoV stainless steel blade 
•Black G-10 handles •4-1/4" closed.

WKCC200131WKCC200131 $59.50 ea.
Elementum Linerlock
Flat ground black stonewashed D2 steel 
blade •Green Micarta® handles •4" closed.

WKCC907TEWKCC907TE $52.50 ea.

CIVIVI FOLDERS

HONEY BADGER FLIPPER LINERLOCKS

DROP POINTS
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Crag
Flat ground black PVD coated 
AR-RPM9 steel blade •Black 
carbon fiber handles 
•4-3/4" closed.
CJRB1904BCFCJRB1904BCF 

$49.99 ea.

CJRB LINERLOCKS

Gobi
Flat ground stonewash finish D2 steel blade 
•Black G-10 handles •4-3/4" closed.
CJRB1906BBKCJRB1906BBK 

$39.99 ea.

Feldspar
Flat ground black PVD coated AR-RPM9 steel blade 
•Black G-10 handles •4-5/8" closed.
CJRB1912BCFCJRB1912BCF 

$49.99 ea.

QSP® KNIVES

Neckmuk Neck Knife
Designed by Arthur Brehm •Satin 
finish D2 steel blade •Red G-10 
handles •6-1/2" overall •Kydex® 
sheath with neck chain.

QS125GQS125G $39.85 ea.

Penguin Linerlock
Two-tone satin finish D2 steel blade •Red 
Micarta® handles •4" closed.

QS130DQS130D $32.66 ea.

Hawk Linerlock
Two-tone satin finish 14C28N 
Sandvik steel blade •Green 
Micarta® handles 
•4" closed.

QS131HQS131H $54.98 ea.

Gannet Linerlock
Satin finish 154CM stainless steel blade •Red carbon fiber 
and black Micarta® handles •4-1/2" closed.

QS137AQS137A $82.50 ea.

Rampart
Stonewash finish, flat ground D2 
steel blade with flipper •Brown burlap 
Micarta® handles •4-3/4" closed. 
CJRB1907MBRCJRB1907MBR 

$59.99 ea.
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Endela- 4-5/8" closed. 
SPC243FPSBKRSPC243FPSBKR 

$94.50 ea.

Spyderco will donate a portion of all sales of  
"Thin Red Line" knives to the Wildland 

Firefighter Foundation, which provides 
immediate financial and ongoing

 emotional support, advocacy, 
and recognition to fallen 

and injured wildland 
firefighters and their families.

Delica 4- 4-1/4" closed. 

SPC11FPSBKRDSPC11FPSBKRD $91.00 ea.

Delica 4- 4-1/4" closed. 

SPC11FPSBKBLSPC11FPSBKBL $91.00 ea.

Red
liner shown.

FIRST RESPONDERS LOCKBACKS
Laser engraved, satin finish, full flat ground VG-10 stainless steel blades with Spyderco serrations 

•Trademark finger holes •Black FRN injection molded handles with blue liners and backspacers for police and 
red liners and backspacers for firefighters •Four-position pocket clips.

64

THIN BLUE LINE
The symbolic reference to the role of 
law enforcement as the barrier that 
prevents society from descending 
into violent chaos. 

THIN RED LINE
Symbolizes the division between the normalcy 
of our daily world and the chaos of life 
threatening emergencies.

Endela- 4-5/8" closed. 
SPC243FPSBKBSPC243FPSBKB 

$94.50 ea.

Blue
liner 

shown.

Red
backspacer.

Spyderco will donate a portion of all sales of "Thin Blue Line" knives to 
the Tunnel to Towers Foundation, which honors Stephen Siller's, who 

lost his life saving others, on September 11, 2001. 

Endura 4- 5" closed. 
SPC10FPSBKBLSPC10FPSBKBL 

$98.00 ea.

Rescue 3- 4-1/2" closed. 
SPC14FSBKBL3SPC14FSBKBL3 

$108.50 ea.

Endura 4- 5" closed. 
SPC10FPSBKRDSPC10FPSBKRD 

$98.00 ea.

Rescue 3- 4-1/2" closed. 
SPC14FSBKRD3SPC14FSBKRD3 

$108.50 ea.

Blue
backspacer.
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ASTUTE™ LINERLOCK
Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Black 
G-10 handles •4" closed •Made in China.

SPC252GPSPC252GP $46.90 ea.

LADYBUG™ 3 LOCKBACK
Satin finish VG-10 stainless steel blade 
•Purple FRN handles •4-3/8" closed 
•Made in Japan.

SPLPRP3SPLPRP3 $44.80 ea.

DRAGONFLY™ 2 LOCKBACKS
Satin finish blades •FRN handles •3-3/8" closed •Made in Japan.

GRASSHOPPER™ SLIPJOINT
Black oxide coated Sandvik 12CX27 stainless steel blade •Black oxide 
coated stainless steel handles •2-7/8" closed •Made in China.   

SPC138BKPSPC138BKP $28.00 ea. HONEYBEE™
Black finish 3Cr13 stainless steel blade •Black 

oxide coated stainless steel handles •2" closed 
•Made in China.

SPC137BKPSPC137BKP $25.20 ea.

MANBUG™ WHARNCLIFFE LOCKBACKS
VG-10 stainless steel blades •Black FRN handles •2-1/2" closed 
•Made in USA.

Black DLC Finish SPMBKWPBKSPMBKWPBK $58.10 ea. Satin Finish SPMBKWPSPMBKWP $55.30 ea.

Pink 
CPM-S30V stainless 

steel blade. 
SPC28FPPNS30SPC28FPPNS30 

$87.50 ea.
Black- VG-10 
stainless steel blade. 
SPC28FPWCBK2SPC28FPWCBK2 

$70.00 ea.

Pocket 
clips.

Founded in 1976, Spyderco 
has steadily grown to 

become one of the leaders 
in the cutlery industry.

Free! Free! Spyderco Copper Round 
with any Spyderco purchase!

Limit (1) per order. While supplies last. Offer expires 12/31/21.

Back.
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BIG A$$ SOAPS- 10oz. bars are 2-3x the size 
of common, dainty soap.
A. Busch Beer- Really made with Busch Beer;  its 
 antioxidants help clean •With a sandalwood 
 scent it doesn't smell like beer. 
 01BUSCH1 01BUSCH1
B. Lump of Coal- Bergamot & black pepper scent. 
 01HOLIDAYCOA 01HOLIDAYCOA
C. Frothy the Beer Man- Woodsy sandalwood scent. 
 01HOLIDAYFRO 01HOLIDAYFRO
D. Illegally Cut- Fresh pine scent. 
 01HOLIDAYIL 01HOLIDAYIL
E. Basic A$$ Pumpkin Spice Latte 
 Literally smells like pumpkin spice--nuff said. 
 01PUMPKINJOK 01PUMPKINJOK
 YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

GOLD RUSH FEVER SHAMPOO 
PUCK- Super-concentrated 
mix of essential oils and natural 
fragrances to produce big, bold 
lather •Sulfate free •4.5 ounce 
solid puck in tin.

SHPUCKGORUSHSHPUCKGORUSH $11.99 ea.

DRY ICE 
BODY POWDER 

Deodorizing 
activated charcoal 
•Cooling menthol 

and eucalyptus 
•Soothing aloe 

vera and calamine 
•Superior grade 

talc •Paraben free 
•No CFCs 

•7oz. spray.
DRYICESPRAYDRYICESPRAY 

$9.99 ea.

HOT SHAVE 
CLEAR WARMING 
SHAVE GEL 
3-in-1 formula 
combines 
lubricating pre-
shave oil, warming 
shave gel, and aloe 
vera •4.5oz. tube. 
HOTSHAVE1HOTSHAVE1 

$14.99 ea.

BLOODY KNUCKLES HAND REPAIR BALM
Made with lanolin for much 
needed moisture without 
leaving hands sticky or greasy 
•Unscented so no flowery 
smell •Pack of (3) 5 oz. jars. 
3PACK15OZHA3PACK15OZHA 

$19.99 ea.

THICK IN A BOX 
VARIETY PACK 
3X thicker than "teenage" body 
wash •Plant-based thickeners 
for superior lather •Mineral 
enriched •Aloe vera hydrates 
and protects •Paraben/phthalate/
cruelty free •Box includes 
(1) each 3.4oz Naval Diplomacy 
and Old Glory and (1) 17.5oz 
Buffalo Trace.

THICKINABOXTHICKINABOX $19.99 ea.

WINTER SURVIVAL TUBE 
1.4oz. Bloody Knuckles Hand 
Repair Balm (fragrance free) 
•.56 oz Offensively Large Lip 
Balm (fresh mint flavor); SPF 
15 protection •2.0oz. Standard 
Issue Face Lotion (fragrance 
free) PLUS 3 BONUS Cold 
Shower Cooling Field Towels.
WINTERTUBEWINTERTUBE 

$19.99 ea.

SPECIAL ISSUE LIGHT MUSK + 
NEROLI SOLID COLOGNE 
Smells like taking a dip in a clear, 
mountain stream •1.5 oz. tin •Only 
available for a limited time!

SCNEROLISCNEROLI $24.99 ea.

A
B

C D E

A PORTION 
OF PROCEEDS 
BENEFITS U.S. 

VETERANS.
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0308BLKTS FRAMELOCK
Black oxide BlackWash™ finish with tiger stripe •Heavily 3D 
machined, DLC coated titanium handle frame and 
black G-10 front scale •5-1/8" closed.

ZT0308BLKTSZT0308BLKTS $340.00 ea. 

0762 SUB-FRAME LOCK
Two tone satin and stonewash blade finish •Black carbon 
fiber handle scales •4-3/4" closed.

ZT0762ZT0762 $340.00 ea. 

ZERO TOLERANCE
CPM 20CV stainless steel blades •Manual KVT ball bearing opening.

0770 LINERLOCK
Stonewashed CPM-S35VN stainless steel blade •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •Carbon fiber handles •4-3/8" closed.

ZT0770CFZT0770CF $212.00 ea.

0350 COMBAT LINERLOCK
S30V stainless steel blade with tungsten DLC "Tigerstripe" 
coating •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Textured G-10 handles 
•4-1/2" closed.

ZT0350TSZT0350TS $176.00 ea. 

0357 LINERLOCK
SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Black G-10 handles machined 
on front and back •4-3/8" closed. 

ZT0357ZT0357 $160.00 ea. 

0393GLCF
Designed by Rick Hinderer •Titanium handle frame with 
glow-in-the-dark carbon fiber front scale •4-3/4" closed.  

ZT0393GLCFZT0393GLCF $300.00 ea.

0562CF FRAMELOCK 
Combo stonewash/satin finish blade •Stonewash finish titanium 
handle •Black carbon fiber front scale •4-7/8" closed. 

ZT0562CF $280.00 ea.

COMBAT LINERLOCK
S30V stainless steel blade •Tungsten DLC coating •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •Textured G-10 handle •4-1/2" closed.

ZT350ZT350 $168.00 ea.
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BUGOUT® FOLDERS
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •AXIS® locking mechanisms •4-1/4" closed
•Pocket clips. 

BLUE GRIVORY- Satin finish blade. 

BM535BM535 $131.75 ea.

BLACK CARBON FIBER 
Satin finish blade. 

BM5353BM5353 $255.00 ea.

BLACK CF ELITE™- DLC finish blade. 

BM535BK2BM535BK2 $148.75 ea.

RANGER GREEN GRIVORY 
Smoked gray chromium 

nitride finish blade. 

BM535GRY1BM535GRY1 $148.75 ea.

Black CF-Elite™ BM533BK2BM533BK2 $136.00 ea.

White Grivory® BM533BK1BM533BK1 $136.00 ea.

Orange Grivory® BM533BM533 $119.00 ea.

MINI BUGOUT® FOLDERS
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades with DLC coating •AXIS® locking mechanisms •3-3/4" closed •Pocket clips. 

OD GREEN G-10- Cerakote® finish blades.

Black BM535BK2101BM535BK2101

Flat Earth BM535FE2101BM535FE2101

Gray BM535GY2101BM535GY2101

YOUR CHOICE $208.25 ea.
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VALET
Satin finish M390 stainless steel blade •AXIS® locking 
mechanism •Black handles •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

BM485BM485 $174.25 ea.

FREEK® FOLDER
CPM-M4 stainless steel blade with black Cerakote finish •AXIS® locking mechanism •Grey and black layered G-10 
handles, red G-10 base layer •Pocket clip •4-7/8" closed. 

BM560BK1BM560BK1 $195.50 ea.

Red barrel spacers.MINI FREEK®
Satin finish CPM-S90V stainless steel blade with satin finish 
•AXIS® locking mechanism •Black carbon 
fiber handles •Pocket clip •4" closed.
BM5651BM5651 

$263.50 ea.

PROPER® FOLDER
Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Slip joint locking 
mechanism •Green Micarta® handles •3-7/8" closed.

BM319BM319 $127.50 ea.

3-D Milled Black G-10 Handles 
Green anodized barrel spacers.
BM9402BM9402 

$174.25 ea.

Green Anodized 6061-T6 Billet Aluminum Handles
Purple anodized titanium backspacers.

BM940BM940 $191.25 ea.

MINI -3-7/8" closed.

Black G-10- Black Cerakote® finish blade. 

BM945BK1BM945BK1 $174.25 ea

Green Anodized 6061-T6 Aluminum 
Satin finish blade. 

BM945BM945 $174.25 ea

LARGE- Satin finish blades •4-1/2" closed. 

OSBORNE REVERSE TANTO FOLDERS
Designed by Warren Osborne •CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •AXIS® locking mechanisms •Pocket clips.
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EMISSARY
Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •AXIS® assisted opening 
•Black 6061-T6 aluminum handles •Pocket clip •4" closed.

BM4701BM4701 $191.25 ea.

TURRET
Black Cerakote® finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade 
•AXIS® assisted opening •OD green G-10 
handles •Pocket clip •5" closed.

BM980SBKBM980SBK $212.50 ea.

AMICUS 
CPM-S90V stainless steel blade •AXIS® assisted opening 
•Black anodized 7075-T6 aluminum handles •Pocket clip 
•4-1/2" closed.

BM490BM490 $229.50 ea. 

VECTOR™ FOLDER
Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •AXIS® 
assisted opening •Black G-10 handles •Pocket clip
•4-3/4" closed.

BM495BM495 $221.00 ea. 

VECTOR 
CPM-20CV satin finish blade •OD green G-10 handles 
•AXIS® assisted opening •4-7/8" closed. 

BM496BM496 $284.75 ea

BILLET TI BALI-SONG™ 
Stonewash finish CPM-20CV blade •Through-hole milled fuller •6AI-4V titanium handles •Magnetic latch-lock 
•Black nylon sheath with multiple carry options •5-1/2" closed.

BM85TIBM85TI $569.50 ea.

GRIZZLY RIDGE™ FOLDER
CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •AXIS® assisted 
opening •Orange Grivory® and grey 
Versaflex® handles •Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed. 

BM15061BM15061 $140.25 ea. 

PRESIDIO II® FOLDERS
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •AXIS® assisted opening •Black 
molded CF-Elite™ handles •Pocket clips. 

Mini 
Grey Cerakote® blade •4-3/8" closed.  

BM5751BM5751 $127.50 ea.

Regular- 5" closed. 

BM5701BM5701 $140.25 ea.
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Tremolo 
Stonewash finish 4Cr14 stainless steel blade •SpeedSafe® assisted 
opening •Black glass filled nylon handles with steel inlays 
•4-1/8" closed. 

KS1390 $21.99 ea.

LINERLOCKS 
Drivetrain- Stonewash finish D2 high carbon tool steel blade 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Textured black glass filled 
nylon handles •Seatbelt cutter design keeps it closed 
until needed, then locks open; handle helps guide belt 
into the cutter •Carbide glass breaker tip •4-5/8" closed.  

KS8655 $49.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Camshaft 
Stonewash finish 4Cr14 stainless steel blade with flipper 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Black glass filled nylon 
handles •4-1/4" closed. 

KS1370KS1370 $21.99 ea.

SUB-FRAME LOCK 
Tumbler- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •D2 tool steel blade •KVT ball 
bearing opening mechanism •Black G-10 handles with 
carbon fiber top layer •4-1/2" closed.

KS4038KS4038 $64.95 ea.

Pocket clip.

Flourish
BlackWash™ coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Black G-10 
and carbon fiber handle •5" closed.

KS3935 $39.99 ea.

Lifter 
BlackWash™ coated 4Cr14 stainless steel blade •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •BlackWash™ coated steel handle 
•4-1/2" closed.

KS1302BW $21.99 ea.

FRAMELOCKS 
Outright
Blue PVD coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Blue stainless steel 
and G-10 handle •4-3/8" closed.

KS8320 $28.99 ea.

MACHETE
Camp 10- Black powder coated 65Mn carbon steel blade •Tan glass filled nylon handle 
with Sure-Grip overmold •16" overall •Glass filled nylon sheath 
with gear straps and belt loop.
KS1077TAN 

$51.99 ea.

Shown in sheath.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
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FIXED BLADE 
Arise- Black one piece PPS 
(polyphenylene sulfide 
plastic) and glass fiber 
construction •Blade 
has sharp tip but 
unsharpened edges •8-3/8" overall. 

KS1398X $9.99 ea.

FOLDING SAW 
Taskmaster 2- Nickel plated high carbon steel blade •Push-button lock for closing and safety •Tan and black glass filled nylon handles 
with rubberized overmold •9-1/8" closed. 

KS2556KS2556 $31.99 ea.

LINERLOCK 
Blur- Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
partialy serrated blade with DLC finish 
•6061-T6 anodized aluminum 
handle with Trac-Tec inserts 
•4-1/2" closed.

KS1670TBLKSTKS1670TBLKST $78.99 ea.

FRAMELOCKS 
Comeback- Stonewash finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blade •KVT ball bearing opening 
mechanism •Beadblast finish stainless steel handle 
•4-1/4" closed.

KS2055KS2055 $41.99 ea.

Terran- Bead blast finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Bead blast finish 
stainless steel handle •4" closed. 

KS2080 $34.99 ea. 

Pocket clip.

Parsec- Stonewashed brown PVD finish 8Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blade •KVT ball bearing opening 
system •Stainless steel handle with stonewashed 
brown PVD finish 4" closed.

KS2035KS2035 $41.99 ea. 

Static- Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•KVT ball bearing opening system •Grey PVD 
coated stainless steel handle •3-7/8" closed.

KS3445KS3445 $37.99 ea. 

Leek- Designed by Ken Onion •Patent pending composite blade 
with a spine of 14C28N fused with a cutting edge of 
CPM-D2 •SpeedSafe® assisted opening 
•410 stainless steel handle •4" closed.

KS1660CB $93.99 ea. Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
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CAMSHAFT LINERLOCK- Stonewash D2 tool steel 
blade •SpeedSafe® assisted opening 
•Black carbon fiber handle •4-1/4" closed. 

KS1370CFKS1370CF $39.99 ea. 

AIRLOCK LINERLOCK 
Bead blast finish blade D2 tool steel blade •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •OD green steel handles 
•4-1/4" closed.

KS1385ODKS1385OD $29.99 ea. 

TUMBLER FOLDER- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •Stonewash finish D2 steel 
blade •Manual KVT ball bearing opening system •Sub-frame 
lock •Red G-10 handles with integrated black 
carbon fiber top layer •4-1/2" closed. 

KS4038RDKS4038RD $64.95 ea.

STATIC LINERLOCKS
Satin finish D2 steel blades •Manual KVT ball bearing opening systems •Semi-precious metal handles •3-7/8" closed. 

Pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE $54.99 ea.

COPPER CINDER LINERLOCK
Designed by Rick Hinderer •Stonewash finish 3Cr13 stainless steel 
blade •Bottle opener •Genuine copper handles •2-5/8" closed. 

KS1025CUXKS1025CUX $21.99 ea.

Brass KS3445BRKS3445BR

Copper KS3445CUKS3445CU

RATION SPORK TOOL
Bead blast finish, one piece stainless steel construction •Fork, spoon and bottle 
opener •Carabiner clip (non load bearing) •4-5/8" overall.

KS1140FBKS1140FB $5.99 ea.

Knife Oil 
Enables smoother 
operation of your knife 
•Helps prevent corrosion
•SMT (Sub-Micron 
Technology) absorbs 
into metals for even 
conditioning •Non-
migrating •Non-toxic 
•0.8 ounce bottle.
KEROIL 

$6.99 ea.

Window Cling
Fade resistant color •Transparent background 

•Measures 6" x 2".

KSCLING17 $1.99 ea.

PVC Patch- PVC construction •Velcro® hook 
back •Measures 3-1/4" x 1-1/2".

KSPATCH17 $3.99 ea.

ACCESSORIES

PERFECT FOR PERFECT FOR 
WINTER HIKING!WINTER HIKING!

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.
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SAFE MAKER II PUSH KNIFE
Blade, shaft, and T-shaped tang fashioned from one solid piece of AUS-8A stainless steel, 
vacuum heat treated and sub-zero quenched and given a stonewash finish •Kray-Ex™ handles 
encapsulate the tang and part of the shaft •5" overall •Secure-Ex® boot/belt sheath.

 CS12DCSTCS12DCST $45.99 ea. 

KUDU LITE
Polished finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade with nail nick 
opener •Slip joint lock •Black Zy-Ex handles 
•Half stop •5-3/4" closed.

CS20KJCS20KJ $6.99 ea.

PENDLETON LITE HUNTER
Designed in conjunction with Lloyd Pendleton •4116 Krupp 
stainless steel blade •Black polypropylene handle •Molded guard 
•8-1/2" overall •Black Cordura® belt sheath.

CS20SPHCS20SPH  $22.99 ea.

TI-LITE® LINERLOCK
The Ti-Lite evokes memories of the sleek speed and rebellious lines of a classic 1950's switchblade •AUS-8A stainless steel 
blade with flippers •Pocket snag opening capability •CNC milled 7075 aluminum handles finished with protective EDP coating 
•Stainless steel leaf spring lock •Small, unobtrusive pocket clip •7" closed. 
CS26SXPCS26SXP 

$66.99 ea.

LUZON LINERLOCK
Designed by Lynn Thompson and Mike Wallace, the Luzon (LOO-ZAHN) utilizes the opening ease of the balisongs that inspired them 
•8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Pocket snag opening capability •Bamboo-inspired glass filled nylon handles with concave 
segments allowing for countless comfortable grip options 
•Sturdy leaf-spring lock •Secondary safety mechanism 
•7-1/2" closed. 
CS20NQXCS20NQX 

$49.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

FINN WOLF LOCKBACK
Designed by Lynn Thompson and Andrew Demko •Satin finish 
AUS-8A stainless steel blade •Tri-Ad locking mechanism •Blue 
Griv-Ex™ handles •4-3/8" closed. 

CS20NPGCS20NPG $45.99 ea. Pocket clip.

TALON II FOLDER
Designed by Lynn Thompson and Andrew Demko 
•Satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade •Tri-Ad locking 
mechanism •Black G-10 handles •5-1/2" closed.

CS22BSCS22BS $141.99 ea. Pocket clip.

COUNTER POINT I FOLDER
Satin AUS-10A stainless steel blade •Tri-Ad 
locking mechanism •Black Griv-Ex handle 
•5" closed.

CS10ABCS10AB $84.99 ea.

Pocket clip.
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TUFF-LITE™ SERIES
Tuff enuf to do the job, lite enough to be handy, and perfectly sized for many carry options •Japanese AUS-8A stainless steel blades •Grivory 
handles •Tri-Ad® lock system •3-1/2" closed.

Black
CS20LTCS20LT 

Blue 
CS20LTBCS20LTB 

RED CS20MTRCS20MTR

Flat Dark Earth 
CS20LTFCS20LTF

OD Green CS20MTGDCS20MTGD

OD Green 
CS20LTGCS20LTG

Each has pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE $27.99 ea.

Blue CS20MTBCS20MTB

Black CS20MTCS20MT

YOUR CHOICE $42.99 ea.

STANDARD- 3-1/2" closed. 

MINI- 3" closed. 
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RECON 1 FOLDER
DLC coated S35VN stainless steel blade •Tri-Ad locking 
mechanism •Black G-10 handles •5-3/8" closed.

CS27BCCS27BC $149.99 ea.

OUTDOORSMAN FIXED BLADE
San Mai® VG-10 stainless steel 
blade •Black Kray-Ex handles 
•11-1/8" overall •Secure-Ex® sheath.

CS35APCS35AP $195.99 ea.

STEEL TIGER FIXED BLADE
Designed by Lynn Thompson and the late Steven Likaric 
•Stonewashed finish AUS 8A stainless steel blade •Black Kray-
Ex™ overmolded Griv-Ex™ handle •8-3/4" overall •Military 
style Secure-Ex sheath with multiple carry options.

CS49KSTCS49KST $61.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

KRIS VOYAGER
Inspired by the fabled blades of southeast Asia •AUS-10A stainless steel blade 
•Tri-Ad® locking mechanism •Textured black Griv-Ex™ 
handles •6-3/4" closed.

CS29AXWCS29AXW $107.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

MICRO SPEAR POINT RECON 1 FOLDER
Tuff-Ex coated 4043 stainless steel blade •Tri-Ad® locking mechanism 
•Black Griv-Ex™ handles •2-3/8" closed. 

CS27DSCS27DS $25.99 ea.

AD10 LOCKBACK
Designed by Andrew Demko •S35VN stainless steel blade 
•Black G-10 handles •4-7/8" closed. 

CS28DDCS28DD $175.99 ea. Pocket clip.

DOUBLE AGENT I®
Designed by Zach Whitson •AUS-8A tainless steel 
blade •Polypropylene handles •7-7/8" overall •Sheath 
with neck chain.

CS39FKSCS39FKS $43.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Shown actual size.

AD-15 FOLDER 
Saber ground, satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade 
•Ambidextrous operation •Scorpion lock •Black G-10 
handles •5" closed. 

CS58SQBCS58SQB $215.99 ea.
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MADE FOR PIERCING & MADE FOR PIERCING & 
CAPABLE OF DELIVERING CAPABLE OF DELIVERING 

DEEP PUNCTURE WOUNDS.DEEP PUNCTURE WOUNDS.
Diamond CS90AWDCS90AWD

Original CS90AWACS90AWA

All but CS90AXF & CS90RHSH
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 
shipping may apply.

TRAIL BOSS AXE- 26" overall •2 lbs., 9 1/2 oz.

CS90TACS90TA $34.99 ea.

THE TRAIL BOSS IS LIGHT AND THE TRAIL BOSS IS LIGHT AND 
COMPACT ENOUGH TO CARRY ALL DAY COMPACT ENOUGH TO CARRY ALL DAY 
IN YOUR HAND OR STRAPPED TO YOUR IN YOUR HAND OR STRAPPED TO YOUR 

PACK, YET HEAVY AND TOUGH ENOUGH PACK, YET HEAVY AND TOUGH ENOUGH 
FOR HEAVY CHORES. FOR HEAVY CHORES. 

COMPETITION THROWING AXE
Preferred by axe houses and competitive 
throwers, this axe meets NATF and WATL 
regulations for competition. 16" overall. 

CS90AXFCS90AXF $38.99 ea.

VIKING AXE
Head with hooking "beard" and upswept 
thrusting "horn" •30" overall •1 lb., 1.6 oz.

CS90WVBACS90WVBA  $39.99 ea.

A DESIGN COLLABORATION BETWEEN LYNN A DESIGN COLLABORATION BETWEEN LYNN 
THOMPSON, DAVE BAKER AND RICH MCDONALD THOMPSON, DAVE BAKER AND RICH MCDONALD 

THAT WOULD BE THE PRIDE OF ANY VIKING!THAT WOULD BE THE PRIDE OF ANY VIKING!

AXES
European style drop forged 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles.

RIFLEMAN TOMAHAWK- 22" overall.

CS90RCS90R $31.99 ea.
RIFLEMAN'S 
SHEATH
Replacement Cor-Ex 
sheath for Rifleman's Hawk.

CS90RHSHCS90RHSH $4.99 ea.

HUDSON BAY CAMP AXE
Tool steel axe head •Clamp-like locking mechanism allows the head to be 

removed with an Allen wrench to replace a broken handle •27" overall.

CS90QBCS90QB $63.74 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $46.74 ea.

SPONTOON HAWKS- 22" overall. 
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YOUR CHOICE 

$23.95 ea.

Toughened ultra clear, anti-reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction with 
anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators •Digitally regulated 

output •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

E30R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 666 feet 
•(5) output modes plus strobe •Lock-out function •3-7/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery •Magnetic suction charging port •The magnetic charging 
cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included).

FENE30RFENE30R $79.95 ea.

PD36R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens on the turbo setting •Maximum 
distance of 928 feet •Rear tactical switch with dual operation •IP68 water 
resistant rating •Two-way body clip •5-3/8" overall •Includes 
rechargeable ARB-L21-5000mAh battery •Type-C USB 
charging •Includes holster and lanyard.

FENPD36RFENPD36R $99.95 ea.

PD40R V2.0- LUMINUS SST70 LED •Maximum 3000 lumens on turbo 
setting •Maximum distance of 1320 feet •Mechanical rotary switch 
•IP68 water resistant rating •5-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
5000mAh/21700 battery •Type-C USB charging •Overheat protection on 
turbo level •Tail-standing capability •Includes lanyard and body clip.

FENPD40RFENPD40R $129.95 ea.

E20 V2.0- LUMINUS SST20 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours 
•Single tail switch for one-handed operation •Maximum output of 350 
lumens •IP68 water resistant rating •5" overall •Includes (2) replaceable 
(non-rechargeable) AA batteries •(4) output levels •Intelligent overheat 
protection against high surface temperatures •Body clip.

FENE20V2FENE20V2 $39.95 ea.

E35 V3.0- Ultra thin optical lens •Maximum lumens 3000 on turbo setting 
•Maximum distance of 787 feet •Strobe setting •Lockout function •Single 
switch control •IP68 water resistant rating •Cold resistant 
•4-5/8" overall •Includes ARB-L21-5000U 21700 rechargeable battery 
•Type-C USB charging •Pocket clip •Lanyard.

FENE35V3FENE35V3 $69.95 ea.

KEYCHAIN FLASHLIGHTS
CREE XP-G2 S3 WHITE LED •Includes rechargeable 120 mAh Li-polymer battery •USB charging cable •Maximum 200 lumens on high •IP68 

waterproof rating •1-7/8" overall •Keyring.

Black FENE02RBLACKFENE02RBLACKBlue FENE02RBLUEFENE02RBLUEBrown FENEO2RBROWNFENEO2RBROWN

All 3 All 3 
shown shown 
actual actual 

sizesize

P108-SF Framelock- Stonewashed finish throughout 
•Beta Plus safety lock •3Cr14N stainless steel 
handles •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed. 
RUP108SFRUP108SF 

$39.95 ea.
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FLASHLIGHTS 
Features (except where noted): Black mil-spec hard anodized aluminum construction •Total Internal Reflection (TIR) LED lenses •Tailcap switches 
•O-ring seals •IPX7 waterproof rating •Belt clips. 

G2X Pro- Forest Green polymer construction •High-strength mil-
spec hard anodized aerospace aluminum bezel •600 lumens max 
output •High and low mode setting •5-1/4" overall •Uses (2) 123A 
batteries (included). 

G2XDFGG2XDFG $59.99 ea.

G2X Tactical- 600 lumens max output 
•5-1/4" overall •Uses (2) 123A batteries (included). 

G2XCBKG2XCBK $71.00 ea.

EDCL2-T- 1200 lumens max output •High and 
low mode settings •5-7/8" overall •Uses (2) 123A 
batteries (included). 

DC2TDC2T $161.00 ea.

EDCL1-T- 500 lumens max output •4-1/2" overall 
•Uses (1) 123A battery (included). 

DC1TDC1T $149.00 ea.

SUREFIRE® 

GUN LIGHTS 
Black mil-spec hard anodized aluminum construction •Recoil-proof LEDs •Total Internal Reflection (TIR) LED lenses •O-ring seals •IPX7 
waterproof rating. 

X300U-A- 1000 lumens •SureFire's 
MaxVision Beam™ wide wall of light 
•Fits most long guns and pistols with 
rails •Ambidextrous momentary/
constant on switch •Uses (2) 123A 
batteries (included) •3-5/8" overall. 

X300UAX300UA $296.00 ea.

Scout Light® Pro Dual Fuel- 1500 
lumens •Low-Profile Mount (LPM) is 
ideal for use with other rail-mounted 
accessories •Attaches to any MIL-
STD-1913 or M-LOK rails •Tailcap switch 
•5-5/8" overall •Generates up to 1500 
lumens with rechargeable SF18650B 
lithium-ion battery (included) or 1200 
lumens with (2) 123A batteries (not 
included-- sold separately). 

M640DFBKPROM640DFBKPRO $299.00 ea

Mini Scout Light® Pro- 500 lumens 
•Low-Profile Mount (LPM) is ideal for 
use with other rail-mounted accessories 
•Pushbutton tailcap and pressure-
activated tape switches •Attaches to any 
MIL-STD-1913 or M-LOK rails •4" overall 
•Uses (1) 123A battery (included). 

M340CBKPROM340CBKPRO $269.00 ea. 

SUREFIRE® 
RECHARGEABLE 123A 
BATTERIES
High performance 3.2V SFLFP123 
lithium iron phosphate batteries 
optimized for use with SureFire 
flashlights •10-year shelf life •Wide 
temperature tolerance with built-in 
heat and short circuit protection. 

2-Pack & Charger Set 
Two-bay smart charger fully 

charges batteries in three hours 
•Micro USB to USB-A cable. 

SFLFP123KITSFLFP123KIT 

$38.99 per set

2-Pack 
SFLFP123SFLFP123 

$14.99 
per pack of 2

NOTE: These batteries have significantly less 
run time than disposable batteries.
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EPU 5200 CHARGER
For Streamlight USB flashlights and more 
•Lithium ion cell battery pack •Snap cover 
•Cord •Water resistant •4-1/2" overall •Provides 
2-3 charges for iPhones and 2 charges for 
Samsung Galaxy phones.

STL22600STL22600 $41.99 ea.

MACROSTREAM 
COMPACT
2000 max lumens 
•Tailcap switch 
•Requires (1) 
rechargeable 
lithium ion 
battery 
(included) 
•USB 
cord •IPX4 
water resistant 
•Pocket clip 
•4-1/2" overall.
STL66320STL66320 

$52.95 ea.

STINGER® 2020 - 2000 lumens 
•Independently functioning 
head mounted and tailcap switches 
•Includes (2) SL-B26™ 
rechargeable 
battery packs 
•7-5/8" overall.  
STL78101STL78101 

$135.99 ea.

PROTAC 90X- 1000 max 
lumens •TEN-TAP Programming 
with choice of three user 
selectable programs 
•Head mounted switch 
•Requires (1) 
Streamlight 
SL-B26™ 
protected 
Li-Ion USB 
rechargeable 
battery pack 
or (2) 
CR123A 
lithium 
batteries (all 
included) •Attaches 
to MOLLE, belts, 
harnesses or other 
gear for hands-free 
use •Pocket clip 
•5" overall.
STL88095STL88095 

$72.99 ea.

POLYTAC LED
Nylon polymer construction 
•600 max lumens 
•TEN-TAP Programming 
with choice of 
three user 
selectable 
programs 
•Tailcap switch 
•Requires (2) 
3V CR123A 
lithium 
batteries 
(included) 
•Pocket clip 
•5-3/8" overall.
STL88850STL88850 

$55.99 ea.

FLASHLIGHTS
Features (except where noted): Black anodized aluminum 
construction •IPX7 water resistant.

B. 2L- 350 max lumens •Pocket clip •4-3/4" overall.  

 STL88031STL88031 $65.99 ea.

C. HL3- 1100 max lumens •7" overall.   

 STL88047STL88047 $125.99 ea.

A. Penlight- 115 max lumens •Pocket clip •4" overall.  

 STL88049STL88049 $35.99 ea.

D. HL4 Handheld- 2200 max lumens •Requires (4) CR123A  
 lithium batteries (included) or (2) Streamlight® SL-B26™  
 protected Li-Ion USB rechargeable 
 battery packs (not included) 
 •8-5/8 overall. 
 STL88060 STL88060 

 $136.99 ea.

PROTAC
TEN-TAP Programming with choice of three user selectable 
programs •Tailcap switch •Requires CR123A lithium batteries 
(included) •Nylon holster.

A B C D

Heroes Trust Streamlight® 
The loyalty and trust that public safety and 
the military have given Streamlight is based 
on years of field testing and earned by using 

their lights in dangerous situations.
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NIGHTSTICK® LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

MINI-TAC FLASHLIGHTS
L.E.D. light source •Deep parabolic reflector •100 lumens •6061-T6 
aluminum construction with Type II hard anodized finish; impact 
and chemical resistant •Rated IP-X4 water resistant •Non-slip grip 
•Tail cap switch for momentary or constant illumination •Removable 
pocket clip •5-3/8" overall •Requires (2) AAA batteries (included). 

ADJUSTABLE BEAM FLASHLIGHT
L.E.D. light source •275 lumens •TIR lens •Rotating bezel for focus •Aircraft grade 6061-T6 
black aluminum construction with Type II hard anodized finish; impact 
and chemical resistant •Rated IP-X7 water resistant •Non-slip grip •Tail cap 
switch for momentary or constant illumination •5-7/8" overall •Requires 
(2) AA batteries (included) •Cordura® belt holster.  

NSP430NSP430 $20.95 ea. 

COMPACT TACTICAL WEAPON-MOUNTED LIGHTS
L.E.D. light source •Aircraft grade Type III hard anodized 6061-T6 black aluminum construction; impact and chemical resistant •Rated IP-X7 
water resistant •Ambidextrous rear facing toggle switches •Attachment accessories included •SERIALIZED FOR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION. 

Black 
MT1000MT1000

Red MT100RMT100R

Blue 
MT100BLMT100BL

Great for Great for 
military, law military, law 
enforcement enforcement 

and home and home 
defense.defense.

NEW!NEW! Flashlight Only
350 lumens •Fits most pistols with rails 

•Requires (2) CR123A batteries 
(included) •3-3/4" overall. 

TWM350TWM350 $109.95 ea.

DUAL-LIGHT™ FLASHLIGHT
L.E.D. light source •Up to 90 lumens •Compact oval design engineered tan polymer construction with soft-
touch finish and non slip grip •Rated IP-X4 water resistant •Dual switches 
offer a choice of flashlight, floodlight or dual-light operation •Removable pocket 
clip •5-3/8" overall •Uses (2) AAA batteries (included).  

NSP1400TNSP1400T $12.95 ea. 

With Laser- Xtreme 550 flashlight lumens •Daylight visible Class IIIa 532nm green laser 
•Momentary or constant-on flashlight; operate light, laser or both simultaneously 
•(4) modular handgun-specific rail inserts (pre-configured with C-1 insert for Glock 
pistols) •Requires (1) CR123 lithium battery (included).

TCM550XLGLTCM550XLGL $199.95 ea.

SUB-COMPACT TACTICAL WEAPON-MOUNTED LIGHTS- L.E.D. light source •150 lumens •Daylight visible Class IIIa 532nm green laser 
•(2) glass filled nylon plastic housings lock onto the front of trigger guard •Impact and chemical resistant •Rated IP-X4 water resistant 

•Momentary/constant-on flashlight; operate light, laser or both simultaneously •Allen screwdriver •2-1/2" overall •Li-ion rechargeable battery 
•Nightstick MagMate® 2' USB magnetic coupled charger •Combination gun lock for security while charging.

TSM-16G - For 
Springfield Armory 

Hellcat. TSM16TSM16

TSM-11G- For Glock 
G42, G43, G43X, or G48 
•Not compatible with 
Glock G43X MOS or 
G48 MOS. TSM11GTSM11G

TSM-13G- For Sig 
Sauer P365, XL, 
and SAS. TSM13GTSM13G

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$119.95 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $19.45 ea.

Xtreme Lumens 
Tactical Weapon-Mounted
Cree L.E.D. light source •850 
lumens •Deep parabolic reflector 
•Attaches to picatinny rail •Remote 
pressure switch •Requires (2) CR123A 
batteries (included) •3-3/4" overall 
•Attachment accessories included.

NEW!NEW! LONG GUN LIGHTS 
Black 6061-T6 aluminum construction •Rated IPX7 water resistant 

•SERIALIZED FOR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION.

LGL-150 Compact - L.E.D. light 
source •450 lumens•Fits most long guns 
with M1913 picatinny, Keymod® or M-Lok® 
Accessory •Requires (1) CR123A battery 
(not included) •3-7/8" overall.

LGL150LGL150 

$119.95 ea.

TWM854XLTWM854XL 

$119.95 ea.
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Remote 
pressure 
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BOOT KNIFE/NECK KNIFE COMBO
Boot Knife features: Black finish 7Cr17MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blade •Black TPE rubber wrapped handle 
•9" overall •Molded black nylon sheath. Neck Knife 
features: Black finish stainless steel blade •Aluminum 
handle •6" overall •Molded black nylon sheath.

11587241158724 $19.99 ea.
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LINERLOCK/OPENER GIFT SET
Black coated 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Black anodzied 
aluminum handles •4-5/8" closed 
•Includes a 3-1/2" overall grenade 
shaped bottle opener •Gift tin.
11226511122651 

$19.99 per set

AMERICA'S HEROES LINERLOCK
Black oxide coated 83Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blade •Aluminum 
handle embellished with red, 
white and blue stars and stripes 
•4-1/2" closed •Gift tin. 

11587111158711 $14.99 ea.

AMERICAN PATRIOT POW MIA 
LINERLOCK
Black matte finish 3Cr13 
stainless steel blade •Black 
polymer flag design handle 
•4" closed •Gift tin. 

11587151158715 $14.99 ea.

AMERICAN EAGLE & BULLET SET 
Gift tin. Tactical Linerlock features: Black 

coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade •Patriotic 
eagle design red, white and blue wood 

handle •3-3/4" closed. Bullet Linerlock 
features: Stonewash finish stainless 

steel blade •Composition handle 
•1-1/4" closed.

11587211158721 $19.99 ea.

NECK KNIFE
Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •8" overall 
•Grivory handles •Molded nylon fiber sheath 
with neck chain.

SW993SW993 $18.99 ea.

HYDRATION TOOL/FRAMELOCK COMBO
Hydration Tool features: Pistol shaped stainless steel construction •Bottle opener •File •Ruler •Hex wrench 
cutouts •Screwdriver •3-3/4" overall. Framelock features: Black oxide 
coated 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blade and stainless 
steel handle •4-3/8" closed.

11587311158731 $19.99 ea.

M&P ULTRA GLIDE LINERLOCK
Black oxide finish hollow ground 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Ultra-Glide ball bearing pivot pin technology •Black and tan aluminum 
and rubber handles •3-1/2" closed. 

10859041085904 $19.99 ea.

VICTORY LINERLOCK 
Beadblast finish hollow ground 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel handles with black grippy inserts •3-5/8" closed. 

10904491090449 $7.99 ea.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! M&P® by SMITH & WESSON® 
M7 BAYONET

The M7 bayonet was used by the U.S. military for the M16 rifle and other military 
firearms. It was introduced in 1964, when the M16 rifle entered service during the 
Vietnam War. Black coated steel blade •Black hard plastic handles •Cross guard with muzzle ring •Double bolts •Mortise slot 
•11-5/8" overall •Black hard plastic sheath with black coated steel throat, drain hole, and web belt loop with double hooks. 

11457831145783 $29.99 ea.
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See the See the 
2021 Remington 2021 Remington 
Bullet Knife, Bullet Knife, 

"The Prospector", "The Prospector", 
on pages 90-91.on pages 90-91.

Bald Eagle 
ZPR413153ZPR413153

Wood Ducks 
ZPR413168ZPR413168

The Right 
of Way 

ZPR413166ZPR413166

Horned Owl/Rabbit 
ZPR413161ZPR413161

Flying Targets 
ZPR413160ZPR413160

Decoy 
ZPR413157ZPR413157

Bobcat 
ZPR413154ZPR413154

Cottontail Rabbit 
ZPR413155ZPR413155

Whitetails 
Cut Over 

ZPR413167ZPR413167

Peters True Blue 
ZPR413165ZPR413165

First in Field Decoys 
ZPR413164ZPR413164

Mallard 
Ducks 

ZPR413163ZPR413163

Hunt Montage 
Collage 

ZPR413162ZPR413162

Fair Game 
ZPR413159ZPR413159

Zippo® Lighter
Satin Chrome.
ZPR414714ZPR414714

$24.99 ea.

Wood Sign
Wood construction 

with full color print on 
front •Measures 7-7/8" 

x 14-3/16" •Hanging 
hardware included.

RESG021RESG021
$9.99 ea.

ZIPPO® LIGHTERS
Our EXCLUSIVE, OFFICIALLY LICENSED Remington® Zippos. The vintage Remington Brands advertising images are presented on Satin Chrome.
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ExclusiveExclusive  
Licensed Products 

YOUR CHOICE 

$19.99 ea. 
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BROWNING® PRIMAL HUNTER'S COMBO 
8Cr13MoV stainess steel blades •Black polymer handles with rubber overmolds •Overall lengths: Bone Saw 7-3/4", 

Skinner 8-3/4", Caper 7" •Disposable nitrile gloves •Nylon case with zipper closure.

BN3220421BN3220421 $47.99 per combo

NEW!NEW! BROWNING® TRAILSIDE LINERLOCK 
Copper titanium coated D2 steel blade •Green burlap Micarta® 
handles with black and copper accents •4-1/2" closed.

BN3220466BBN3220466B $39.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

BROWNING® FINISH LINE FRAMELOCK 
Satin finish 440 stainless steel blade •Assisted opening 
•Black G-10 and tan stainless steel handles •4-3/4" closed.
BN320139BLBBN320139BLB 

$29.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

NEW!NEW! BROWNING® BONE BLUFF 
SLIPJOINT FOLDER 
Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blades •Jigged bone 
handles •3-5/8" closed.

BN3220477BBN3220477B $29.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! BROWNING® LIMITED EDITION GIFT SETS
7Cr stainless steel blades •Wood handles with laser embellishment •Gift tins with SMKW EXCLUSIVE artwork.

His Majesty Tin with Trapper 
3-1/2" closed.

BN3220561BN3220561 $19.99 ea.

His Majesty Tin with Fixed Blade Hunter- 8-1/2" overall.

BN3220358BN3220358 $19.99 ea.

His Majesty Tin with Two Fixed Blades 
8-1/2" overall Hunter •6-1/4" overall Caper.

BN3220359BN3220359 $28.99 ea.



WINCHESTER® COLLECTOR'S EDITION POCKETKNIVES
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Brown checkered bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, 

"WINCHESTER" Bullet shields, and ringed, pinched bolsters •Custom cigar box packaging. 

Custom 
cigar box 

packaging!

WINCHESTER is a registered trademark of Olin Corporation and is used with permission. Produced under 
license by Blue Grass Cutlery, Inc. - Knife Licensee, 20 East Seventh Street, Manchester, Ohio 45144.

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

CLOSEOUT! PAST & PRESENT WOODSMAN 
Corrosion resistant high polish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Two tone 
zebra wood handles •Multiple rivets •8" overall •Black nylon 
belt sheath. 

WR3756WR3756 $14.99 ea. 

Condor Timberjack Skinner- Natural appearance 
carbon steel blade •Molded composition guard 

•8-5/8" overall •Black synthetic sheath. 

MT578013MT578013 $17.99 ea.

Large Whittler 
4-1/2" closed. 
WN39101CWN39101C

Medium 
Trapper

3-7/8" closed. 
WN29104CWN29104C 

Whittler 
3-1/4" closed. 
WN29046CWN29046C 

Sowbelly 
3-3/4" closed. 
WN39049CWN39049C 

Small Trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
WN2904CWN2904C

Moose- 4" closed. 
WN29123CWN29123C

WINCHESTER® FRAMELOCKS
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted opening •Stainless steel handle frames.

Tanto- Stonewashed blade and handle with black 
G-10 scale •4-7/8" closed. 
WN14098WN14098

Clip Point- Two tone blade •Blackwashed 
handle with black carbon fiber scale 

•4-5/8" closed. WN14097WN14097

Both include 
pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE $12.99 

NOW $9.99 ea.

Made in Finland for over 118 years 
with the world's finest steel.

MARTTIINI OUTDOOR KNIVES  
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Black rubber handles 
•Matte silver finish stainless steel guards •Leather belt sheaths.

Hunter- 9" overall. 

MT184015MT184015 $24.99 ea.

Little Classic- 7-1/2" overall. MT184010MT184010 $21.99 ea.

Skinner- 9" overall. 

MT184014MT184014 $24.99 ea.

Big Game- 10" overall. 

MT184019MT184019 $26.99 ea.

LAST CHANCE!LAST CHANCE!

Order at SMKW.com or Call 1-800-251-9306 Christmas 2021 85
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TERMINUS XR FOLDERS
Blade flippers •XR locking mechanism self-adjusts over time.

TERMINUS- Steel liners •4-3/8" closed.

OD Green G-10 
Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade. 

SOGTM1022BXSOGTM1022BX $54.95 ea.

Crimson G-10 
Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade. 

SOGTM1023BXSOGTM1023BX $54.95 ea.

Black G-10 
Black TiNi finish D2 tool steel blade. 

TM1027BXTM1027BX $54.95 ea.

Black Carbon 
Fiber & G-10 
Satin finish CPM-S35VN stainless steel blade. 

TM1025BXTM1025BX $84.95 ea.

Graphite TM1032BXTM1032BX

TERMINUS LTE- TiNi finish CPM-S35VN blades •Carbon fiber handles 
and liners for weight reduction •4-1/8" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $139.95 ea.

Gold TM1033BXTM1033BX
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KIKU
Satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade •Grey linen Micarta® handles 
•8-5/8" overall •Black Kydex sheath.

KU2022KU2022 $249.95 ea.

SUPER BOWIE
Hardcased black TiNi finish AUS-8 stainless steel blade •Stacked leather 
handle •12-7/8" overall •Leather sheath with sharpening stone.

SOGSB1TSOGSB1T $225.95 ea.

BOWIE 2.0
Hardcased black TiNi finish AUS-8 stainless steel blade •Stacked 
leather handle •11" overall •Leather sheath with 
sharpening stone.
SOGS1TSOGS1T 

$174.99 ea.

TECH BOWIE
Hardcased black TiNi finish AUS-8 stainless steel blade •Black Kraton handle 
•11" overall •Kydex sheath with lashing holes.

SOGS10BSOGS10B $150.95 ea.

PILLAR
Satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade •Black canvas Micarta® handles 
•10" overall •Kydex sheath with lashing holes.

SOGUF1001SOGUF1001 $189.95 ea.

GRIFFIN POCKET TOOL®
ADVENTURE TOOL 
Titanium construction •Carabiner design (non load 
bearing) to secure the tool •(12) functions •3" overall.

GATTIGATTI $60.00 ea.

MINI 
Stainless steel construction •(9) functions •2" overall.

GPTMINIGPTMINI $20.00 ea.

ORIGINAL 
Cerakote® finish stainless steel construction 

•(11) functions •3" overall.

GPTSSCKGPTSSCK $35.00 ea.

XL 
Stainless steel construction •(16) functions •4-3/8" overall.

GPTXLSSSGPTXLSSS $40.00 ea.

All Shown All Shown 
Actual Actual 

Size!Size!
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LIMITED PRODUCTION RUN!LIMITED PRODUCTION RUN! 
EYE BRAND RED BONE POCKETKNIVES
High carbon stainless steel blades with master embellishments 

•Red jigged bone handles •Nickel silver pins and bolsters •Antique 
silver finish Eye Brand shields.

Congress 
3-5/8" closed. 

GEB401RBGEB401RB $39.99 ea.

Large 
Stockman

4-1/4" closed. 
GEB308RBGEB308RB 

$39.99 ea.

Muskrat
3-7/8" closed. 
GEB209RBGEB209RB 

$34.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 
GEB203RBGEB203RB 

$34.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
GEB201RBGEB201RB 

$39.99 ea.

QUEEN POCKETKNIVES
Stainless steel blades •Sawcut brown bone handles •Nickel silver pins 

and shields •Brushed stainless steel ringed bolsters.

QUEEN CITY POCKETKNIVES
Stainless steel blades •Ringed nickel silver bolsters.

Custom packaging.

Custom packaging.

BLACK PEARL

Barlow- 3-3/8" closed. 

QN012QN012 $19.99 ea.
Doctor's Knife 
3-5/8" closed. 

QN016QN016 $16.99 ea.

Peanut
3" closed. 
QN011QN011 

$16.99 ea.

Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed. 
QC005QC005 

$24.99 ea.

ABALONE

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

QN013QN013 $19.99 ea.

Small Toothpick
3" closed. 

QC006QC006 $24.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

QN015QN015 $19.99 ea.
Stockman

4" closed. 
QN014QN014 

$19.99 ea.

Peanut
2-3/4" closed. 
QC003QC003 

$24.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 
QC004QC004

$24.99 ea.

Small Toothpick
3" closed. QC012QC012

 

Mini Canoe 
2-3/4" closed. 

QC008QC008 

Peanut 
2-3/4" closed. 
QC009QC009 

Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed. 
QC002QC002 

$24.99 ea.

Wharncliffe- 3-5/8" closed. 

QN010QN010 $16.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
QC001QC001 

$29.99 ea.

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.
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Zorro® Sunset
Brown Matte.
ZP415174 

$24.99 ea.

Zorro® Rooftop
Black Matte.
ZP415175 

$24.99 ea.

Zorro® Moon
Black Ice®.
ZP415176 

$27.99 ea.

NEW! 
VICTORINOX® TINKER
Stainless steel blades and tools 
•Phillips screwdriver •Can 
opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/large 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring 
•3-1/2" closed 
•Design on front and back.

V1068 $24.99 ea.

OFFICIAL WHIP 
High quality leather
 with stamped logo 
•9' overall including 

handle and tassel 
on end, excluding 

wrist strap.
NV002NV002 

$21.99 ea.

100TH ANNIVERSARY BOWIE
440A stainless steel blade •Black wood handles with "Zorro" 
engraved on the front •13-1/8" overall •Black nylon 
belt sheath •Black lacquered wood display.

RR2037RR2037 $29.99 ea.

Display with Zorro® emblem.

©2021 Zorro Productions, Inc., All Rights Reserved. ZORRO®

RED RYDER® BOY'S KNIFE 
Designed to be your boy's first knife. Stainless steel blade 
•Amber smooth bone handles with finger grooves •Brass 
pins •8-5/8" overall •Nylon belt sheath with compass 
•16-page Red Ryder® Safety Handbook.

RR2RR2 $16.99 ea.

GUITAR KNIFE
Framelock •Stainless steel blade with 

signature etch •Black coated steel handle 
frame with full color front onlay •4-1/2" closed 

•Packaged in a custom box. 

NV323NV323 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Produced under license from Roy Rogers Merchandising.

"KING OF THE COWBOYS" 
GUITAR KNIFE
440A stainless steel blades •Brown bone handles lasered 
with guitar detailing on the front and "Roy Rogers" 
signature on the back •Nickel silver pins 
•3-3/8" overall.

RR1409RR1409 $7.99 ea.

HOPALONG CASSIDY "PUBLIC HERO #1" BOWIE
440A stainless steel blade •Full tang Hardwood handles •Hammered 
brass guard •Brass pins •16-5/8" overall •Nylon sheath •Wood 
display plaque.

RR1927RR1927 $29.99 ea.

Display plaque included!

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$3.99 ea.

NOVELTY KNIFE CO. 
POCKETKNIVES
Stainless steel blades •Composition handles 
imprinted on fronts, embellished with a 
bullet and raised rivets on backs •Cap lifter/
screwdriver •Lanyard bail •3-1/8" closed.

Roy Rogers 
NV239NV239

Hopalong 
Cassidy NV238NV238

Gene Autry 
NV240NV240

Novelty Cutlery, a division of SMKW®

NEW!                           LIGHTERS



HAND-HONED 1095 CARBON STEEL BLADES 
ALL PARTS ARE MANUFACTURED AND 
ASSEMBLED IN THE USA
MOLASSES JIGGED BONE HANDLES
LENGTH: 3-3/4” CLOSED
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

RE7352RE7352
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Large- 5" closed. 
BKEX228BKEX228 

$86.21 ea.

Small- 4" closed. 
BKEX226BKEX226 

$74.96 ea.

BURNLEY DESIGN FLIPPER KWAIKEN AIR LINERLOCKS
Satin finish VG-10 high carbon stainless steel blades.

Cocobolo Wood 

BKBO168BKBO168 $74.96 ea.

Marbled Carbon Fiber 

BK01BO231BK01BO231 $134.96 ea.

TACTICAL Large- 5" closed. 
BKEX229BKEX229 

$86.99 ea.

Small- 4" closed. 
BKEX227BKEX227 

$74.96 ea.

TRADITIONAL

Black G-10 

BKBO167BKBO167 $67.46 ea.

LARGE- 4-7/8" closed.

MINI- 4" closed.
Black G-10 

BK01BO268BK01BO268 $123.71 ea.

Black Carbon Fiber 

BKBO256BKBO256 $137.21 ea.

BOKERPLUS FOLDERS

KAIZEN LINERLOCK
Satin finish D2 steel blade 
•Black G-10 handle •4" closed.

BKBO390BKBO390 $59.96 ea.

BALISONGS
Satin finish D2 steel blades •Locking levers 
•Black G-10 handles.
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URBAN TRAPPER LINERLOCKS
VG-10 stainless steel blades.

Petite- 3-3/8" closed. 

BURNLEY DESIGN KIHON FRAMELOCKS
D2 tool steel blades •Assisted opening •4-1/2" closed.

OD Green G-10/Dark Stonewash Blade 

BKBO164BKBO164 $89.96 ea.

Copper/Satin Finish Blade 

BKBO165BKBO165 $97.46 ea.

Stainless Steel/Stonewash Blade 

BK01BO764BK01BO764 $92.21 ea.

NEBULA LINERLOCK
Satin finish D2 tool steel blade blade •Black 
carbon fiber handle •4-5/8" closed.
BK01BO319BK01BO319 

$112.46 ea.

Green Micarta® 

BK01BO705BK01BO705 $97.46 ea.

Skeletonized Grey Titanium 

BKBO780BKBO780 $112.46 ea.

Black G-10 

BKBO782BKBO782 $92.21ea.

Cocobolo Wood 

BKBO784BKBO784 $92.21 ea.

NEW!NEW! BOKERPLUS FOLDERS

Large- 4" closed. 
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Made in United 
States of America 
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NEW!NEW! HUNDEN FOLDER
Tumbled finish S35VN stainless steel blade •Black 
PVD coated anodized aluminum handles •3" closed 
•Impact resistant case with lanyard and ID tag.  

MK203STQ30MK203STQ30 $490.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! USMC FIGHTER 
FIXED BLADE 
Black PVD coated S35VN 
stainless steel blade •Black 
and blue layered G-10 
handle •11-5/8" overall 
•Black Kydex sheath.  
MK103SPQ12MK103SPQ12 

$525.00 ea.

NEW! NEW! THE DEEP FIXED 
BLADE- Tumbled finish 
20CV blade •Black G-10 
handle •9" overall •Black 
Kydex sheath.
MK216VTQ08MK216VTQ08 

$475.00 ea.

GENTLEMAN JACK FOLDERS 
Tumbled finish S35VN stainless steel blades 
•Anodized aluminum handles •4" closed. 
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MEDFORD KNIFE & TOOL
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M-48™ FRAMELOCK
Designed by Greg Medford •Hand ground 
CPM S35VN stainless steel drop point 
blade with tumbled finish and innovative 
Magnus Edged™ tip •Aluminum handles 
•4-5/8" closed •Don't forget to look for 
the Easter eggs incorporated by 
the designer.

YOUR CHOICE 

$500.00 ea.

Bl
ac

k 
MK
21
2S
TQ
42
TM

O
D G

re
en

 MK
21
2S
TQ
40
TM

Bl
ue

 MK
21
2S
TQ
44
TM

Reversible 
pocket clips.

NEW! NEW! 
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G-Wood- Stonewash finish blade.

BRAD1645BRAD1645 $189.00 ea.

Black Carbon Fiber- Stonewash 
finish blade. 

BRAD1985BRAD1985 $199.00 ea.

Black Carbon Fiber- Black 
stonewash finish blade.

BRAD1582BRAD1582 $209.00 ea.

GUARDIAN 3- Bohler M390 stainless 
steel blades •6-3/4" overall. 

All feature 3-D contoured handles and leather sheaths. 

GUARDIAN 3.5- Stonewash finish Bohler 
M390 stainless steel blades •Micarta® 
handles •7-5/8" overall.

OD Green 
BRAD1735BRAD1735

Natural 
BRAD1732BRAD1732

YOUR CHOICE 

$189.00 ea. 

Camo 
BRAD1925BRAD1925 

Black 
BRAD1929BRAD1929 

GUARDIAN 5.5- Black Nimbus finish CPM-3V steel blades 
•Micarta® handles •10" overall.

YOUR CHOICE $259.00 ea. 
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30th ANNIVERSARY- Celebrate 30 years of Bear & Son Cutlery’s top of the line USA made 
butterfly knives. The most sleek & smooth operators in the industry since the early 1990s. 
440 stainless steel blades with anniversary embellishment •Copper vein 
epoxy coated zinc handles •Limited production 
of 3000 pieces.

KIMURA® BUTTERFLY KNIFE
Taper ground 154CM stainless steel 
blade •Natural G-10 handles 
•5-3/8" closed.
BCC907BCC907 

$113.99 ea.

Cocobola Wood 
BRCB17BRCB17 

$75.99 ea.

BLACK TI-COATED 440 STAINLESS STEEL BLADE

GENUINE DAMASCUS BLADE
Genuine India Stag Bone™

BR517DBR517D $112.99 ea. 

BEAD FINISH 440 STAINLESS STEEL BLADE Black Epoxy 
Coated Zinc 
BR114ABBR114AB 

$49.99 ea.

Silver Vein Epoxy 
Coated Zinc 
BR115TANBR115TAN 

$51.99 ea.

Safety locking levers •5" closed.

BLACK TI-COATED 1095 CARBON STEEL BLADE

Black Coated Blade 
BRANN115CVBRANN115CV 

$46.99 ea.

Satin Finish Blade 
BRANN114CVBRANN114CV 

$41.99 ea.

BUTTERFLY KNIVES

Black Epoxy 
Coated Zinc 
BR114BBR114B 

$41.99 ea.

SATIN FINISH 440 STAINLESS STEEL BLADE
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SLIPJOINT FOLDERS
Satin finish high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Aluminum handles.

STAINLESS FRAMELOCK
Hollow ground high carbon stainless steel blade 
•Stainless steel handle •4" closed.
BR112BR112 

$28.99 ea.

Ergonomic Skinner- 6-1/2" overall.

BRSD42BRSD42 $36.99 ea.

AMERICAN WALNUT 
TRAPPER 

1095 carbon steel blades 
•American walnut handles 

•4-1/8" closed.

BRC254BRC254 $41.99 ea.

Black- 3-7/8" closed. BR110BKBR110BK $19.99 ea.
Pocket 

clip.

Blue- 2-1/2" closed. BR109BLBR109BL $13.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Transition POCKETKNIVES
Commemorating the transition from 
the previous tang stamp to the new 
tang stamp. These Limited Edition 
trappers have the previous tang stamp 
on one blade and the new tang stamp 
on the other. High carbon steel blades 
with master embellishments 
•Genuine India Stag Bone™ 
handles •Protective 
drawstring fabric pouches.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
BR554TTBR554TT 

$35.99 ea.
Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

BR507TTBR507TT $33.99 ea.

Each 
includes 

drawstring 
pouch.

HUNTING KNIVES
High carbon stainless steel blades •Stag Delrin® handles 
•Leather belt sheaths.

Upswept Skinner 7-1/2" overall. 

BR753BR753 $32.99 ea.

More from 
Bear & Son® @
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NEW!NEW! 
Anti Gun Control 

12" x 17". REP2710REP2710

NEW!NEW! 
Veteran No Expiration 

12" x 17". REP2723REP2723

PATRIOTIC 
TIN SIGNS
Tin construction 
•Vibrant designs.

YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

3 OR MORE $7.99 ea.

America Let 
Freedom Reign 

12-1/2" x 16". SG1668SG1668 

Liberty or Death
12-1/2" x 16". SG2234SG2234

COMBAT READY PATRIOTIC RESCUE LINERLOCK
Black coated 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Blood groove with drain 
holes •Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with flag design, which continues 
onto part of the blade •Glass breaker tip •Integrated seatbelt cutter 
•4-3/4" closed.

CBR368CBR368 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

COMBAT READY PATRIOT CLEAVER LINERLOCK  
Stainless steel blade with flipper •Wood handles with flag design 
overlay on front •Stainless steel liners •Screw rivets •4-1/2" closed. 

CBR371CBR371 $9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

PUT A PUT A 
ROCKET ROCKET 
IN YOUR IN YOUR 
POCKET! POCKET! 

COSMIC AMERICAN 
NOVELTY KNIFE

Linerlock •Stainless 
steel blade with thumb hole 

and flipper •Assisted opening 
•Full color cast metal 

handles •1-3/4" closed.

NV327NV327 $6.99 ea.

MINUTE MAN 
TRAPPER 
440A stainless steel 
blades with embellishments 
•Embellished smooth 
natural bone handles 
•Brass pins •Ringed nickel silver 
bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

RR1447RR1447 $14.99 ea.

COLLECTOR BARLOWS
Stainless steel blades •Acrylic 
handles with full color art inserts 
•Steel pins, liners and ringed, 
stamped bolsters •3-5/8" closed.

Freedom Eagle 
NV283NV283

Old Glory 
NV278NV278

Greatest 
Grandkid
NV286NV286

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

ROUGH RYDER POCKETKNIVES
440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted etches •Handles of 
Stoneworx turquoise, bloody jasper and other synthastones •Nickel silver 
spacers and ringed bolsters •Custom packaging.

NOVELTY KNIFE CO. 
MASTER BARLOW
Stainless steel blade •Clear acrylic 
handles with full color art insert 
•Stamped cast metal bolsters front and 
back •5" closed.

NV260NV260 $4.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR1226RR1226 

VIETNAM BROTHERHOOD POCKETKNIVES

YOUR CHOICE 

$19.99 ea.

Moose
4-3/8" closed.
RR1832RR1832

Christian 
Flag 
NV284NV284

Don't Tread On Me
NV324NV324
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Red

Navy 
Blue
Heather 
Military 
Green

Black
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KNIFE FLAG
SMKWFLAGTEE

Logo on 
back.

Graphite Heather
Sand Royal 

Blue

Red Black

SMKW® T-SHIRTS
50% cotton/50% polyester. Available sizes: Small, medium, large, XL, 2X, 3X.

YOUR CHOICE $16.99 ea.

ANGRY MERMAID 
ANMERG8SMKW

CLASSIC 
CLASSIC108

MESH BACK
Cotton fronts.

SOLID BACK
Cotton twill. 
YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

Camo 
SMKW240133 

$9.99 ea.

Red/Navy/White 
SMKW234033 

$8.99 ea.

Desert Warrior/
Desert Tan/
OD Green/
Leather Patch 
SMKW240130

Black/
Rubberized 
Patch 
SMKW240125

NEW!NEW! RULE NO. 9 
RULENO9SMKW

KNIVES AMERICAN TRADITION 
SMKWGIKNIVES

NEW!NEW! BLADE KING 
BLADEKING

Heather Charcoal

Red

Heather 
Grey

BLADES
SMKWBLADES

Logo on 
back.

Logo on 
back.

Logo on 
back.

Logo on 
back.

SMKW® HATS
Adjustable backs.

NEW!NEW! 
SMKW® STICKERS
YOUR CHOICE $4.00 ea. FOLDER Yellow- 4-1/2" long. 

FOLDSTICKERFOLDSTICKERFIXED BLADES
5" long.
A. Colorful 
FIXSTICKERCFFIXSTICKERCF
B. Red 
FIXSTICKERRFIXSTICKERR
C. Yellow 
FIXSTICKERYFIXSTICKERY

A B C

Made by 
Smoky 
Outfitters.
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NEW! Patriotic/Blue 
Jean D9280BLJ

NEW!! Patriotic/
Cumin D9280CMN
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DRAKE APPAREL

NEVERTUCK LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS
Available sizes SM, MED, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X. 
Midnight Plaid 
DS2103MNP 
Royal Blue Plaid 
DS2103RBP 
NEW! Dark Green Plaid 
DS2103DGP
NEW! Green 
DS2103GRN
YOUR CHOICE 

AS LOW AS $64.99 ea.

SYNTHETIC 
DOUBLE 
DOWN 
JACKETS
Available sizes 
SM, MED, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X. 
Lead 
DW1052LEA 
Brown 
DW1052PNB 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$149.99 ea.

MICROLITE PERFORMANCE 
HALF ZIP PULLOVERS
Available sizes 
SM, MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X. 
Charcoal DW1181CHR 
Dark Green DW1181DGN 
Light Blue DW1181LBL 
YOUR CHOICE 

AS LOW AS $49.99 ea.

EST 
WINDPROOF 
TECH VESTS
Available sizes 
SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X. 
Black 
DW1602BLK 
Olive 
DW1602OLV 
NEW! Black/
Charcoal 
DW1602BCH
NEW! Grey 
DW1602GRY
YOUR CHOICE 

AS LOW AS $109.99 ea.

HEATHER 
WINDPROOF 
LAYERING 
VESTS
Available 
sizes SM, 
MED, LG, 
XL, 2X*, 3X. 
Brown 
Heather 
DW1605BRH 
Grey 
Heather 
DW1605GRH 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$99.99 ea.

*2X not available in 
Grey Heather

T-SHIRTS- Available sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.

YOUR 
CHOICE 

AS LOW AS 

$24.99 ea.

NEW! Patriotic/
Beach Glass D9280BCG

NEW! Knockout/
Vintage Red D9335VTR

NEW! Diamond/
Burgundy DPF3110BGH

NEW! Drum Shield/Cali Blue 
Heather DPF3120CLH

NEW! Steelhead/Bone 
Heather DPF3155BNH

Always In Season Lab/Military 
Heather D9270MLH

Drake Fishing Logo/
Black D3160BKH

Live Retrieve/
Sandstone D9265SST
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DRAKE APPAREL
TECH STRETCH 
PANTS 2.0
Available in 
most waist and 
inseam sizes. 
Dark Earth 
D1586DEA 
Khaki 
D1586KHK
NEW! Olive 
D1586OLV
NEW! Grey 
D1586GRY
NEW!  Chocolate 
D1586CHC
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$89.99 ea.

NON-TYPICAL BY DRAKE LOGO HATS
I. Mossy Oak Bottomland/
 Mesh Back DNT8000006 
J. Realtree Edge/Grey 
 Mesh Back DNT8000030 
K. Mossy Oak Bottomland/
 Full Back DNT8001006 
L. Realtree Edge/
 Full Back DNT8001030 
M. Realtree Timber/
 Full Back DNT8001033 

 YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea. 

NON-TYPICAL BY DRAKE 
PURSUIT FULL ZIP 
HOODIES 
Available sizes SM, 
MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.  
Mossy Oak 
Bottomland 
DNT4055006 
Realtree Edge 
DNT4055030 
Realtree Timber 
DNT4055033 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$129.99 ea.
NEW! Dark Earth 
DNT4055DEA
$119.99 ea.

I J K

L M

OL' TOM HATS
E. Maroon/White 
 OT3550MWT 
F. Gray/Black 
 OT35550GRB 
G. Olive/Black 
 OT3550OBL 
H. Navy/White 
 OT3550WNV 
 YOUR CHOICE 

 $24.99 ea.

DRAKE LOGO HATS
A. Loden/Black 
  DH4010LBK
B. Green/Light Green 
  DH4030GLT
C. Heather Gray/Red 
  DH4060GRD
D. Heather Gray/White 
  DH4060HGW 
 YOUR CHOICE 

 $24.99 ea.

A B

C D

E F

G H

NEW! OLD SCHOOL T-SHIRTS
Available sizes SM, 
MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.
Army Green Heather 
D9275AGR
Charcoal Heather 
D9275CHH
Salmon Heather 
D9275SAH
YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

NEW! NON-TYPICAL BY DRAKE 
ENDURANCE JACKET 
& PANTS IN MOSSY OAK 
COUNTRY DNA 
Available sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X.
Hooded Jacket 
DNT3100036
Pants 
DNT1100036
YOUR CHOICE 

AS LOW AS $49.95 ea.
Salmon Heather

Charcoal Heather

See more 
Drake 

apparel @
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Black UA00001SC24 UA00001SC24 Pitch Grey UA80004SC24UA80004SC24 Pitch Grey UA80004SC UA80004SC Black UA00001SCUA00001SC
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FREEDOM FURY
Polyester blend 
•Adjustable back 
with buckle. 
YOUR CHOICE 

$25.00 ea. 

BIG FLAG UA LOGO/
CAMO
Poly-twill •Adjustable 
snapback closure. 
13004889911300488991 

$27.99 ea. 

HATS

Freedom USA/
Short Sleeve
13708229991370822999
$30.00 ea.

Freedom Flag/
Long Sleeve
13333690011333369001
$30.00 ea.

Freedom Flag/
Short Sleeve
13708101370810

Freedom 
Logo/
Short 
Sleeve
13333511333351
$25.00 ea.

Freedom 
by 1775/
Short Sleeve
13654360011365436001 
$25.00 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$25.00 ea.

Freedom Flag 
on Front/
Short Sleeve
13708253101370825310
$25.00 ea. 

SIDELINE COOLERS
Built-in fence hooks •Durable, coated outer fabric resists dirt and water •Rigid easy-to-clean interior 

liner •Insulated quick-access lid •Adjustable carry strap •Built-in bottle opener •MOLLE webbing 
(not included) attachment points •Fence hooks •2 exterior zip pockets •Quick-access lid.

COTTON/POLYESTER BLEND TEES
Sizes: SM, MED, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X

24 CAN
YOUR CHOICE 

$75.00 ea. 12 CAN
YOUR CHOICE 

$55.00 ea.

Academy 1361707409OS1361707409OSCamo 1361707999OS1361707999OS Academy/White 
1361707408OS1361707408OS

Black/White

Camo

Military Green

Black OD Green/Desert Tan

Black/
White

Academy/GoldOD Green/
Black

OD Green/
Desert Tan

Desert Tan/
Black

Steel/
Black

Black/
OD Green

Black/
Gold

Logos on back 
and arm

Logos on front 
and arm

Logos on front 
and arm

Logos on front 
and arm

Logo on 
front

Logos on back 
and arm

Coolers that 
keep the 

whole team's 
drinks cold! 
Featuring 

quick-access lids, 
easy-to-clean 

liners and 
fence hooks.
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TRU-SPEC® 24-7 SERIES 
TACTICAL PANTS
Casual appearance •Secure storage 
•Slider waistband •Extra deep front 
pockets •(2) knife/accessory pockets 
•65/35 Teflon® coated polyester 
cotton rip-stop •(2) cargo pockets 
with hook and loop closure, bellowed 
side gussets, and (2) internal mag 
compartments in both •Cell phone/
mag pocket •Engineered dimensional 
fit •Double reinforced knees with 
pockets for knee pads (not included). 
Available in most waist 
and inseam sizes.
AANS106NS106 
YOUR CHOICE 

$49.99 ea.

MSRP $68.95

Cargo 
pockets are 

perfect for 
concealed 

pistol carry.

NEW!NEW! Gun Metal/Flat Earth 
B1017OSB1017OS

NEW!NEW! Black/Mossy Oak® Bottomland 

B2011OSB2011OS $64.95 ea.

NEW!NEW! Gun Metal/Anchor 
B1020OSB1020OS

GROOVE BELT™
STIFF-TECH™- Curl resistant to 
maintain its form; simple adjustment 
•ANTI-FLAP™- End tucks neatly 
behind the belt; secure keeper loop 
for the occasional flyaway •SNAP-
TECH™- Neodymium magnets 
snap the buckle perfectly in place; 
unlatches with one hand. 
One size fits most.

Gun Metal/Black B1001OSB1001OSGun Metal/Olive B1003OSB1003OS Gun Metal/Deep Stone B1002OSB1002OS

Black/Black B1005OSB1005OS

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

U.S. G.I. 
P-51 
CAN 

OPENER
2" overall. 
ANS4850ANS4850  

99¢ ea.

MORALE PATCHES
Made from durable PVC that allows for bolder colors, stain resistance, and easy cleaning. 
For attachment, hook material backing is sewn directly on the back of each patch. 

YOUR CHOICE $4.95 ea.

WATERPROOF/
WINDPROOF 

MATCHES
Designed to burn in all 

weather extremes, water 
immersion, and wind. 
Features: (20) matches 

in waterproof container 
with striker surfaces on 

top and bottom •Easy to 
light even after being 

submerged •Stay lit for up 
to ten seconds. 

ANS4590ANS4590 $2.99 ea.

TRU-SPEC® BOONIE HATS
Meet military specs •65/35 polyester ripstop 
construction •Brass screen vents release heat 

•Wide brims protect against the sun •Adjustable 
chin straps and headbands for comfortable fit.

OD Green  
ANS3310000ANS3310000

Navy  
ANS3312000ANS3312000

YOUR CHOICE $59.95 ea.

Khaki  
ANS3311000ANS3311000

Black  
ANS3309000ANS3309000

Khaki Coyote Navy Black

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.

L.E. 
Punisher

1-3/4" x 
2-1/4". 

ANS6654ANS6654
Thin Red Line

3-1/4" x 2". ANS6783ANS6783

Huckleberry
3-3/4" x 2". ANS6772ANS6772

Thin Blue Line
3-1/4" x 2". ANS6782ANS6782

Police SWAT- 3-1/4" x 2". 
ANS6781000ANS6781000

Don't Tread on Me
3" x 2". ANS6644ANS6644

Guns and 
Coffee
2-1/4" 

diameter. 
ANS6786ANS6786
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LACROSSE® BOOTS
FOREVER FORWARD™ is the mission statement of Lacrosse Boots. They want you to rest assured your feet will stay dry and protected when 

encountering any and all sorts of wet conditions •Men's D-width sizes. Available sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.

Alpha Muddy
Brown hand-laid premium natural rubber over 3.0mm 
insulating neoprene •Waterproof lining •Nylon shank 
•Polyurethane footbed •Best for all-terrain.
612441612441 

$99.95 per pair

Mesquite
Water resistant 
full-grain oiled leather 
upper •Natural rubber 
bottom •200G Thinsulate 
insulation •Waterproof 
lining •Steel shank 
•Removable air cushion 
footbed •Waterproof side 
zipper •Best for snow.
273124273124 

$139.95 per pair

Alphaburly Pro 
Realtree Edge™
Scent-free waterproof 
natural rubber 
construction 
•Neoprene gusset 
•400G Thinsulate Ultra 
insulation •Waterproof 
lining •Nylon shank 
•EVA footbed •Burly 
Pro outsole •Best for 
mud and snow.
376012376012 

$169.95 per pair

Burly 
Realtree Timber™
EVA waterproof 
natural ZXT rubber 
construction 
•Adjustable top strap 
•Foam insulated 
•Waterproof lining 
•Fiberglass shank 
•EVA footbed •Best for 
all-terrain.
266041266041 

$99.95 per pair

DANNER® BOOTS
You don't put on a pair of Danner Boots to sit around the house. They're made for adventure, exploration and hard work. 

Danner® Dry waterproofing •Men's D-width sizes. Available sizes: 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12 and 13.

Recurve Brown- Full grain leather and 
suede upper •Removable OrthoLite 
polyurethane footbed •Non-insulated 
•Nylon shank •DPDX last type •Vibram® SPE 
rubberized EVA midsole •Vibram® Recurve 
outsole •Fits slightly large so sizing down a 
half size is recommended.

4761147611 $209.95 per pair

Vital Realtree Edge™- Abrasion 
resistant leather and textile upper 

•Non-insulated •Lock & Load lacing 
system •Open cell polyurethane 

footbed •Danner® Plyolite® midsole 
•Mesh lined tongue •Nylon shank 

•DT4 last type •Danner Vital® outsole. 

4155941559 $159.95 per pair

Caliper Brown- Full grain 
leather upper •Non-insulated 

•Electrical hazard (EH) protection 
•Dual layer comfort footbed 

•Oil and slip resistant traction 
•Fiberglass shank •DPDX last 

type •Danner Caliper® outsole.

1945219452 $139.95 per pair
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LACROSSE'S LACROSSE'S 
PREMIUM PREMIUM 
HUNTING HUNTING 

BOOT! BOOT! 
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WoodlandBlack MultiCamWolf GrayOlive DrabCoyoteBlackMultiCam
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SIZES AVAILABLE
Regular D Width: 

MEN'S FULL SIZES 9-13 
MEN'S HALF SIZES 8.5-11.5

ALTAMA® MARITIME ASSAULT BOOTS 
Made for all tactical water operations •Quick drying 1000D Cordura construction •Ultron PU contoured insoles do not absorb water 

•Front drain ports •High traction SEAL Rubber outsoles meet ASTM F2913-17 standards for slip resistance •Fin-friendly for most 
dive fins used by armed forces worldwide.

Low/Woodland

Moab 
333150333150

SMITH & WESSON® 
BREACH 2.0 8" SIDE-ZIP 
WATERPROOF BOOTS 
HydroGuard waterproof construction •Leather 
and nylon uppers •YKK side zippers •Viston 
pattern •Hook and loop tab stay closures •PU 
foam padded collars •Foam padded, gusseted 
tongues •EVA midsoles •Steel shanks •Board 
lasted for torsional rigidity •Slip resistant, non 
marking rubber outsoles.

Marauder 
333250333250

Coyote 810403810403 

$109.99 ea.

Black 810401810401 

$99.99 ea.

EXCLUSIVE 
DEATH CARD 

PATCH!

Death Card- (1) pair each low 
profile black and white laces. 

331969331969 $89.99 ea.

Betsy Ross Flag- (1) pair 
each low profile navy and 

white laces. 

331776331776 $89.99 ea.EXCLUSIVE BETSY 
ROSS FLAG PATCH!

EXCLUSIVE 
1776 

Tongue Patch.

SMKW EXCLUSIVESMKW EXCLUSIVE 
MIDS
SMKW EXCLUSIVE 
COLORS & PATCHES! 
SIZES AVAILABLE: 
Regular D Width: 
MEN'S FULL SIZES 7-14 
MEN'S HALF SIZES 8.5-11.5 
Wide Width: MEN'S FULL 
SIZES 10-14.

MIDS
MultiCam 333000333000 
Black 333001333001 
Coyote 333003333003 
Olive Drab- Black toes 
and soles. 333006333006 
Wolf Gray 333007333007 
Woodland 339320339320
Black MultiCam 333051333051 

YOUR CHOICE $89.99 ea.

LOWS
MultiCam 335000335000 
Black 335001335001 
Coyote 335003335003 
Olive Drab- Black toes 
and soles. 335006335006 
Wolf Gray 335007335007 
Woodland 339520339520
Black MultiCam 335051335051 

YOUR CHOICE $84.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! RELV® MIDS
YOUR CHOICE 

$109.99 ea.

Mid/Black MultiCam

RELV® 
also come in
wide width: 
MEN'S FULL 
SIZES 9-14
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YOUR 
CHOICE 

$24.95 ea.
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NEW!NEW! 

BOOT CARE MULTIPACK KIT
Ariat Premium Water and Stain Protectant •Ariat Premium 
Leather Balm •Ariat Premium Boot and Shoe Conditioner 
•Boot shine cloth •Clear plastic bag 
with carrying handle.

A27030A27030 $20.00 ea.

PREMIUM MINK OIL 
PASTE 4.2OZ

Functions as a natural 
preservative, water repellant, 

leather protective, and a 
restorative •Not for 

exotic leathers. 

A27010A27010 $7.00 ea.

BELT BUCKLES
Metal construction.
YOUR CHOICE 

$21.00 ea.

Heather Gray 
with Black Logo 

15049011504901 

$24.99 ea.

Heather Gray 
with White Logo 

15049051504905 

$24.99 ea.

Gray with 
USA Logo  

A300005906A300005906 

$29.99 ea.

FLEXFIT 110 COMFORT FIT TECHNOLOGY HATS
Cotton twill front •Mesh back •Snap closure •One size sits most.

APPAREL

ACCESSORIES

Tri-Fold 
A3545402A3545402 

$39.00 ea.

Bi-Fold 
A3545802A3545802 

$45.00 ea.

DISTRESSED LEATHER 
USA WALLETS

Bi-Fold 
A3536844A3536844 

$45.00 ea.

Rodeo 
A3536444A3536444 

$53.00 ea.

PATRIOT DIGITAL CAMO 
LEATHER WALLETS

OUTERWEAR
Available sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, 2XL.

Logo 2.0 Jacket 
1002332210023322 

$119.95 ea.

Vernon Vest 
1002333510023335 

$94.95 ea.

T-SHIRTS
Available sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, 2XL.

Black USA Wordmark 
1003173110031731

Brown Heather Digi Camo 
Liberty USA 1002751510027515

Burgundy Heather 
Vertical Flag 1002900310029003

Charcoal Heather 
Freedom 1002520910025209

Charcoal 
Heather 
Vertical 
Flag 
1002665810026658

Oval- 3-3/4" x 2-3/4". 
A37050A37050

Rectangle- 3-1/4" x 2-1/4". 
A37011A37011

Visit us online or in our retail showroom Visit us online or in our retail showroom 
for our full Ariat selection!for our full Ariat selection!

Right 
sleeve 
detail.

Logo on 
front.
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Pescador Blackout/580G Blue Mirror

C90290155C90290155 $219.00 ea.

Blackfin Pro Matte Black/580G Blue Mirror

BF90780160BF90780160 $269.00 ea.

EYEWEAR
Impact resistant regular fit plastic frames •580® polarized lenses •Costa case and cleaning cloth included.

T-SHIRTS
Available sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, 2XL.

POLYESTER/RING SPUN COTTON COSTA PRIDE
PRIDECOSTAPRIDECOSTA

YOUR CHOICE $26.00 ea.

100% RING SPUN COTTON COSTA TOPWATER
FQA400026COSTAFQA400026COSTA

YOUR CHOICE $20.00 ea.

TRUCKER HATS
Cotton twill/nylon mesh •Adjustable closure.

Pride/Moss Green 

HA126MHA126M $24.99 ea.

Logo/Grey 

HA83GHA83G $22.99 ea.

Bass/Working Brown 

HA18WBHA18WB $17.99 ea.

Largemouth Bass/Green 

HA134GRHA134GR $24.99 ea.

Butter

Grey 
Heather

Chill

NavyRed Heather

Royal 
Blue 

Heather

Blackfin Pro Matte Black/580G Grey Silver Mirror

BF90780460BF90780460 $269.00 ea.

Reefton Blackout/580P Grey

C90070164C90070164 $179.00 ea.

Reefton Blackout/580G Blue Mirror

C90071764C90071764 $259.00 ea.

Rinconcito Matte Black/580P Grey

C90160260C90160260 $179.00 ea.

Rinconcito Matte Black/580P Blue Mirror

C90160960C90160960 $199.00 ea.

Tuna Alley Blackout/580P Blue Mirror

TA01OBMPTA01OBMP $199.00 ea.

Tuna Alley Blackout/580P Grey

TA01OGPTA01OGP $179.00 ea.

Fantail Pro Matte Black/580G Blue Mirror

TF90790160TF90790160 $269.00 ea.

Fantail Pro Matte Black/580G Green Mirror

TF90790260TF90790260 $269.00 ea.

580G- Lightwave Glass
•Superior clarity and 
scratch resistant
•Glass provides the best 
clarity in material
•Encapsulated mirrors 
(between layers of glass) are 
scratch-proof
•20% thinner and 22% lighter 
than average polarized glass

580P- Polycarbonate
•Lightweight and 
impact resistant
•Polycarbonate is your 
lightest and most durable 
lens material option
•Both sides of each lens 
treated with C-WALL® 
Molecular Bond which is 
scratch resistant
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STEAK KNIFE 
Stainless steel serrated blade •Full tang construction •Black POM handles 
with triple rivets •9" overall •Made in Portugal. 

F41799F41799 $8.99 ea. 

PEELER
Stainless steel blade 
•Nylon handle 
•Finger hole 
•5-1/4" overall. 

F43793F43793 $4.99 ea.

6" Semi-Stiff Curved Boning 
11-1/4" overall.

F40420F40420 $30.99 ea.

5" Flex Curved Boning 
10-1/4" overall. 

F40516F40516 $28.99 ea.

BUTCHER'S ESSENTIALS
Specially tempered high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Contoured Fibrox® handles. 

Semi-Flex Boning- 10" overall.  

F40518F40518 $28.99 ea.

UTILITY SHEARS
Nylon handles •Bottle opener •8" overall. 

F87770F87770 $16.99 ea.

6" Stiff Boning 
11-3/8" overall. 

F40615F40615 $30.99 ea.

10" Granton 
Edge Slicer 

15-1/4" overall.

F40633F40633  $58.99 ea.
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YOUR CHOICE $13.99 per set. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea. 

YOUR CHOICE $5.99 ea. 
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STEAK KNIFE- 4-1/2" Blade •8-3/8" overall. 

F40503F40503  $8.99 ea.

Orange F67606119OF67606119O

PARING KNIFE SETS- Sets of (2) •3-1/4" blades •7-7/16" overall.

Black F67603BF67603B

MEDIUM- 3-1/4" blade •7-3/8" overall.

Black F40508F40508Red V67601V67601

Red Serrated F40605F40605  
(also available) Red Plain F40604F40604

SHEEP'S FOOT/SMALL HANDLES- 3-1/4" blades •7" overall.  

Black Plain F40806F40806

White Plain F40809F40809  $6.99 ea.

Black Serrated F40509F40509  (also available) Black V40501 V40501 
YOUR CHOICE $6.99 ea.

Red F40502F40502 $8.99 ea.Blue F42605F42605 $8.99 ea.

LARGE- 4" blades •8-1/8" overall. 

BIRD'S BEAK DECORATING- 2-1/4" blade •Black handle •6-1/2" overall. 

F40606F40606 $6.99 ea.

PARERS
Stainless steel blades •Polypropylene handles.

White Plain F40807 F40807 (also available) White Serrated F42602F42602 Black Plain V40600 V40600 (also available) Black Serrated V40602V40602

Red Plain V40601 V40601 (also available) Red Serrated V40603V40603
SMALL 
3-1/4" blades 
•7-1/8" overall.

YOUR CHOICE $6.99 ea. 

Serrated F02862F02862Plain F02923F02923

BLACK FOLDERS- 4-1/2" closed.

YOUR CHOICE $6.99 ea. 
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GOURMET 
4-1/2" UTILITY 

KNIFE
WF40457 

$35.00 ea.

PRO 
12" 
COOK'S 
KNIFE
Santoprene 
handle.
WF486232 

$59.99 ea.

GRAND PRIX 
II 9" DOUBLE 

SERRATED 
BREAD KNIFE
WF4167723 

$79.95 ea.
GOURMET 

4-1/2" 
CHEESE KNIFE
WF48007 

$55.00 ea.

CLASSIC 
5" TOMATO 

KNIFE
WF41097 

$100.00 ea.

PRO 
9" SERRATED 
BREAD KNIFE 
WF4853723WF4853723 

$29.99 ea.

2 PIECE UTILITY SET
Includes 3" paring knife and 

8" come-apart shears. 

WF8758WF8758 $45.00 per set

5" CLASSIC 
SERRATED 

UTILITY
WF4110WF4110 

$80.00 ea.

High carbon stainless steel blades 
•POM handles (except where noted).



See more 
Henckels @
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ZWILLING FOUR STAR 4" PARER
German special formula stainless steel blade •Composite handle  
•8" overall.

H31070103H31070103 $44.99 ea.

DYNAMIC 5-1/2" SANTOKU
Stainless steel blade •POM handles •10-1/4" overall.

H17568143H17568143 $15.99 ea.

ZWILLING FOUR STAR 5" UTILITY KNIFE
German special formula stainless steel blade •Composite handle 
•9-1/4" overall.

H31070133H31070133 $79.99 ea.

ZWILLING 
9" SHARPENING 

STEEL
Composite handle 

•14" overall.
H32576230H32576230 

$19.99 ea.

ZWILLING 2-STAGE PULL THROUGH KNIFE SHARPENER
Plastic construction •Ceramic rods in coarse and fine grits 
•Protected safety grip •Non-slip bottom •6" overall.

H32602000H32602000 $19.99 ea.

HENCKELS 3-PC MULTI PURPOSE SCISSOR SET
High-quality corrosion resistant no-stain 
steel blades •8" kitchen shears with 
integrated bottle and screw cap opener 
•6" straight scissors •4" embroidery 
scissors •Comfortable non-slip grips. 

H41792000H41792000 $24.99 ea.

ZWILLING TWIN 
GOURMET STEAK 
KNIFE BLOCK SET

(8) steak knives 
•German special 

formula stainless 
steel blades 

•Composite handles 
•Wooden block.
H39123800H39123800 

$99.99 ea.

HENCKELS 4-1/2" CLASSIC 
STEAK SET
(4) steak knives 
•German special 
formula stainless steel 
blades •Composite handles 
•8-3/4" overall.

H39360H39360 $99.99 ea.
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OLD HICKORY® KITCHEN KNIVES
High carbon steel blades •Hardwood handles 

stamped with "Old Hickory".

Five Piece Set
8" slicer •7" butcher knife •6" utility •4" and 
3-1/4" parers.    

OH705OH705 $49.99 per set

7" Butcher Knife  OH7025OH7025 $11.99 ea.

7" Cleaver

OH7060OH7060 $19.99 ea.

3-1/4" Small Parer OH7533OH7533 $8.99 ea.

Traditional Skinning Knife 
Satin finish high carbon steel blade 
•Polished Rosewood handles •Triple 
brass rivets •9-1/4" overall.

DR06211DR06211 $21.99 ea.

6" Household/Boning Knife

OH726OH726 $9.99 ea.

4" Parer OH7504OH7504 $8.99 ea.

Sani-Safe Narrow Fillet Knife
DEXSTEEL high carbon steel blade •White Sani-Safe polypropylene 
handle •12" overall •NSF listed •White polypropylene sheath.

DR19173DR19173 $31.99 ea.

Heavy-Duty Utility Shears
Forged stainless steel construction can be 
separated for cleaning •8-1/2" overall.

DR19921DR19921 $21.99 ea.

12" Scalloped Slicer
DEXSTEEL high carbon steel blade •Dexter 360® 
handle is a combination of polypropylene 
and Santoprene® •NSF listed.

DR36011DR36011 $22.99 ea.

DEXTER-RUSSELL CUTLERY®
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LEM™ GAME PROCESSING ACCESSORIES

The Complete Jerky Book
Written by Monte Burch •50 recipes, tips 
and tricks for jerky, marinades, and rubs 

•Complete instructions on preparing 
jerky with LEM equipment •Paperback 

•154 pages.

LEM1062LEM1062 $12.95 ea. 

Five-Tray Digital Dehydrator
Perfect countertop size for making 
tasty treats for you and your family 
•Chimney-like center allows for 
even air flow and uniform drying 
•With the clear body, easily monitor 
your food while it is in process •Easy 
to use digital display with an auto 
shut-off after time runs out •Internal 
fan to reduce drying time •3.5 sq. ft. 
of drying space •Timer can be set 
for 1-48 hours •Digital presets for 
temperature •Includes (5) nets for 
drying herbs and smaller items.

LEM1378LEM1378 $54.99 ea. 

Jerky Gun
Heavy duty 
drive system handles 
ground meat like a charm 
•Shoot out flat strips of jerky or round 
snack sticks •Barrel will hold 3/4 lbs 
of meat •1/2" round nozzle •1-3/16" 
x 3/16" flat nozzle •Includes package 
of Backwoods™ Jerky Seasoning 
for 5 pounds of meat •Complete 
instructions included. 
LEM555LEM555 

$29.99 ea. 

Dual Sensor Thermometer
Use for internal meat and 
oven temperature 
•Temperature range: 
50° F - 572° F / 10° C - 280° C 
•99 minute timer 
•Programmable alerts 
•Easy-clean touch control 
pad •Stainless steel 
probe with 42" cable 
•Uses (2) AAA 
batteries (included) 
•Low battery warning. 

LEM678LEM678 $41.99 ea.

Jerky Cannon Bags
(10) count •Works with LEM Jerky 
Cannon, Jerky Gun, and other brand 
jerky shooters; can also be filled 
by using a 1-3/4" stuffing tube or 
funnel •Approximately 2" diameter 
x 16" long •String ties at open ends.

LEM1491LEM1491 $6.99 ea.

Maxvac 100 
Vacuum Sealer
Stainless steel top 
•22.4Hg pump •12" seal 
bar •Measures 14-1/2" 
x 6" •Locking lid •Up to 26 
consecutive seals without 
stopping or cooling down 
•Includes (10) 1-qt. bags 
and 10 1-gallon bags 
•ETL-certified. 

LEM1379LEM1379 $101.99 ea.

Maxvac Quart 
Vacuum Bags
(44) count •8" x 12" 
•3.5 mil thick, puncture 
resistant four-layer plastic 
•Reusable •Labeling 
spaces •Compatible with 
most vacuum sealers 
(except chamber vacuum 
type) •Easy open 
tear notch.

LEM1387LEM1387 $19.99 ea.

Freezer Label Set
Day-Glo orange •Adhesive 

holds in sub-freezing 
temperatures •Includes 
144 labels total: 48 deer 
steaks, 48 deer burger, 

24 deer roast 
and 24 blanks.

LEM125BLEM125B $5.99 ea.

Freezer Tape Dispenser
The tape dispenser accepts tape up to 1" wide 
with 1" or 3" core. Non slip rubber bottom 
•(1) roll of 3/4" freezer tape included. 
LEM034LEM034 

$13.99 ea.

Freezer Sheets
(1,000) count •Measure 
6" x 10-3/4" .•50 mil thick 
•FDA approved •HDPE 
clear film •Greaseproof 
•Waterproof 
•Non-absorbent 
•Microwaveable 
and freezable.
LEM027ALEM027A 

$14.99 ea.

Bags only, 
accessories 
not included.
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20 OZ.
White Y21070060025Y21070060025 
Seafoam Y21070060016Y21070060016
Navy Y21070060029Y21070060029 

YOUR CHOICE $29.99 ea.

30 OZ.
White Y21070070024Y21070070024 
Navy Y21070070027Y21070070027 

YOUR CHOICE $34.99 ea.

YETI® COLSTER® 12 OZ. CAN INSULATORS
Stainless steel construction •Load-and-Lock™ Gasket secures drink in 
place, holding tight to standard 12 oz. bottles and cans •No Sweat™ 
Design prevents condensation •Keeps drinks colder longer than any 
standard drink jackets.

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

20-OUNCE
Black 

REM20COLORREM20COLOR 

$21.99 ea. 
Stainless Steel 

REM20SSREM20SS 

$19.99 ea.

Sea 
Foam

Royal 
Blue

PinkBlack

30-OUNCE Royal Blue MS30ROV287MS30ROV287

MAMMOTH® ROVER TUMBLERS
The Mammoth Rover tumbler is the ultimate way to take your favorite beverage on the go. The Rover tumbler is built with 18/8 kitchen 
grade stainless steel, making it durable for any adventure. The double-walled vacuum insulation allows your tumbler to maintain the 
perfect temperature. With a crystal clear lid, rubber gasket and rubber stopper, your beverage will maintain constant temperature longer, 
making it the ultimate drinking experience.

20-OUNCE
Royal Blue 

MS20ROV287MS20ROV287
Pink 

MS20ROV232MS20ROV232
Black 

MS20ROVBLKMS20ROVBLK
YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea.

30-OUNCE
Sea Foam 
MS30ROV572MS30ROV572
Pink 
MS30ROV232MS30ROV232
YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.

20-OUNCE 
Sea Foam 

MS20ROV572MS20ROV572

REMINGTON® TUMBLERS
Laser etched.30-OUNCE

Stainless Steel 
REM30SSREM30SS 

$21.99 ea.
Black 
REM30COLORREM30COLOR 

$26.99 ea.

YETI® RAMBLER® TUMBLERS
Double wall vacuum insulated, 18/8 kitchen grade stainless steel 
construction •Keeps ice up to 36+ hours •Retains heat up to 12+ 
hours •No Sweat™ Design keeps hands dry •Dishwasher safe •YETI 
MagSlider lid that is dishwasher safe and shatter resistant.

SLIM 
Black Y21070090039Y21070090039 
White Y21070090082Y21070090082

Seafoam Y21070090038Y21070090038 

STANDARD 
Black Y21070090063Y21070090063 
White Y21070090074Y21070090074

Seafoam Y21070090062Y21070090062

Blue 
UL12104BUL12104B

Black 
UL12104UL12104

FROGG TOGGS® ULTRA-LITE2 RAIN SUITS
Stay dry in extreme conditions! 
Set of (2) pieces-- jacket and pants 
•Breathable fabric construction is waterproof, 
wind resistant, and lightweight •Elastic waist 
jacket has elastic cuffs, an adjustable hood 
with cord locks, and zippered closure with 
rain-guard flap •Elastic waist pants with wide 
cuff openings •Free storage Stuff Sack included. 
Sizes available: Small, medium, large, XL and 2X.
YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 per set
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NEW!NEW! YETI® COOLERS

PATHFINDER 30
High-density nylon with thick TPU (thermoplastic 
polyurethane) laminated material inner & outer •Puncture and 
tear resistant •Water resistant zipper •Thick foam insulation 
•Anti-microbial liner resists mold and mildew •20 can capacity 
•Outer dimensions 18" x 10-1/8" x 11-1/2".
Mossy Oak Bottomland MP30MOBLMP30MOBL
Mossy Oak Elements Blue Fin MP30MOEBFMP30MOEBF
YOUR CHOICE $224.99 ea.

CRUISER 30
27 quarts/6.75 
gallons •30 can 
capacity •4+ days 
ice retention 
•Outer dimensions 
19.4" x 15" x 12". 
Sea Foam 
MC30572MC30572
Tan MC30TMC30T 
White MC30WMC30W 
OD Green 
MC307757MC307757 
YOUR CHOICE 

$174.99 ea.

CRUISERS
Mammoth Coolers have some of the thickest sidewalls in the industry, at 2" (including the lids, too). This provides for some serious rigidity, 
durability and ice-retention performance. Roto-Molded insulated construction •Sealed gasket lids and no-leak drains •Secure latches •Heavy-duty 
non-skid bottoms •Virtually indestructible hinges are of one-piece design extending the full length of the lids •Easy grip handles.

CRUISER 20 LIMITED EDITION DESIGNS
17 quarts/4.25 gallons •19 can capacity •Up to 3 days ice retention 
•Outer dimensions 17.5" x 11.5" x 13.2".

Wrapped with a full Wrapped with a full 
body decoration!body decoration!

SOFT SIDE
The Coldcell™ closed cell foam insulation means your cold beverages will 
outlast your thirst! Ice retention will vary due to contents and extreme 
environmental factors •High density Dryhide™ shell.

TUNDRA®
Rotomolded™ construction, armored to the core and virtually 
indestructible •Fatwall™ design •3" Permafrost™ insulation 
•Coldlock™ gasket •Neverfail™ 
hinges •T-rex lid latches 
•Doublehaul™ Lipgrip™ 
handles •Vortex™ 
drain system.

35
20 can capacity. 
Tan YT35TYT35T
White YT35WYT35W
YOUR CHOICE 

$299.99 ea.

65
42 can capacity. 
White 
YT65WYT65W
Tan 
Y10065010000Y10065010000
YOUR CHOICE 

$349.99 ea.

FLIP 8 PERSONAL
Hydrolock™ waterproof/leakproof 
zipper •8 can capacity •Outer 
dimensions 10-1/2" x 11-1/2" x 8". 
Charcoal Y18010130001Y18010130001
Navy Y18010130003Y18010130003
YOUR CHOICE 

$199.99 ea.

HOPPER 20
Hydroshield™ closure uses magnets 
•Ultra leak resistant seal 
•20 can capacity •Outer 
dimensions 25" x 22" x 
17-1/2".
Crab King Orange 
Y18060130055Y18060130055
Navy 
YHOPM30NAVYYHOPM30NAVY
YOUR CHOICE 

$299.99 ea.

MAMMOTH® COOLERS

Blue Line 
MC20WNLBLMC20WNLBL

2nd 
Amendment 
MC20TNL2AFMC20TNL2AF

YOUR CHOICE $169.99 ea.



STONEWASHED

YOUR CHOICE $131.99 ea.

DARK STONEWASHED

YOUR CHOICE $149.99 ea.

FAT CARBON
Carbon fiber handles.

Hawkbill/Lava Flow MKFX031CL  

Hawkbill/Jungle Wear MKFX031CJ  

Hawkbill/Arctic Storm MKFX031CA  

Hawkbill/Lava Flow MKFX031CLD  

Cleaver/Lava Flow MKFX032CLD  

Cleaver/Jungle Wear MKFX032CJD  

Cleaver/Arctic Storm MKFX032CAD  

Cleaver/Lava Flow MKFX032CL  

Cleaver/Jungle Wear MKFX032CJ  

Cleaver/Arctic Storm MKFX032CA  

Hawkbill/Jungle Wear MKFX031CJD  

Hawkbill/Arctic Storm MKFX031CAD  

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!Christmas 2021116

Pocket 
clips.
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FAT CARBON
Carbon fiber handles.

Lava Flow MKFX033CL  

Jungle Wear MKFX033CJ  

Arctic Storm MKFX033CA  

Lava Flow MKFX033CLD  

Jungle Wear MKFX033CJD  

Arctic Storm MKFX033CAD  

COPPER
Stonewashed blades and solid copper handles.

YOUR CHOICE $123.99 ea.
Hawkbill MKFX031CO  

Cleaver MKFX032CO  

Clip Point MKFX033CO  

Pocket 
clips.

Maniago Knife Makers is a group of 46 small cutlery 
companies all located in the Maniago Knife District of Italy. 

MKM represents these companies whose products are 
produced and manufactured in the Maniago area, recognized 

as the center of knife production in Italy.

STONEWASHED

YOUR CHOICE $131.99 ea.

DARK STONEWASHED

YOUR CHOICE $149.99 ea.

Each features a 
pocket clip.



Coyote- Stag handle •8" overall.

PKC6540040PKC6540040 $149.99 ea.

Sonic Linerlock- Assisted opening; 18 ceramic 
ball bearings in each knife provide smooth and 
highly reactive blade deployment •Black carbon 

fiber handle •4-5/8" closed.

PKC6514000CBPKC6514000CB $149.99 ea.

Buffalo Hunter
Stag handle •10" overall.

PKC6817200S PKC6817200S 
$149.99 ea.

Deadwood Canyon
White smooth bone handle •8" overall.

PKC6817300TPKC6817300T $89.99 ea.

Gelder Slip Joint Folder
Jacaranda Wood handle •3-1/2" closed.

PKC6416666PKC6416666 $54.99 ea.

Trapper
Smooth white 
bone handle 

•3-1/2" closed.
PKC6410631TPKC6410631T 

$64.99 ea.

FIXED BLADES
Handsome leather 
belt sheaths.

Tactical Linerlock- Stonewashed blade and aluminum handle •Seatbelt 
cutter •Glass breaker •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

PKC6650701PKC6650701 $49.99 ea.

Pounce Linerlock
Black coated blade •Black aluminum 

handle •Assisted opening •Pocket clip 
•5-3/8" closed.

PKC6513507PKC6513507 $59.99 ea.

FOLDERS

Warden Lockback
Jacaranda Wood handle •4-7/8" closed.

PKC6169620WPKC6169620W $64.99 ea.

POCKETKNIVES

Text  Text  XMAS21 to 826-43 to sign up for exclusive deals and promotionsXMAS21 to 826-43 to sign up for exclusive deals and promotionsChristmas 2021118

PUMA® SGB KNIVES
Designed by Bob Carpenter •SGB = Sharp German Blade--specifically, 1.4116 cutlery steel. 
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GTI 3
Designed by Justin Gingrich •Black coated CPM-S35VN stainless 
steel •Black and OD Green Micarta® handles •6-1/2" overall 
•Black leather sheath.

WRGTI3LBOWRGTI3LBO $169.95 ea.

M1 BACKPACKER PRO
CPM S30V stainless steel blades •Orange G-10 handles 
•7" overall •Black Kydex® sheath.

Black Ionbond Coated Blade 

WRPROCBITORWRPROCBITOR $135.95 ea.

Stonewash Finish Blade 

WRPROTORWRPROTOR $119.95 ea.

M1 CAPER
Stonewash finish S35VN stainless steel blades •Micarta® 
handles •7" overall •Black Kydex® sheath.

Black Burlap 
WRCPRBBLWRCPRBBL

Natural Burlap 
WRCPRBNAWRCPRBNA

SMALL GAME HUNTER- Stonewash finish 
CPM-S35VN stainless steel blade •Natural 
burlap Micarta® handles •8-1/4" overall 
•Brown leather sheath.

WRSGBNAWRSGBNA $149.95 ea.

URSUS- Stonewash finish 
CPM-S35VN stainless steel blade 
•Natural burlap Micarta® handles 
•9-1/4" overall •Brown leather sheath.

WRUR45BNAWRUR45BNA $244.95 ea.

OD Green Canvas 
WRCPRLBOWRCPRLBO

FIRECRAFT® 3.5 PRO- CPM S35VN stainless steel blade 
with notch for efficient striking of a ferro rod (included) 
•Removable bolt-on black textured G-10 handle scales 
•7-3/4" overall •Black Kydex® sheath holds ferro rod also. 

WRFC35PROTBLWRFC35PROTBL $139.95 ea.

Knucklehead II- Skeletonized one piece CPM-S35VN stainless steel 
construction with stonewash finish •6" overall •Black Kydex® sheath. 

WRKNUIIWRKNUII $79.95 ea.

Hand sharpened and leather Hand sharpened and leather 
honed so it's razor-sharp from day one!honed so it's razor-sharp from day one!

Kydex® sheath 
included with each.

Kydex® sheath 
included with both.

YOUR CHOICE $155.95 ea.

White River Knife & Tool is 
proudly made 100% in the USA.
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CLASSIC CARBON STEEL by ROUGH RYDER
THE PERFECT EVERYDAY CARRY THAT NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE.

Favorite blade and handle materials combine to create these modern classics. 
Carbon steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Shield close-up.

Though carbon steel is easily sharpened, it 
is prone to rust, so we advise keeping the 

blades clean and frequently oiled.

Small 
Toothpick 
3" closed. 
RR2208RR2208 

$12.99 ea. 

Canoe 
3-5/8" closed. 
RR2209RR2209 

$14.99 ea. 

Pen Knife- 3-1/4" closed. 

RR2211RR2211 $14.99 ea. 

Bow Trapper- 4" closed. 

RR2212RR2212 $16.99 ea. 

Half Hawk 
3-7/8" closed. 
RR2213RR2213 

$14.99 ea. 

Large 
Stockman 

4-1/4" closed. 
RR2214RR2214 

$16.99 ea. 

Scout Knife- Can opener 
•Screwdriver/cap lifter •Reamer 

•Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed. 

RR2215RR2215 $16.99 ea. 

Small 
Moose 

3-1/2" closed. 
RR2216RR2216 

$14.99 ea. 

Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2210RR2210 

$14.99 ea. 

Swayback- 3-3/4" closed. 

RR2217RR2217 $16.99 ea. 

Collector's 
box.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed. 

RR1742RR1742 $16.99 ea.
Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed. 

RR1737RR1737 $12.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1736RR1736 $12.99 ea.

Swayback 
3-3/4" closed.

 RR1741RR1741 $14.99 ea.

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
RR1738RR1738 

$11.99 ea.

Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2040RR2040 

$12.99 ea.

Wharncliffe 
Trapper

4-1/8" closed. 
RR2127RR2127 

$14.99 ea.

Medium 
Toothpick

4-1/8" closed. 
RR1744RR1744 

$11.99 ea.

Bow 
Trapper
4" closed. 
RR1739RR1739 

$12.99 ea.

Collector's box.

Hawkbill
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1734RR1734 

$11.99 ea.

Sowbelly 
3-3/4" closed. 
RR1733RR1733 

$12.99 ea.

BLACK MICARTA®- Pewter shields.

YELLOW COMPOSITION- Nickel silver shields.
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Collector 
packaging.

Collector 
packaging.

TIGER STRIPE POCKETKNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blades •Tiger Stripe jigged amber bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters. 

Collector 
packaging.

CARNIVORE JACK 
THE MEAT EATER'S POCKETKNIFE
440A stainless steel blades •Black smooth bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, shield and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters 
•4" closed •Leather pouch with spring steel clip. 

RR2020RR2020 $14.99 ea.

Custom packaging.

Leather 
pouch.

WORK KNIFE
Brushed satin finish 440A stainless steel blade 
•Half stop •Denim Micarta® handles •4" closed.

RR2181RR2181 $16.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CORAL SNAKE POCKETKNIVES 
by ROUGH RYDER
Red touch yellow, kill a fellow... No worries... this series 
provides the beauty without the poison •440A stainless steel 
blades •Red, yellow and black synthetic handles •Nickel silver 
bolsters and spacers.

NEW!NEW! BOLSTER LOCK TRAPPER 
Innovative new opening mechanism features 
the back-right bolster sectioned similarly to a 
framelock; push the section to the side when 
you're ready to close the blade •440A stainless steel 
blade •Sawcut red bone handles •Nickel silver pins, 
liners, bolsters and shield •4-1/8" closed. 

RR1960RR1960 $14.99 ea.

Large Moose 
4-3/8" closed. 
RR2274RR2274 

$16.99 ea.

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2281RR2281 

$16.99 ea.

Texas Stockman 
4-7/8" closed. 

RR2275RR2275 

$19.99 ea.Whittler 
3-7/8" closed. 
RR2276RR2276 

$16.99 ea.

ROUGH RYDER RESERVE
Brushed satin finish D2 tool steel blades 
with Triple R tang stamps •Half stops 
•Black canvas Micarta® handles •Triple R 
arrowhead shields.

Common Stock 
4-1/4" closed. 
RRR008RRR008Hedgehog 

3-7/8" closed. 
RRR005RRR005

YOUR CHOICE 

$59.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2222 RR2222 
$16.99 ea. 

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2218RR2218 

$14.99 ea. 

Tiny Toothpick
3" closed. 

RR2221RR2221 $9.99 ea. 

Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2219RR2219 

$14.99 ea. 

Camp Knife 
Can opener •Screwdriver/cap 

lifter •Reamer with sewing eye 
•Lanyard bail •4-1/4" closed. 

RR2220RR2220 $22.99 ea. 
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Red Roses Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR2097RR2097 $12.99 ea.

Red Roses 
Peanut

2-7/8" closed. 
RR2090RR2090 

$9.99 ea.

Pink Tulips Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 

RR2095RR2095 $14.99 ea.

Sunflowers 
Mini Trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2093RR2093 

$12.99 ea.

FLOWERS SERIES by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blades •Full color artwork under acrylic handles •Nickel 
silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Collector packaging.

Wild Flowers 
Small Toothpick 

3" closed. 
RR2092RR2092 

$9.99 ea.

Collector packaging.

Silver Doctor's Knife 
3-3/4" closed.

RR2014RR2014 $14.99 ea.

Silver collector packaging.

Silver Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 

RR2011RR2011 $9.99 ea.

Silver 
Small Moose
3-1/2" closed. 
RR2012RR2012 

$12.99 ea.

Silver 
Peanut

2-7/8" closed. 
RR2013RR2013 

$9.99 ea.

Purple Stockman
 3-1/4" closed. 

RR2018RR2018 $12.99 ea.

Purple 
Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR2019RR2019 

$12.99 ea.

SERIES
440A stainless steel blades •Sparkle acrylic handles •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Collector packaging.

Purple collector 
packaging.

Silver Stockman
3-1/2" closed. 

RR2010RR2010 $12.99 ea.

Purple Small 
Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed. 
RR2016RR2016 

$12.99 ea.

Purple Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed. 

RR2017RR2017 $9.99 ea.

Daisies 
Small Cotton 

Sampler 
Lanyard hole 

•3" closed.
RR2091RR2091 

$12.99 ea.

Purple Toothpick
3" closed.

RR2015RR2015 $9.99 ea.

Cherry Blossoms 
Wharncliffe
3-5/8" closed. 
RR2094RR2094 

$12.99 ea.
Daisies 
Trapper 

4-1/8" closed. 
RR2098RR2098 

$12.99 ea.
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T-10 carbon steel blades 
•Denim Micarta® handles •Nickel 
silver pins and ringed, pinched, 

stamped bolsters.

Collector packaging.

YOUR CHOICE

 $12.99 ea.

UPSWEPT BOW TRAPPERS by ROUGH RYDER
Satin finish 440A stainless steel upswept blades with half stops and match strike pulls •Micarta® handles 
•Brushed stainless steel bolsters •Nickel silver pins and bomb shields •3-7/8" closed.

Red 
Black G-10 inner layers.
RR2257RR2257 

Black
Red G-10 inner layers.

RR2176RR2176

BUCKSHOT BONE POCKETKNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Buckshot bone handles 
•Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters •Custom packaging.

Collector packaging.

Light Denim 
Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
RR2187RR2187 

$14.99 ea. 

Dark Denim Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR2182RR2182 $16.99 ea. 

Dark Denim 
Canoe

3-5/8" closed. 
RR2184RR2184 

$16.99 ea. 

Light Denim 
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2188RR2188 

$16.99 ea. 

Light Denim Barlow
3-3/8" closed. 

RR2191RR2191 $14.99 ea. 

Dark Denim 
Large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 
RR2185RR2185 

$16.99 ea. 

Light Denim 
Small Moose 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2190RR2190 

$14.99 ea. 

Tip: Extra care is 
needed with carbon 

steel. Keep a thin film 
of oil on the blade to 

maintain the finish of 
the steel.

Dark Denim 
Half Hawk 

3-7/8" closed. 
RR2186RR2186 

$14.99 ea. 
NEW! NEW! 

Dark Denim 
Sowbelly 
Lockback 

4-1/8" closed. 
RR2183RR2183 

$12.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! 
Light Denim Mini 

Canoe Locback 
Locking master 

blade •3" closed. 
RR2189RR2189 

$9.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! 
Large 

Moose 
4-3/8" closed. 
RR2320RR2320 

$19.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! 
Copperhead 
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2323RR2323 

$14.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! 
Granddaddy 

Barlow 
5" closed. 
RR2318RR2318 

$16.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1544RR1544 

$14.99 ea.
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440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etches •Embossed nickel silver handles with 

black accents •White and synthetic red and blue turquoise spacers •Nickel silver bolsters.

Collector packaging.

Hawkbill 
4" closed. 

RR1749RR1749 $21.99 ea.

Bow Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1751RR1751 

$19.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
RR1750RR1750 

$19.99 ea.

Sowbelly 
3-3/4" closed. 

RR1753RR1753 $19.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick 
3" closed. 
RR1748RR1748 

$14.99 ea. 

Double Lockback 
3-1/4" closed. 

RR1747RR1747 $17.99 ea.

Large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 
RR1754RR1754 

$21.99 ea.

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1755RR1755 

$19.99 ea. 

Large Trapper 
5" closed. 

RR1752RR1752 $24.99 ea. 

Doctor's Knife 
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1758RR1758 

$17.99 ea. 

Congress- 3-3/4" closed. 

RR1757RR1757 $19.99 ea. 

Large 
Stockman 

4-1/4" closed. 
RR1756RR1756 

$19.99 ea. 

PURPLE SWIRL SERIES by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blades •Purple 
swirl composition handles •Nickel 
silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters. 

Collector 
packaging.

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR2148RR2148 

$8.99 ea.

Lockback
 3-3/4" closed. 
RR2149RR2149 

$12.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
RR2150RR2150 

$8.99 ea.

Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed. 
RR2151RR2151 

$9.99 ea.

Small Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed. 
RR2152RR2152 

$9.99 ea.

Small Barlow 
2-7/8" closed. 

RR2153RR2153 $8.99 ea.
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CELESTIAL SERIES by ROUGH RYDER
This series includes rich turquoise or blue acrylic handles with swirling ribbons of metal. No two handles are exactly alike. 
440A stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with swirled metal •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

BLUE

RICH TURQUOISE
See more from 
Rough Ryder @

Collector packaging.

COPPERHEADS 
by ROUGH RYDER

440A stainless steel blades •Nickel 
silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters •3-3/4" closed.

YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea. 

Amber Jigged 
Bone 

Nickel silver 
acorn shield. 
RR2289RR2289 

Blue Smooth 
Bone 

Nickel silver 
bomb shield. 
RR2288RR2288 

White 
Smooth 

Bone 
RR2290RR2290 

NEW!NEW! 
Razor Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2074RR2074 

$14.99 ea.

Large 
Stockman

4-7/8" closed. 
RR2067RR2067 

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2066RR2066 

$14.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR2070RR2070 

$9.99 ea.

Lockback
3" closed. 
RR2069RR2069 

$9.99 ea.

Razor- 6-3/8" closed. 

RR2065RR2065 $12.99 ea.

Large Folding Hunter 
5-3/8" closed. 

RR2068RR2068 $16.99 ea.

Razor Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR2071RR2071 $14.99 ea.
Stockman

4-1/4" closed. 
RR20730RR20730 

$14.99 ea.

Small Moose
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2075RR2075 

$14.99 ea.

Congress
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2076RR2076 

$14.99 ea.

Lockback
3-5/8" closed. 
RR20720RR20720 

$12.99 ea.
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Stainless Steel Finish 
False edge blade •7/8" closed. 

RR162RR162

Brass Finish 
False edge blade •7/8" closed. 

RR163RR163

Mother of Pearl Tiny 
Folding Hunter

1-1/8" closed. RR2195RR2195

MINI COLLECTOR POCKETKNIVES
440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

YOUR CHOICE $7.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$6.99 ea.

White Smooth 
Bone Micro 
Folding Hunter
1" closed.
RR164RR164 

Abalone Micro Folding Hunter 
1" closed. RR172RR172

YOUR CHOICE 

$3.99 ea.

Mini Abalone 
Folding Hunter

1-1/8" closed. 
RR174RR174

COPPER COIL SERIES
by ROUGH RYDER
Blackwashed 440A stainless 
steel blades •Black smooth 

bone handles •Copper liners 
•Ringed copper bolsters 
and spacers •Stamped 
copper center bolsters 
•Collector packaging.

Large Moose
4-3/8" closed. 

RR1829RR1829 $19.99 ea.

Sowbelly- 3-3/4" closed. 
RR1830RR1830 

$17.99 ea. 

Lockback 
3-3/4" closed. 
RR1831RR1831 

$16.99 ea. 

Collector 
packaging.

Yellow 
Composition 

Lady Leg
2" closed.
RR0933RR0933

Amber Jigged 
Bone Canoe
2" closed. 
RR0942RR0942

Amber Jigged 
Bone Baby 

Muskrat
2" closed. 
RR183RR183

Wood And Imitation Turquoise Clip Point Folder
Black handle accents •2-1/8" closed •Collector's gift box.  

RR1473RR1473 

Abalone Mid Folding Hunter 
1-5/8" closed. RR175RR175

White Smooth 
Bone Mid 

Folding Hunter
1-5/8" closed. 
RR167RR167

Ultra Violet 
Smooth Bone 

Lady Leg 
2" closed. 
RR1251RR1251

Amber Jigged 
Bone 

Stockman 
2" closed. 
RR814RR814

Smooth Bone 
Cross Pendant

1-3/4" closed. 
RR1582RR1582

Black Pearl 
Toothpick 

2" closed. RR978 RR978 

Yellow 
Composition Trapper 

2" closed. RR804RR804  
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EXOTIC TRAPPERS by ROUGH RYDER
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel blades 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers and bolsters 
•Fileworked backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

RR1697-RR1699 each have fileworked backsprings.

Mother Of Pearl and 
Abalone RR1699RR1699 

$29.99 ea.

Black Pearl 
RR1698RR1698 

$24.99 ea.

Black and White Pearl
No spacers or 

fileworked backsprings. 

RR757RR757 $24.99 ea.

Pearl and Abalone Basketweave
No spacers or fileworked backsprings.

RR755RR755 $24.99 ea.

Pearl and abalone are natural 
handle materials prone to cracking. 

Therefore, some knives may have 
cracks near the bolsters.

RARE!RARE!

STONEWORX 
MALACHITE & PEARL 
by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel 
blades •Handles of genuine 
mother of pearl and malachite 
synthastone •Nickel silver spacers 
and ringed, pinched, stamped 
bolsters •Collector packaging.

Collector 
packaging.

Small Moose
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2035RR2035 

$16.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR2034RR2034 

$12.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

RR2032RR2032 $16.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR2031RR2031 $16.99 ea.

Doctor's Knife
3-5/8" closed. 

RR2030RR2030 $14.99 ea.

Small Leg 
Knife

3-1/4" closed. 
RR2033RR2033 

$9.99 ea.

COPPERSTONE TRAPPER
Rose Titanium coated 440A stainless steel 
blades •Synthetic stone handles •Copper 
liners and ringed bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

RR1527RR1527 $14.99 ea.

HOT PINK SMALL LADY LEG 
by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blade •Hot pink smooth bone 
handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver inlaid shield and 
bolsters •3-1/4" closed. 

RR971RR971 $8.99 ea.

The right size for purse or bag!The right size for purse or bag!

Shown actual size.

KNIFE PICK by ROUGH RYDER
Amber smooth bone handles •Brass pins •Nickel 
silver shield •3" overall.

RR1092RR1092 $4.99 ea.

JOBO KNIFE PICK/MINI PRY TOOL
Brushed stainless steel construction •Micarta® handle grips •Brass 
pin •3-1/4" overall.

RR2197RR2197 $11.99 ea. Shown 
actual size.

Pink Pearl 
RR1697RR1697 

$29.99 ea.

Black Pearl
No fileworked 
backsprings.
RR228RR228

$26.99 ea.
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COLLECTOR FIXED BLADES by ROUGH RYDER
Stainless steel blades 
•Leather belt sheaths.

GENUINE STAG!GENUINE STAG!

Stacked Leather Bowie 
Blood groove •Brass guard and pommel 

•Brown and black spacers •17" overall. 

RR2006RR2006 $29.99 ea.

Everyday Skinner- Stacked leather handle •Brass guard 
and pommel •Brown and brass spacers •7-1/8" overall.

RR1636RR1636 $9.99 ea.

Small Skinner- Brass rivets •Nickel silver guard 
•Aluminum pommel •6-1/4" overall. 

RR090RR090 $19.99 ea.

EASY ZIP GUTHOOK by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blade •Orange synthetic handle 
•9-5/8" overall •Black nylon sheath.

RR1446RR1446 $6.99 ea.

LARGE BOOT KNIFE by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blade (flares serve as guard) •Checkered wood handles •Double 
hex rivets •8-1/2" overall •Brown leather sheath with spring steel clip. 

RR1809RR1809 $19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! FOLDING PUSH DAGGER LOCKBACK by ROUGH RYDER
440 stainless steel blade (locks both all the way and halfway open) •Green smooth 
bone handles •With blade locked halfway, knife measures 4-7/8" from 
tip to handle back •8" overall fully open •Nylon sheath.

RR2000RR2000 $14.99 ea.

Stag Skinner 
Thumb ridges •Genuine stag handle •Stainless steel guard 
•Brown, nickel silver, black and green spacers •Aluminum 
pommel •10" overall. 

RR2248RR2248 $19.99 ea.

Crosshatch Bowie 
Crosshatch wood handle •Stainless 

steel guard and end cap •12" overall. 

RR2112RR2112 $24.99 ea.

Clip Point Bowie 
Stacked leather and white smooth bone handle 
•Brass spine cover, guard and pommel •Red, 
black, and brass spacers •13-1/4" overall.

RR2166RR2166 $24.99 ea.

Stag Bowie 
Blood groove •Genuine stag handle •Brass guard 

and pommel •Black, brass, green and brown spacers 
•15-1/2" overall •Sheath has leg ties and stag 

accented cords.

RR2205RR2205 $36.99 ea.

Wood Bowie 
Brass guard, spacers and multiple rivets 
•14-1/2" overall. 

RR2007RR2007 $19.99 ea.

Shown locked halfway.
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Green Jigged Bone Congress 
3-3/4" closed. 
BC664GPBBC664GPB

Red Jigged Bone 
Medium Congress

3-1/2" closed.
BC6682RPBBC6682RPB

POCKETKNIVES
Stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners (except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.

Cracked Ice Celluloid 
Large Stockman 

4-1/4" closed.
BC659CIBC659CI

Each German Bull 
knife includes 
custom box.

Blue Jigged Bone Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
 BC254BLPBBC254BLPB 

Red Jigged Bone 
Barlow

3-3/8" closed. 
FRGB114RPBFRGB114RPB
$49.99 ea.

Buffalo Horn 
Barlow

3-3/8" closed. 
FRGB113BHFRGB113BH

$49.99 ea.

Genuine Stag 
Folding Hunter

Color filled brass shield 
•5-1/4" closed •Nylon belt sheath. 

FRGB069DSFRGB069DS $69.99 ea.

GERMAN BULL POCKETKNIVES
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Brass liners 

•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields. 

Stag Range Rider 
3-3/8" closed.

FRGB106FRGB106  $49.99 ea.

Antique Green 
Jigged Bone 

Trapper 
Color filled shield 

•5-1/4" closed. 
FRGB010AGBFRGB010AGB 

$39.99 ea.

Smooth Bone 
Folding Hunter

5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.
FRGB069WSBFRGB069WSB  

$39.99 ea.

NEW! 
Antique Green Jigged 
Bone Folding Hunter
Brass pins •Color filled 

brass shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Nylon belt sheath.

FRGB069AGB $39.99 ea.

Stag Barlow
3-3/8" closed.
FRGB114FRGB114

$59.99 ea.

Stag 
Razor Barlow
3-3/8" closed.
FRGB113FRGB113

$59.99 ea.

Green Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 
BC659GPBBC659GPB

YOUR CHOICE 

$44.99 ea.
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Small- 7-7/8" overall. 

FRSHP009FRSHP009 $14.99 ea. Two Tone Brown- 12" overall. 

FRSHP010FRSHP010 $18.99 ea.

SHARPS CUTLERY FIXED BLADE KNIVES
3Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Black nylon belt sheaths.

Star Inlay Hunter- 10-3/4" overall.

FRSHP027FRSHP027 $18.99 ea.

Fancy Guard Knife- 12-1/4" overall. 

FRSHP016SSFRSHP016SS $18.99 ea.

Medium Bowie- Notched spine •Brown 
and black spacers •12-5/8" overall. 

FRSHP155PWFRSHP155PW $19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! SHARPS CUTLERY RESCUE LINERLOCKS
Stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted opening •Stainless steel handles with wood onlays 
•Integrated belt cutters •Glass breaker tips •4-3/4" closed. 

NEW!NEW! SHARPS CUTLERY LINERLOCKS
Stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted opening •Stainless steel handles with wood onlays 
•5" closed •Nylon sheaths. 

SHARPS CUTLERY RAPTOR FOLDERS
Black coated stainless steel blades •"Bike chain" detailing on handle top 
•Stainless steel bolsters with stamped 
eagle designs •4" closed.

Prairie Dog Hunter- 9" overall 

FRSHP121FWFRSHP121FW $9.99 ea.

Each includes 
nylon sheath.

Large Bowie- 14" overall.

FRSHP141RBWFRSHP141RBW $19.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $12.99 ea.
Olive Wood FRSHP131OWFRSHP131OW

Green Pakkawood FRSHP131GPWFRSHP131GPW

Pakkawood FRSHP132FWFRSHP132FW
YOUR CHOICE $12.99 ea.

Red Wood FRSHP146PWFRSHP146PW
NEW!NEW! 

Frostwood FRSHP146FWFRSHP146FWYOUR CHOICE $8.99 ea.

Blue Pakkawood FRSHP132BFRSHP132B
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YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 ea.
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Cleaver- Wood handles •4-1/2" closed.
AH022AH022

Pocket 
clips.

Drop Point- Imitation stag handles •4-5/8" closed. 
AH016AH016 

AMERICAN HUNTER FIXED BLADES
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Brass guards •Leather belt sheaths.

Utility Knife- 8-1/2" overall. AH019AH019Patch Knife- 9" overall. AH018AH018

ROSEWOOD HANDLES
Rosewood handles •No guards •Multiple brass nailhead accents •Sheaths have bead accented lacing.

Bead accented 
sheaths.

SKINNER- Imitation stag handles •No guard •Double screw rivets 
•8" overall •Black nylon swing style sheath with leg tie.

AH015AH015 $12.99 ea.

BOWIE SET
All three: Brown wood handles •Mahogany brown leather sheath that holds 

them all. Bowie: Blood groove •Fileworked spine •Fileworked steel guard and 
pommel with brass spacers •15" overall. 6-5/8" overall 

small knife and fork: Steel collars 
 and end caps. 

AH020AH020 $34.99 per set

Filework.

Sheath holds all three.

AMERICAN HUNTER TROPHY WHITETAIL SKINNER 
Stainless steel blade •Wood handles with deer scene 
overlay on front only •Brass rivets •Lanyard hole with 
cord •8-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath. 

AMERICAN HUNTER LINERLOCKS
Stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted opening.

FOX-N-HOUND STACKED BOWIE
Stainless steel blade •Stacked black pakkawood handle with stainless steel spacers 

•Stainless steel guard, end cap and end screw •16-1/4" overall •Leather 
belt sheath with beaded leather cord accents.

FH122FH122 $24.99 ea.

DROP POINT SKINNER
Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed star end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

AH7003AH7003 $16.99 ea.

GUTHOOK- Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed star 
end cap •8-1/2" overall. 

AH7000AH7000  $16.99 ea.

AH7000, 
AH7002 

and 
AH7003 

star end cap.

UPSWEPT SKINNER
Spacers •Stag handle •Brass embossed star end cap •9-1/8" overall. 

AH7002AH7002 $16.99 ea.

AH023AH023 

$9.99 ea.
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We collect all our fossils, minerals 
and artifacts from men and women, 

who are in the field, and discover 
these awesome pieces of history. 
For proof and to meet those who 

uncover our past, visit our YouTube 
channel CHASING HISTORY.

Scan here to 
go directly to 
Chasing History!
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Defense of 
Richmond
Colt Pistol 
Bullet
SMRR420SMRR420 

$9.99 ea.

Union 
Three-Ring 
Minié Balls 
Set of (2).
SMRR518SMRR518 

$16.99 
per set

Confederate 
Fired Bullets 
Set of (2).
SMRR520SMRR520 

$14.99 
per set

The Great Confederate 
Beefsteak Raid
Carried out in Virginia 
in 1864, the raid 
"re-directed" over 2,000 
head of cattle from a 
Union encampment to 
replenish the provisions 
of the Confederates 

defending Petersburg and Richmond •This 
bullet was fired by the Confederate Cavalry 
and was discovered by metal detectorists 
at the specific battle site.

SMRR472SMRR472 $12.99 ea.

The Button 
of Freedom
Actual button 
used on 
the uniforms 
issued to all 
Union Soldiers, 
including 
African-American 
Soldiers, during 
the Civil War.
SMRR506SMRR506 

$16.99 ea.

Invasion of 
Georgia 
Yankee Bullets
Set of (2). 
SMRR422SMRR422 

$14.99 
per set

Battle of 
Fredericksburg
Union Type I 
Williams 
Cleaner Bullet
SMRR421 SMRR421 
$11.99 ea.

Invasion of 
Richmond
Union Cavalry 
Sharps
Set of (2).
SMRR425SMRR425 

$11.99 
per set

Confederate 
3 Ring 
Bullet, VA 
SMRR417SMRR417 

$12.99 ea.

Battle of 
Stones River
Fired Bullets 
Set of (2). 
SMRR424 SMRR424 
$11.99 
per set

CIVIL WAR RELICS AUTHENTIC BATTLEFIELD ARTIFACTS!AUTHENTIC BATTLEFIELD ARTIFACTS!
Packaged in hardshell displays with historical data. Single items (except where noted).

WANT MORE or HAVE A COLLECTION TO SELL? 

Call 1-865-366-8173 

or 1-800-251-9306 ext. 1173 
to speak to a Relics associate!

RARE!RARE!

Combat Fired Bullets from 
Invasion of Georgia

Set of (5) •From the Atlanta 
campaign, summer of 1864.

SMRR364SMRR364  $9.99 per set

TRADING CARDS

Score® 1990 Factory Set SMRR526SMRR526 
(also available) 

Score® 1991 Factory Set SMRR527SMRR527
YOUR CHOICE $24.99 per set

Topps® 1988 Factory Set SMRR524SMRR524 
(also available) 

Topps® 1989 Factory Set SMRR525SMRR525
YOUR CHOICE $24.99 per set

Donruss 1990 Set of 
(36) Wax Packs 

SMRR530SMRR530 

$24.99 per set

GRABBAGS OF 300 ASSORTED CARDS
Baseball SMRR528SMRR528 Football SMRR529SMRR529 

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 per grabbag

BASEBALL

If you're in Tennessee, 
stop by and see our full 

selection of minerals, 
fossils and artifacts.

Actual product may vary from pictures.
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MANUAL MODELS

POWERED MODELS

Can be used for flat & 
curved blades, fish hooks and 
punches, all in one sharpener!

PIVOT SHARPENERS- Convex carbide and fine grit ceramic 
sharpening slots •Pivot technology follows blade for consistent edge.

Angle guides

3-Position ceramic rod 
(Fine, coarse, fish hook)Leather strop

Fine grit serration 
sharpener

Adjustable angle 
guide

Variable 
speed 
motor

Sharpens all 
types of blades 

and tools. 

Uses flexible 
belts to put a 
razor sharp 

edge on your 
blade just like 

a professional! 

KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER MK.2 
The new Edge Guide supports the entire knife •Work Sharp® 
power platform •6 piece Abrasive Belt Kit includes (2) P80 
coarse, (2) P220 medium, and (2) 6000 fine •Adjustable guide 
(20° kitchen and 25° outdoor) with scissor and serrated knife 
guides •Includes detailed Quick Start and User's Guides. 

WSKTS2WSKTS2 $79.95 ea.

(also available) Replacement Belts
P80 Coarse Grit Kit WSSA2703 WSSA2703 P220 Medium Grit Kit WSSA2704 WSSA2704 6000 Fine Grit Kit WSSA2705 WSSA2705 Assortment Kit WSSA2012WSSA2012
YOUR CHOICE $9.95 per kit

KEN ONION EDITION KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER
Work Sharp teamed up with renowned knifemaker Ken Onion. (5) premium flexible 

abrasive belts-- (1) each P120 extra coarse, X65 coarse, X22 medium, X4 fine, 6000 
extra fine •Adjustable guide for bevels from 15º to 30º •Variable speed motor.

WSKTSKOWSKTSKO $129.95 ea. 
(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Ken Onion Edition

Includes (1) each: P120 extra coarse tool grinding and blade repair belt 
•X65 coarse shaping belt •X22 medium knife sharpening belt •X4 fine knife 
honing/scissors belt •6000 extra fine serrated blade and guthook belt •For 

use only with the Ken Onion Edition. 

WSSAKO81113WSSAKO81113 $14.95 per kit

COMBO KNIFE SHARPENER- (2) 3M P120 grit abrasive 
belts •25º angle guides •Ceramic deburring rod.

WSCMBWSCMB $49.95 ea.

(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Combo Sharpener
Includes (3) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts. 

WSSA000CMBWSSA000CMB $8.95 per kit

GUIDED FIELD SHARPENER
Recommended by Ken Onion. Magnetic plate holders •Angle guides 
•(2) diamond plates--220 coarse grit and 600 fine grit •Round ceramic 
rod •Leather strop. 

WSGFS221WSGFS221 $29.95 ea.

MICRO SHARPENER/KNIFE TOOL
Angle guided medium grit diamond and 
fine ceramic sharpeningsurfaces •1/4" bit 
driver •T6, T8, and T10 Torx bits for quick 
maintenance of folding knives.

WSEDCMCRWSEDCMCR $9.95 ea.

Pivot Plus- Tapered diamond rod. 

WSEDCPVPWSEDCPVP $7.95 ea.

Pivot- Medium grit 
diamond sharpening 

surface with fish hook groove. 

WSEDCPVTWSEDCPVT $3.95 ea.

GUIDED SHARPENING SYSTEM™ WITH PIVOT-RESPONSE®
Guided bench top sharpener with 17º and 20º guides •Interchangeable 
coarse (320 grit) and fine (600) grit 6" diamond plates •Angle guided 
dual grit ceramic field hone •Medium and small 
ceramic rods.

WSGSSWSGSS $49.95 ea.
(also available) 
Upgrade Kit
WSSA0003300WSSA0003300 

$29.95 ea.

PRECISION ADJUST KNIFE SHARPENER
Angle guided, 3-sided abrasive jig-and-clamp 
style sharpener •Adjusts from 5°- 30°, in 1° 
increments •Coarse 320 and fine 600 grit 
diamond plates •Fine grit ceramic stone.

WSBCHPAJWSBCHPAJ $49.95 ea.

Proudly designed and assembled in the USA. Proudly designed and assembled in the USA. 
Work Sharp is dedicated to creating quality Work Sharp is dedicated to creating quality 

tools with quality components.tools with quality components.
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DIAMOND PRECISION SHARPENING SYSTEM
Features: Coarse diamond stone •Fine diamond 

stone •Serrated edge stone bars •V-Lock Vise  
•Premium Honing Solution.

SA50595SA50595 $39.99 ea.

 THE EDGE EXPERTS

EDGE PRO PULL-THRU SHARPENER 
Features: Manual pull through two stage sharpening - Coarse 
and fine •Fixed angle •7-3/4" overall.
SA50090SA50090 

$17.99 ea.

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE PULL-THRU SHARPENER 
Features: Angle Adjust knob that allows user to adjust the angle of both the coarse 
and fine sharpening slots at the same time •Two-stage sharpening-- coarse carbide 
and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic hook grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip 
base •10-3/4" overall.

SA50264SA50264 $28.99 ea.

RETRACTABLE DIAMOND SHARPENER
Features: Tapered diamond coated rod sharpens 
serrations •Half-round diamond coated rod 
sharpens straight edges •Grit: Medium - Diamond 
400 Grit •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

SADRETSADRET $9.99 ea.

EDGE PRO COMPACT ELECTRIC SHARPENER
Features: Synthetic wheel provides quick and easy 
electric sharpening •Crossed ceramic rods for manual 
honing •Blade guides •Soft grip ergonomic handle •On/
off switch •Power cord •Non-slip rubber base.
SA50005SA50005 

$29.99 ea.

POCKET PAL SHARPENER 
Features: Pre-set crossed carbides and ceramic stones •Tapered 
diamond rod for sharpening serrations and guthooks •Lanyard 
hole •3-1/4" overall.

SAPP1SAPP1 $9.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$8.99 ea.

2-STEP POCKET SHARPENER 
Features: Two crossed ceramic 
rods at re-set sharpening 
angles •Lanyard hole.

SA19004SA19004 $5.99 ea.

2-STONE SHARPENING KIT 
Features: 5" medium stone •4" fine Arkansas stone •Premium honing 
solution •Sharpening angle guide.

SASK2SASK2 $17.99 ea.

DIAMOND COMBINATION SHARPENER 
Features: Coarse and fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener 
•Groove for fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad 

•Soft grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

SADCS4SADCS4 $21.99 ea.

10-SECOND KNIFE & SCISSORS SHARPENER 
Features: Ceramic extra fine 1500 grit •6" overall.

SAJIFFSSAJIFFS $7.99 ea.
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POCKET STEEL by SUPER SHARPENER
Brass handle •3-1/2" overall •Easy to carry; fits anywhere; great for 
toolbox or tackle box.

Shown actual size!Shown actual size! SR320SR320  $2.99 ea.

TWO SIDED 
SHARPENING STONE
Silica carbide construction 
•Extra coarse 240 grit on one side, coarse 
320 grit on the other •4" x 2" x 1/2".

SR325SR325 $2.99 ea.

Dual carbide 
slots - great 
for scissors!

UNIVERSAL SHARPENER
Ideal for sharpening anything with an edge! 
Retractable ceramic sharpening stick works for tools and finely 
serrated blades and is particularly good for pruning shears •Dual 
carbide slots sharpen scissors and knives in just a few passes 
•Plastic handle with guard for safety. 

SR321SR321  $4.99 ea.

Sharpening stick 
retracts into handle 

for storage.

S UPER
SHARPENERS

SILICA CARBIDE BLOCK STONE
Silica carbide construction •Fine/600 grit 
•2-3/4" x 3/4" x 1/4".

SR306SR306 $1.99 ea.

HANDHELD TRI-SURFACE SHARPENER
Diamond coated •Three sided •Grits--red/600/fine,

yellow/320/coarse, blue/200/extra coarse •Grey and black 
plastic handle •Lanyard hole •8" overall. 

SR319SR319 $8.99 ea.DIAMOND DIAMOND 
COATED COATED 
ON ALL 3 ON ALL 3 

SIDES!SIDES!

S UPER
SHARPENERS

S UPER
SHARPENERS

S UPER
SHARPENERS

Pocket clip.

DIAMOND FOLDING SHARPENER 
LINERLOCK
Double sided 300 grit sharpener with flipper •Black 
aluminum handles with honeycomb texture •5" closed. 

RR2108RR2108 $12.99 ea.

DIAMOND POCKET SHARPENER
Hook sharpening groove •400 grit 
•Measures 2-1/4" x 5/16" x 1/8". 

SR327SR327 $4.99 ea.

S UPER
SHARPENERS

S UPER
SHARPENERS

DOUBLE SIDED STONE
Reversible stone •120 grit on grey side •240 grit on green side •Black 
impact resistant plastic base •Measures 5-1/2" x1-3/4" x1". 

SR330CSR330C $4.99 ea. 

Shown apart.

FOUR SIDED BLOCK DIAMOND SHARPENER
Use for rescue knives, axes, scissors, ratchet cutters, chisels and more! 
Grits: Red/600/fine, green/400/medium, yellow/300/coarse, blue/200/
extra coarse •7-1/2" x 3-1/2" x 3" in non-slip base.

SR312SR312  $14.99 ea.

Sharpen your Sharpen your 
knives with knives with 
the power of the power of 
diamonds!diamonds!

S UPER
SHARPENERS

GRANDPA'S 
SHARPENING 
STONE
400 grit •Measures 
1-1/8" x 3-1/8" x 3/8" to fit easily 
in pocket or tool box 
•Instructions included. 

RR1882RR1882 $2.99 ea.

DUAL GRIT DIAMOND 
SHARPENING CARD
300 grit on one side, 600 grit 
on the other •Measures 
2-1/2" x 1-1/4" x 5/8". 

SR326SR326 $6.99 ea.
S UPER

SHARPENERS

MIRACLE CLOTH
Cleans, polishes, and leaves an 
invisible protective coating on 
metal or wood!
SM2000SM2000  

$3.99 ea. 

 Leaves a  Leaves a 
brilliant brilliant 
shine on shine on 

any metal!any metal!

CoconutCoconut
scented!scented!
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COON P ALL PURPOSE 
KNIFE CARE OIL
Repels dust and dirt •Rust prevention and 
control •Environmentally safe •(2) ounce 
bottle •Tested safe on all handle materials 
and blades •Instructions included.

COONP2COONP2  $6.99 ea.

Paddle Strop 
Wood paddle •Lanyard hole 
with cord •12-1/4" overall. 

MR543MR543

Fronts and 
backs shown.

Razor Strop/Large
Leather handle •Round ring 

•21-3/4" overall. 
MR587MR587

Dual Grit
Dual grit (coarse and 
medium) •Tapered 
edge 
•Measures 3" x 1".

MR291MR291  $4.99 ea.

DUAL DUAL 
GRIT!GRIT!

Two-Sided 
800 grit on
orange side •500 grit 
on grey side 
•Measures 
2-1/8" x 1/2".

MR326MR326 $3.99 ea.

800 grit.

500 grit.

MARBLE'S® ROUND STONE 
TOOL SHARPENERS
Stay sharp every hour in the open! 
Designed for use on axes, hatchets, 
lawn mower blades, machetes 
and shovels.

CASE® PASTE
Case Paste is the premier polishing paste 
for most metals. It will restore shine to 
bolsters, blades and shields leaving your 
knife looking like new. Works great on 
chrome, silver, aluminum, brass and more! 
1.76 oz tube •Instructions included 
•Made in USA.

©W.R. Case & Sons Cutlery Company. Produced 
under license by Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.

Dealer Box of 24- Full 
color counter display 

box included. 
CAP24CAP24 

$99.00 
per 24

Single Tube 

CAP01CAP01 $4.99 ea. Cannot be sold in CA

SI1000- LIFETIME GUARANTEE! 

WEAR ONE OUT AND WE'LL REPLACE IT 

FREE!FREE!

SMKW 
Co-founder 

"Big John" 
Parker.

Tennessee Big Stick
Ceramic rod •11-3/4" overall. 

SI1020SI1020 $2.99 ea. Big John Super Stick
1" diameter ceramic rod •16" overall.

SI1000SI1000 $6.49 ea.  12 OR MORE $4.95 ea. 

SHARPENING RODS

GENUINE LEATHER STROPS
Dual surfaces (suede/smooth leather) for the best finish.

Razor Strop/Small
Lobster claw •16" overall

MR542

More compact design for ease of use and storage.

BENCHMARK® 
SHARPENERS
Coarse carbide blades quickly set an 
edge •Fine ceramic rods for finishing 
•Pre-set sharpening angles provide the 
proper sharpening angle every time 
•Instructions included.

Table Top Sharpener
Black plastic housing with non-
slip bottom •For use on either 
a flat surface or the edge of 
your countertop or table. 

BMK119BMK119 $4.99 ea. 

Pocket Sharpener
Green plastic 
housing 
•Lanyard chain. 
BMK118BMK118 

$2.99 ea. 

Shown 
on 

table 
edge.

CASE® ERASER CARBON STEEL CARE
Set of (2)--coarse and fine •Each one measures 
3-1/4" x 1" x 5/8" •Case® pumpkin 
packaging with vintage logos.

CAE01CAE01 $9.99 per set

YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea.
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LEATHER FIXED BLADE SHEATHS
Stitched leather construction •Snap closure handle loops.

FOR 6" 
BLADE
Black SH210SH210
Natural SH211SH211
YOUR CHOICE

$7.99 ea.

FOR 4" 
BLADE
Natural SH207SH207
Black SH206SH206
YOUR CHOICE

$6.99 ea.

FOR 7" 
BLADE

Natural SH214SH214 
YOUR CHOICE

$7.99 ea.

FOR 5" 
BLADE

Black SH208SH208
Natural SH209SH209
YOUR CHOICE 

$6.99 ea.

BASKET WEAVE LEATHER 
FOLDING KNIFE SHEATHS

Stitched leather construction •Snap closures.

FITS 5" CLOSED 
Fits belt to 

2-1/2" wide.
Black SH1144SH1144
Natural SH205SH205 
YOUR CHOICE 

$5.99 ea.

FITS 4" CLOSED 
Fits belt to 

2-1/2" wide.
Natural SH204SH204 

$4.99 ea.

FITS 3" CLOSED 
Fits belt to 2" wide.

Natural SH203SH203 $3.99 ea.

Nylon
For knife to 
4-1/2" closed 
•Heavy duty 
nylon construction 
•Interior pen loop 
•Velcro closure •Fits 
belt to 2-1/2" wide.
SH1097SH1097 

$3.99 ea.

4" KNIFE POUCH
Stitched 
brown leather 
construction 
•No loop 
or clip.
SH1169SH1169 

$2.99 ea.

Leather 
Fits belt to 3" wide 
•Stud and notched 

tab closure •For 
folding knives 

to 5" closed.
SH1019SH1019 

$8.99 ea.

SMALL FOLDING 
KNIFE SHEATH
Embossed design •Fits 
belt to 1-3/4" wide 
•Holds 3-1/2" closed 
folding knife.
SH1173SH1173 

$4.99 ea.

ROUND 
POCKET 
BELT 
SHEATH
Embossed design 
•Pocket measures 
approx. 1-1/4" wide x 3-3/8" deep 
•Fits belt to 2" wide. 

SH1172SH1172 $4.99 ea.

KNIFE SLIP POUCHES 
by ROUGH 

RYDER 
Stitched 

brown leather 
construction 

•Lanyard/keyring 
holes (no 

loop or clip). 
Small 
For 3" 

closed knife. 
RR2247RR2247 

$3.99 ea. 

Large 
For 4" 

closed knife. 
RR2245RR2245 

$4.99 ea. 

Medium 
For 3-1/2" 

closed knife. 
RR2246RR2246 

$3.99 ea. 

HORIZONTAL WEAR SHEATHS
Stitched genuine leather construction •Horizontal wear only.

Small- Fits belt to 2" wide.

SH1090SH1090 $3.99 ea.

Large- Fits belt to 1-3/4" wide.

SH1174SH1174 $4.99 ea.

BLACK

NYLON PACKCLOTH MACHETE SHEATHS
Nylon packcloth construction with web reinforcement at top.

6" LEATHER FIXED BLADE SHEATH 

Fits 3" Closed 

SH278SH278  $1.99 ea. 
(also available) 
Fits 4"-5" Closed 
SH280SH280 
Fits 3"-4" Closed 
SH279SH279
YOUR CHOICE $2.99 ea. 

FORMED NYLON 
FOLDER SHEATHS
Form fitted nylon construction •Velcro 
closure •Vertical/horizontal wear. 

CAMO 22" MA475CMA475C $5.99 ea.

12" MA465SMA465S 
$3.99 ea. 

18" MA470SMA470S 
$4.99 ea. 

22" MA475SMA475S 
$5.99 ea.

CARRY-ALL SHEATHS

Stitched and riveted leather construction •Snap closure 
•Fits belt to 2" wide. 

SH259SH259 

$3.99 ea.
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X-LARGE CARRY-ALL STORAGE ROLL
Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining •Stitched elastics hold 
(54) knives or other products in place •Closed size depends on 
contents •Plastic handle •Buckle and adjustable strap closure 
•11-3/4" x 39" open.

AC90AC90 $14.99 ea.

Shown 
closed. Knives not included.

Knives not included.

Removable 
notebook style 
case converts to 
stand-up display.
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EASY STORE KNIFE ROLLS
Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining •Stitched 
elastics hold knives in place •Closed size 
depends on size and number of knives inside 
•Tie closures. Shown 

closed.

Knives not 
included.

Large- Holds 
(36) pocketknives 
•8-1/4" x 27" open.

AC91AC91 $6.99 ea. 

Shown closed. Knives not 
included.

Small- Holds (12)
pocketknives 
•6-1/4" x 8-1/2" open.

AC92AC92 $4.99 ea.

Medium- Holds 
(24) pocketknives 
•8-1/4" x 19" open.

AC93AC93 $5.99 ea.

CORDURA® SAFETY POUCHES 
Cordura® construction •Plush linings •Zipper closures.

Bowie Case- For up to 19" overall bowie. AC182AC182 $6.99 ea. 

X-Large- 17". AC121AC121 $4.99 ea.

Medium- 13-1/2". AC120AC120 $3.99 ea.

Small- 11". AC119AC119 $2.99 ea.

X-Small- 7". AC118AC118 $2.99 ea.

Shown open.

NYLON KNIFE BRIEFCASE 
Nylon construction •Holds (22) straight or 
folding knives •Zipper closure 
•Detachable center panel 
•(2) exterior pockets 
•Measures 15-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 4". 
AC128AC128 

$14.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Detachable 
center panel!

PLUSH PROTECTION 
KNIFE PACK
Nylon construction with carry 
handle •Plush lining 
•Stitched pockets 
•Holds (12) •Velcro closure.

AC111AC111 $6.99 ea.

A SUPER A SUPER 
PROTECTOR!PROTECTOR!

ALUMINUM KNIFE BRIEFCASE
For up to a total of (25) pocketknives of assorted 
sizes (not included) •Secure elastics hold knives 
in place •Padded interior with removable pocket 
panel bottom •Also has removable notebook style 
storage/display case •Measures 
10-5/8" x 8-3/8" x 2-3/8".

AC210 $24.99 ea.

STANDARD CASES
Smooth Matte Surface VLTCASMATLG $34.99 ea.

Faux Carbon Surface VLTCASCBNLRG $39.99 ea.

NEW! VAULT KNIFE CASES
Modular design to hold your knives and other gear in several configurations so you can set it up your way •High impact polymer shells •Velcro 
flex panels •Elastics •Zipper closure •Measure 11" x 6-1/2". 
SECURE CASES
TSA Approved 
Combo Lock with 
resettable code 
•Detachable 
shoulder strap. 
Faux Carbon Surface 
VLTSECBN 

$59.99 ea. 
Smooth Matte Surface 
VLTSECMAT 

$54.99 ea.
Close-up of TSA Approved 

Combo Lock on secure cases.

Shown open.

Shown open.

Briefcase shown open.

Shown 
open.
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BIG BORE .625 CALIBER 60" BLOWGUN
Two pieces made from 1.7mm thick aluminum; assembly 
required •Mouth piece •Rubber ferrule •Dart quiver 
•Includes (15) bamboo darts, (15) mini broadhead 
darts, and (6) stun darts. 

CSB6255TZCSB6255TZ $39.99 ea.

 Bamboo dart.

 Mini Broadhead dart.
 Stun dart.

Darts included with .625 CALIBER BLOWGUNS.

 Spear 
dart 

included 
with 
.375 

caliber.

Professional 
.625 Caliber 
Magnum
Includes (15) 
bamboo darts, 
(15) mini 
broadhead 
darts, and 
(6) stun darts.  
CSB6254PZCSB6254PZ 

$34.99 ea.

.625 Caliber 
Magnum

Includes (15) 
bamboo darts,

 (15) mini 
broadhead 

darts, and 
(6) stun darts.  
CSB6254ZCSB6254Z  

$29.99 ea.

48" BLOWGUNS
Aluminum construction •TPE rubber mouth piece 

•Rubber ferrule •Dart quiver guard.

NEW!NEW! NEVER UNARMED® BLOWGUNS & ACCESSORIES

Razor Tip Broadhead Pack of (40) 

CSB625BRCSB625BR $19.99 per pack

Bamboo Pack of (50)
 For use with .625 caliber blowguns. 

CSB625BBCSB625BB $9.99 per pack

DART PACKS- Plastic fletching.

For Pro .625 
CSB625MPPCSB625MPP

TPE RUBBER MOUTH PIECES

YOUR CHOICE 

$1.99 ea.

For Big Bore 
CSB625MPCSB625MP

(1) quiver is  
comprised 

of (2) pieces.

POLYPROPYLENE QUIVERS
For Pro .625 CSB625PQCSB625PQ
For .625 CSB625QCSB625Q
YOUR CHOICE 

$2.99 ea.

.375 Caliber 
Magnum 

Foam hand 
grip •(20) 

spear darts.
CSB3574ZCSB3574Z 

$18.99 ea.
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Find Slingshot 
Ammo @

YOUR CHOICE 

$3.99 ea.
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BLACK CAT THROWING KNIFE SET
Set of (3) •One piece black coated stainless steel construction •Cord wrapped 
handles •6-1/2" overall •Black nylon belt sheath holds all three.

MI0185MI0185 $8.99 per set

PERSONAL SAFETY COMBS
Impact resistant plastic combs are 6-1/2" overall •Removable 
knives with 3-1/4" stainless steel blades are 6-3/8" overall.

Pink MI223MI223

Black 
MI222MI222

THROWING KNIFE SET
by ROUGH RYDER 
Set of (3) •One piece 440A 
stainless steel construction 
•Overall lengths-- 
12-1/2", 8", 6" .

RR1717RR1717 $8.99 per set

COMPETITION THROWING KNIFE 
440A stainless steel full tang construction •Micarta® 
handles •Brass rivets •12" overall.

RR489RR489 $11.99 ea.

MI177MI177 

$4.99 ea.

CANNOT 
BE SOLD IN 
MA, NJ, RI 

or NY

HIGH VELOCITY 
FOLDING 

SLINGSHOT
Metal frame 

•Folding 
wrist brace 

•(2) surgical 
latex power bands 

•Black impact 
resistant grip. 

THROWING KNIFE SET
Set of (3) •One piece black coated stainless steel 
construction •Cord wrapped handles •8-3/4" overall 
•Black nylon belt sheath holds all three.

MI175MI175 $9.99 per set

NEW!NEW! FOAM AXE 
THROWING 

GAME
Test your throwing 

skills! •(2) 9-3/4" 
foam axes 

•26" diameter 
felt target 

•Convenient 
storage bag 

•Ages 3+.
TTYAXTHR 

$19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 
CLASSIC 
SWITCH 
BLADE COMB 
Plastic construction 
•Pushbutton opening 
•5" closed •Ages 3+ .

TCASWBBL $2.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! BUG-A-SALT® 
Plastic construction pump-action shooter with pop-up sight indicator •Easy to cock 
•Accuracy within three feet •Non-toxic and no batteries required •Single grain at a 
time, 80 shot capacity from salt-filled receptacle (salt not included) •23" overall 
•Use responsibly; do not shoot at pets, butterflies or 
humans •Ages 3+ due to small parts; 
18+ unless supervised 
by an adult. 
YOUR 
CHOICE 

$44.95 ea.

Black Fly 3.0 
BS63SG

Reverse 
Yellow 2.5 
BS25RY
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                   Canoe
    3-5/8" closed.
    RR1890    RR1890 

$12.99 ea.

Congress- 3-3/4" closed.

RR1885RR1885 $14.99 ea.

AUTHENTIC AUTHENTIC 
U.S. U.S. 

CURRENCY!CURRENCY!

                          Stockman
                  3-1/2" closed. 
         RR1886         RR1886 

       $14.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed. 
RR1887RR1887 

$9.99 ea.

Small 
Moose

3-1/2" closed. 
RR1888RR1888

$12.99 ea.

Trapper
Double nail pulls 
•4-1/8" closed. 

RR1884RR1884 $14.99 ea.

Hawkbill 
Lanyard hole 

•4-1/8" closed. 
RR1889RR1889 

$12.99 ea.

Razor- 6-1/2" closed.

RR1891RR1891 $12.99 ea.

NEW!NEW!                          ROUNDS
.999 fine copper •1-1/2" diameter •Packed in acrylic cases with foam inserts.

9/11 
CC10042CC10042

Standing Liberty 
CC10036CC10036

Colt .45 
CC10100CC10100

M16 Rifle 
CC10109CC10109

Whitetail Deer 
CC10139CC10139

Winchester 73 
CC10101WCC10101W

Parasaurolophus 
CC10353CC10353

4th of July 
CC10638CC10638

Megalodon 
CC10155CC10155

Walking Liberty 
CC10008CC10008

Unicorn 
CC10166CC10166

Buffalo Nickel 
CC10019CC10019

YOUR CHOICE $5.99 ea. 3 OR MORE $4.99 ea.

ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL!

440A stainless steel blades 
•Handles are "minted" with 
shredded AUTHENTIC U.S. 

CURRENCY under acrylic •Nickel 
silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters (except razor) 

•Custom collector boxes.

POCKETKNIVES
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TIN SIGNS
Tin construction •Vibrant designs.

YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.   

3 OR MORE $7.99 ea.

Don't Stop Believing- 16" x 12-1/2". SG2195SG2195

Bigfoot Hide & 
Seek Champion

12-1/2" x 16". 
SG2290SG2290

Don't Feed Sasquatch
12-1/2" x 16". 
SG2096SG2096

World Champ 
Classic SD
V1024V1024 

$16.99 ea.

World Champ 
Tinker 
V1009V1009 

$24.99 ea.

ROUGH RYDER KNIVES
440A stainless steel blades •Wood handles with artwork 
overlays on the fronts •Nylon sheaths. 

FROST BIGFOOT HUNTER 
KNIFE & TRUCK SET
Saddlehorn features: Stainless 
steel blades •Horn handles
 •3-3/8" closed. 1969 Ford 
Truck features: Diecast 
metal, plastic and rubber 
construction •1:24 scale.

FRPUBF20FRPUBF20 $39.99 ea.

Bowie- 12-1/2" overall •Swing style sheath has leg 
ties and can be worn vertically or horizontally.

RR2175RR2175 $24.99 ea. 

VICTORINOX® KNIVES
Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpicks •Tweezers •Keyrings. Classic SD also features: Small blade 
•Nail file/screwdriver tip •Scissors •2-1/4" closed. Tinkers also feature: Large and small blades •Phillips 
screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer 
•3-1/2" closed.

LOCKBACK- 5" closed.

RR2167RR2167 $14.99 ea.
FIXED BLADES

Lanyard holes 
with cords.

Hunter
7-3/8" overall.

RR2174RR2174 $9.99 ea. 

Bigfoot Tracks
Street Chrome™.

ZP412040ZP412040 $15.99 ea.

Don't Stop 
Believing 

Tinker
V1052V1052 

$24.99 ea. 

Sasquatch Crossing
Green Matte. Laser Engrave.

ZP49246ZP49246 $22.48 ea.

Logo on 
front.

SMKW® T-SHIRT
50% cotton/50% polyester. Sizes: 
Small, medium, large, XL, 2X, 3X.

SMKWBFHGSMKWBFHG $16.99 ea.

3 OZ. BAR SOAP
All-natural •Enriched with shea butter, 
creamy cocoa butter and virgin olive oil 
•Gentle scrubbing 
bits to create a 
luxurious deep 
cleaning lather.

SPLCLSPLCL $4.99 ea.
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Custom art on front and back!Custom art on front and back!

ZIPPO® LIGHTERS
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Replacement Wick ZPWICKZPWICK $1.29 ea.

Replacement Flint ZPFLINTZPFLINT $1.29 ea.

Butane Fuel- 5.82 oz. ZP3810ZP3810 $4.99 ea.

Lighter Fluid- 12 oz. ZPFLUIDZPFLUID $4.99 ea.

WE HAVE REPLACEMENTS!

FedEx GROUND ONLY for fuel and fluid.

Brushed 
Chrome 
ZP11033ZP11033 

$21.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP11034ZP11034  

$26.99 ea.

ZIPPO® 1941 REPLICAS
Packaged in 
a silver foil 
gift box 
that is 
standard 
for all 
1941 
Replica 
models.

High Polish 
Chrome 
ZP10600ZP10600 

$17.99 ea.

Iron Stone 
ZP211ZP211 

$16.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP0050ZP0050 

$16.99 ea.

Satin Chrome
ZP10205ZP10205 

$12.99 ea.

ZIPPO® YEAR-ROUND 
FAVORITES!

Four-Four-
barrel barrel 
hinges hinges 

join the join the 
lids and lids and 

bottoms!bottoms!

ZIPPO® LEATHER SHEATHS 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YOUR CHOICE $11.99 ea.

CLIP
Black 
ZPLPCBKZPLPCBK
Brown 
ZPLPCBZPLPCB

LOOP
Brown 
ZPLPLBZPLPLB
Black 
ZPLPLBKZPLPLBK

LOOP WITH 
THUMB 
NOTCH
Black 
ZPLPTBKZPLPTBK

Black 
ZP28582ZP28582 

$24.99 ea.

ZIPPO® SPIRIT CANDLES
Features: Five-ounce soy wax blend with extra-potent fragrance •100% cotton wick •Up to (35) 
hours of burn time •Sustainably harvested natural cork lids •Unique vessel can be repurposed. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.95 ea.

Bourbon & Spice
Double oaked bourbon 

fragrance with notes 
of amber, vetiver and 

ginger root. 
ZP70008ZP70008

Dark Rum & Oak
Sweet, oak barrel rum 

fragrance with notes of 
coffee, patchouli and 

orange blossom. 
ZP70007ZP70007

Whiskey & Tobacco
Kentucky whiskey 

fragrance with notes of 
leafy tobacco, ginger and 

sweet, crushed tonka bean. 
ZP70006ZP70006

ZIPPO® LIGHTER INSERTS 
Customize your standard lighter with this insert collection. 
Fits all standard sized Zippo® lighters including 1941 Replicas. 

Double Arc- Easily 
recharges with USB cable.

ZP65828ZP65828 $19.51 ea.

Double Torch 
ZP65827ZP65827 

$16.96 ea.

Single Torch 
ZP65826ZP65826 

$14.41 ea.

MOD 
YOUR 
FLAMEFLAME

The bright blue The bright blue 
flame deploys flame deploys 
with the push with the push 

of a button!of a button!
Butane sold 
separately.

ZIPPO® FIRE STARTING 
MULTI-TOOL
Onboard 420 high carbon steel cutting tool and saw blade 
•Flint wheel ignition-- (1) flint included •Storage for (2) 
extra flints (not included) •Tinder grater for shavings •Black 
15" fire paracord with red wax coated 
inner strand (starts up to 15 fires) 
•Can opener/cap lifter 
•Red impact-resistant 
handles •Lanyard bail 
for fire paracord clip 
•Measures 1.14" x 
3.6" x .69". 
ZP40549ZP40549 

$15.95 ea.
LIFE IS BETTER 

AROUND A FIRE™
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 , ZIPPO,  ,  ,  , Armor, BLACK ICE , and OUL are registered trademarks in the name of Zippo Manufacturing 
Company. All Zippo lighter decorations are protected by copyright. © Zippo Manufacturing Company 2021.

S.O.S. 
Brushed Chrome. 

ZPSOSZPSOS 

$19.99 ea.

Serenity Prayer
Satin Chrome. 
ZP28458ZP28458 

$19.99 ea.

Ribbon
Street Chrome™. 

ZP49078ZP49078 $22.91 ea.

Kiss My...
Black Matte. 
ZP29868ZP29868 

$21.99 ea. Manufactured and distributed under license from Pabst Brewing Company, LLC ("PBC") 
by Zippo Manufacturing Company. [PABST BLUE RIBBON, COLT .45, OLD MILWAUKEE, 

LONE STAR] and related trademarks, logos, names and designs are trademarks and 
intellectual property of PBC. ©2021 All rights reserved.

Great Smoky 
Mountains

Street Chrome™. 

ZP407903ZP407903 $19.99 ea.

Army®
Street Chrome™. 

ZP49315ZP49315 $22.91 ea.
By federal law, licensing fees paid to the U.S. Army 
for the use of its trademarks provide support for the 
Army Trademark Licensing Program, and net licensing revenue is devoted to U.S. Army 
Morale, Welfare and Recreation programs. U.S. Army name, trademarks, and logos are 
protected under federal law and used under license by Zippo Manufacturing Company, 
OFFICIAL LICENSED PRODUCT OF THE U.S. ARMY

New!New!  Original
Street Chrome™.

ZP411163ZP411163 $19.99 ea.

Lemon
ZP408587ZP408587 

$24.99 ea.

Black Matte
ZP409939ZP409939 

$24.99 ea.
Dont Tread on Me® words and logos are trademarks of Quality Importers Trading 

Company, LLC and used under license. All rights reserved.

May 2008
High Polish Chrome.

ZP403194ZP403194 $24.99 ea.

December 1970
Brushed Chrome.

ZP11191ZP11191 $24.99 ea.

December 1972
Street Chrome™.

ZP403205ZP403205 $24.99 ea.
© 2021 Playboy Enterprises International, Inc. Playboy and the Rabbit Head Design are trademarks of Playboy Enterprises 
International, Inc. and used under license by Zippo Manufacturing Company.

New!New!  Great Smoky 
Mountains Jeep

Black Matte.

ZP75558ZP75558 $19.99 ea.

New!New!  PLAYBOY COVERS New!New!  DONT TREAD ON ME®

PABST BLUE RIBBON

US Marine Pinup
Black Matte.

ZP9944ZP9944  $24.99 ea.

US Army Pinup
Black Matte.

ZP9939ZP9939  $24.99 ea.  

©2021  H-D or its Affiliates. HARLEY, HARLEY-DAVIDSON and the Bar & Shield Design are 
among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A. LLC.  Zippo® is a licensee of Harley-Davidson Motor Company.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON®



Pabst 
Blue Ribbon

Street Chrome™.
Color Image.
ZP49545ZP49545 

$22.91 ea.

Crown Royal®
White Matte.
Color Image.
ZP49459ZP49459 

$27.16 ea.

Fireball®
Red Matte.
Color Image.
ZP49541ZP49541 

$28.86 ea.

Fireball®
Street Chrome™.

Color Image.
ZP49542ZP49542 

$23.76 ea.

Manufactured and distributed under license from Pabst Brewing Company, LLC ("PBC") by Zippo Manufacturing 
Company. [PABST BLUE RIBBON, COLT .45, OLD MILWAUKEE, LONE STAR] and related trademarks, logos, names 

and designs are trademarks and intellectual property of PBC. ©2021 All rights reserved.

Jack Daniel's®
Grey. 

Color Image.
ZP49321ZP49321 

$30.56 ea.

© 2021 Sazerac Brands, LLC. FIREBALL AND DRAGON are registered trademarks of Sazerac Brands, LLC. 
THIS LICENSED PRODUCT IS INTENDED FOR ADULTS OF LEGAL DRINKING AGE. 

Crown Royal® Gift Set
Purple Matte. CR pouch.

ZP49661ZP49661 $44.16 ea.

Crown Royal®- High Polish Brass. 
Color Image. Laser Engrave.

ZP49657ZP49657 $37.36 ea.

Jack Daniel's®
Black Ice®. Photo 
Image 360˚.
ZP49320ZP49320 

$45.01 ea.
JACK DANIEL’S and OLD NO. 7 are registered 
trademarks used under license to Zippo 
Manufacturing Company. © 2021, Jack Daniel’s — 
All Rights Reserved. Your friends at Jack Daniel’s 
remind you to drink responsibly. For sale to adults 
of legal drinking age.

Crown Royal is a registered trademark of Diageo North America and used 
under license by Zippo Manufacturing Company. © Crown Royal

Crown Royal®
Purple Matte. 

Laser Engrave.
ZP49460ZP49460 

$27.16 ea.

Jack Daniel's®
Black Matte. 
Texture Print.
ZP49281ZP49281 

$35.66 ea.

Packaged Packaged 
and ready and ready 

for gift for gift 
wrapping!wrapping!

Fireball® Gift Set
Street Chrome™. 
Shot glass.
ZP49348ZP49348 

$35.66 per set
Packaged and ready Packaged and ready 
for gift wrapping!for gift wrapping!

New!New! New!New!
New!New!

New!New!New!New!New!New!

New!New! New!New!

Retro Fridge
White Matte. 
Texture Print.
ZP49636ZP49636 

$31.41 ea.

Aliens
Glow In the 
Dark Green. 
Color Image.
ZP49487ZP49487 

$29.71 ea.

Mazzi 25 Years
540 Matte. 
540 Color.
ZP49700ZP49700 

$36.51 ea.
Claudio Mazzi designs and 
trademarks are used under 
license from Kreo di Mazzi, 
& C Snc. To Zippo 
Manufacturing Company.
 All Mazzi designs are 
protected by copyright.

New!New! New!New! New!New!

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!Christmas 2021146
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ALL NEW!ALL NEW! from 

Loch Ness
Black Matte. 
Black Light.
ZP49697ZP49697 

$28.86 ea.

Tarot Card- Black 
Matte. Black Light.

ZP49698ZP49698 

$28.86 ea.

Eye- Black Matte. 
Black Light.
ZP49699ZP49699 

$28.86 ea.

Wolf- 540 Matte. 540 Color.

ZP49683ZP49683 $35.66 ea.

Buy One. Plant One.®
Zippo has partnered with 
WOODCHUCK USA to create 
wooden laser-cut emblem 
designs that will help restore 
and protect the forests of the 
world. Through the Buy One, 
Plant One® initiative, for each 
lighter purchased, a tree is 
planted. Brushed Chrome. 
Cherry wood emblem 
attached front and back.

ZP49707ZP49707 $45.01 ea.

Tree of Life
High Polish 
Rose Gold. 

Emblem 
Attached.
ZP49638ZP49638 

$36.51 ea.

Drippy Z- 540 Matte. 540 Color.

ZP49682ZP49682 $35.66 ea.

Mars- 540 Matte. 540 Color.

ZP49634ZP49634 $35.66 ea.

Chinese Zodiac 
Year of the Tiger
Red Matte. Laser 
& Auto Engrave.

ZP49701ZP49701 $27.16 ea.

Rick Rietveld 
Mermaid Angel
Street Chrome™. 

Color Image.

ZP49688ZP49688 $22.91 ea.

Jim Beam® Slats
Street Chrome™. 

Color Image.
ZP49543ZP49543 

$23.76 ea.

Jim Beam® 
Wax Stamp
Black Matte. 
Color Image.
ZP49544ZP49544 

$28.86 ea.
JIM BEAM and the Rosette are registered 
trademarks of Jim Beam Brands Co. and 
are used under authorized license to Zippo 
Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved 
worldwide. Intended for adults of legal 
purchase age for alcoholic beverages.

Jim Beam®
Armor®. Antique Brass. 
MultiCut.

ZP49284ZP49284 $102.00 ea.
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HOPPE'S® GUN CLEANING SUPPLIES

HOPPE'S UNIVERSAL GUN CLEANING KIT*
For pistols up to .22, 9mm, .38/.357, and .40 caliber; .22/.223 rifles; 12 gauge 
shotguns •Full length 6-piece aluminum rod •(5) phosphor bronze brushes 

•(4) swabs/mops •(5) spear pointed jags •Shotgun slotted patch loop •Shotgun 
adapter •Microfiber absorbent patches •2 oz. Hoppe's No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner 

•2 oz. Hoppe's Lubricating Gun Oil •Reusable storage tin holds it all.

HHTMWHHTMW $24.99 per kit

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE!

LUCAS OIL GUN CARE
EXTREME DUTY GUN OIL 

Features: Special blend formulated for high volume, high heat and 
friction firearms •Superior burn-off resistance •Protects metal from rust, 

moisture and wear •Neutralizes acids from fingerprints •Resists drying for 
long term storage use •Superior blow back resistance. 

1 Ounce LO10875LO10875 $5.95 ea. 

4 Ounce LO10877LO10877 $9.99 ea.

ORIGINAL GUN OIL 
Features: Odorless polymeric 
film and protects from rust, 
wear and moisture •Neutralizes 
fingerprint acids •All-weather use 
•Environmentally friendly •Resists 
drying for long term storage. 

2 Ounce LO10006LO10006 $3.99 ea.

EXTREME DUTY GUN GREASE 
Smooth tacky consistency stays where 
applied •Premium and heavy duty provides 
maximum lubrication under the pressures 
of sustained firing, reducing friction and 
wear •Prevents rust and corrosion from 
rain and moisture in fresh and saltwater 
environments •Prevents corrosion 
during long term storage. 

1 Ounce LO10889LO10889 $10.79 ea. 

EXTREME DUTY GUN CLEANER 
Consistent high pressure spray blasts away 
powder residue, grease, oil and more •Safe 
on metal finishes •Displaces water •Non-
chlorinated, CFC- free formula dries 
quickly and leaves no residue.

11 Ounce LO10905LO10905 $8.49 ea. 
FedEx ground shipping only.

EXTREME DUTY BORE SOLVENT & ULTRASONIC GUN CLEANER 
Solvent based formula cleans deep •Provides a micro thin layer of 

rust and corrosion inhibitor •Safe on polymers and factory applied 
firearm finishes •Also, specially formulated to be used straight from 

the bottle in ultrasonic cleaner (not included) •High flash point ideal 
for heated tank unit (not included) •Low odor, pleasant grape scent; 

contains no ammonia, kerosene or water.

4 Ounce LO10907LO10907 $6.99 ea. 

EXTREME DUTY CLP 
Clean, Lubricate and Protect •Waterproof, super slick film 

cleans and protects in one easy step •Deep rust penetration 
•High grade additives dissolve contaminants •Resists blow out 

•Extends firearm life •Microscopic layer of protection against rust 
and corrosion caused by harsh environments, including saltwater 

•Drying agent leaves firearm clean and protected from rust and 
corrosion without any gummy residue. 

BALLISTOL® MULTI-
PURPOSE LUBRICANT
Features: Penetrating lubrication 
•Cleans, protects and preserves 
•No carcinogens •Biodegradable 
•FedEx ground shipping only.

1.5 Ounce 
Aerosol 
Spray 
YE02YE02 

$4.49 ea. 

6 Ounce 
Aerosol 
Spray 
YE04YE04 

$8.99 ea.

16 Fluid 
Ounce 
Non-Aerosol 
YE07YE07 

$17.99 ea.

Pkg.  of 
(10) 
Wipes 
YE06YE06 

$4.49 ea.

CLEANING 
ACCESSORIES
Cleaning Patches
No.3 .22 to .270cal
500 Count HOP1202SHOP1202S $3.99 ea.
No.4 .38 to .45cal and .410 to 20ga. 
500 Count HOP1204SHOP1204S $5.99 ea.
No.5 16/12ga.
300 Count HOP1205SHOP1205S $6.99 ea.

LUBRICATION
*11 Oz. Cleaner/Degreaser HOPCD1HOPCD1 $5.99 ea.

Elite Gun Oil 4 Oz. Spray Bottle HOPGO4HOPGO4 $11.99 ea.

Hoppe's® No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner
*5 Oz. Bottle HOP904HOP904 $4.99 ea.

Lubricating Oil HOP1003HOP1003 $2.99 ea.

*Items marked with * must ship via FedEx Ground.

FedEx ground shipping only.

4 Ounce LO10915LO10915 $7.49 ea. 

11 Ounce Aerosol LO10916LO10916 $9.99 ea. 

PREP PREP 
YOUR YOUR 

FIREARMS FIREARMS 
FOR FOR 

WINTER!WINTER!
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ALLEN® FIREARM CASES
Endura exteriors •Padded linings.

15" Duplex 
Handgun Case

For (2) handguns.
TAC7609TAC7609 

$26.99 ea.

9" Autofit 
Handgun Case

For (1) handgun.
TAC7719TAC7719 

$16.99 ea.42" Rifle Case TAC1062TAC1062 $39.99 ea.

VICTORY CASES

46" TAC69146TAC69146 
YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 ea.

CENTENNIAL RIFLE CASES
52" TAC69052TAC69052

52" TAC60252TAC60252
DURANGO RIFLE CASES

46" TAC60240TAC60240 
YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea.

TAC-SIX™ PROVEIL VICTORY 
WEDGE RIFLE CASES
48" TAC58748TAC58748
41" TAC10904TAC10904 
YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 ea.

PATRIOT RIFLE CASES
Custom camo pattern by Allen.

46" A95046A95046 $19.99 ea.

42" Tactical

A95042A95042 $29.99 ea.
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OD Green 
ZMAKA3 

Clear 
ZMAKA7

BLACK POLYMER DRUM 
MAGAZINES
Overmolded stamped 
steel feed lips and catches 
•Injection molded followers 
•Heat treated chrome 
silicone wire springs.

30 ROUND POLYMER CURVED MAGAZINES
Injection molded followers •Heat treated 
chrome silicone wire springs. 
AK-47® 7.62x39mm 

30 ROUND CURVED MAGAZINES
Injection molded followers •Heat treated chrome 

silicone wire springs.

50 Round AK-47® 
7.62x39mm 
ZMDRMA9 

$69.99 ea. 

65 Round AR-15® 
5.56mm / .223 With 
Window 
 PMDRMA24     

      $89.99 ea. 

AR-15® .223 
Heat Treated 

Blue Steel 
ZMCOLA1 

$13.99 ea. 

AR-15® / 
M16 .223 & 
5.56x45mm 

Black Polymer 
ZMCOLA18B 

$10.99 ea. Black 
ZMAKA1 

YOUR CHOICE 

$10.99 ea. 

ETS POLYMER MAGAZINES
Advanced Polymer Benefits: Clear (except where noted) translucent body allows you to see your ammo count and type •Extreme impact 

resistance •Very resistant to harsh chemicals •Superior heat, cold and UV resistance •Easy disassembly •Creep resistant; the feed lips and body 
won't spread in long term storage even when fully loaded •Lifetime warranty •Ammo not included. 

A.  31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm/Orange  .....................................ETSGLK18OR $19.99 ea. 
B.  17 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm  .....................................................................GLK17 $16.99 ea. 
C.  31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm  .....................................................................GLK18 $21.99 ea. 
D. 31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm/Blue  ..................................................GLK18BLU $21.99 ea. 
E. 30 Round HK MP5, MP5K, HK94, SP89 & SP5K 

 9mm  ................................................................HKMP530 $33.99 ea. 

A

F. 30 Round HK VP9 9mm  .........................HKVP930 $21.99 ea. 

G. 21 Round Sig P320 9mm  ...................SG932021 $21.99 ea. 

H. 30 Round Sig P320 9mm  ...................SG932030 $21.99 ea. 

I. 21 Round S&W M&P 9mm  ...................SW9MP21 $21.99 ea. 

J. 30 Round S&W M&P 9mm  ...................SW9MP30 $21.99 ea.

K.  15 Round Glock 19 & 26 9mm  .................GLK19 $16.99 ea. 

L. 12 Round S&W Shield 9mm  ..............SW9SHD12 $21.99 ea. 

B C D E F G H I L

PROMAG® 
Designed utilizing both traditional stamping and welding of heat-treated high carbon steel, and 

modern precision injection molding of mil-spec polymer compounds. Every ProMag™  magazine is 
backed by a lifetime guarantee against manufacturer's defects •100% USA made •Ammo not included.

AMEND2 
Ammo not 
included.

SENTRY 
HEXMAG™ 
Ammo not 
included.

30 Round 5.56x45 
NATO 
(.223 Remington) 
AR15®/M4/M16 
Advanced Polymer
556MOD2BLK30 

$9.99 ea.

30 Round AR-15®/
SCAR 16/IWI Tavor/
CZ Bren/Beretta 
ARX 100 Advanced 
Composite
High strength stainless 
steel spring.
HX30AR15S2BK 

$8.88 ea.

KJ
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Single 
SBT02SBT02  

$12.99 ea.

(10) 
Individual 
Targets 
SBTRFSBTRF  

$21.99 ea.

Four Pack SBT014PSBT014P  $29.99 ea.

Single SBT01SBT01  $8.99 ea.

SCAN HERE HERE 
FOR DEMO.

Single SBTHPSBTHP $6.99 ea.

Four Pack 
SBTHP4PSBTHP4P 

$24.99 ea.

Ten Pack 
SBTHP10PSBTHP10P 

$39.99 ea.

Ten Pack SBT0110PSBT0110P $69.99 ea.

RIFLE/HALF POUND

RIFLE/ONE POUND

RIMFIRERIFLE/
TWO POUND
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Sonic Boom Targets explode when struck by fired ammunition. Enhance your target practice with immediate knowledge of impact. 
Consists of (2) components--base and catalyst •Must be mixed for use •Instructions included •FEDEX GROUND SHIPPING ONLY; NO PO BOXES.

Cannot be sold in 
AK, CA, DC, HI, MD, & NY
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Cannot be sold in CT, HI, IA, IL, 
MA, MI, RI or WI.

FLASHFIRE
16 million-volt stun gun •200 
lumen flashlight •Rechargeable 
(charger included) •7" overall 
•Holster. 

YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.  

Black 
SG26002BKSG26002BK  

Blue 
SG26002BLSG26002BL  

ULTRA MINI
8 million-volt stun gun •High power 
flashlight •Rechargeable, 
retractable built-in charger 
allows entire unit to be 
plugged into standard 
110 outlet •3-1/2" overall
•Holster.
YOUR CHOICE

$10.99 ea.   

Pink 
SG26003PKSG26003PK

Black 
SG26003BKSG26003BK 

Holster and 
retractable 
charger plugs. Holster and 

charger.

FREE!FREE!
Sabre Personal Alarm with every 
Intuitive Pepper Spray purchase!
$14.99 VALUE!
While supplies last. Offer Expires 12/31/21.

KWIK FORCE STUN GUNS AND FLASHLIGHTS 
You can go anywhere with confidence knowing you have millions of volts of power at your fingertips! 
Whether you need the high-power flashlight or find yourself needing the stun gun, Kwik Force is ready.  

SAFETY SPECIAL!  
INTUITIVE RED PEPPER SPRAY 
KEYCHAIN + FREE PERSONAL ALARM
Maximum strength formula •UV marking dye helps with 
suspect identification •Impressive 10' range •25 bursts in a 
powerful stream •4-year shelf life from date of manufacture 
•Made in USA. 

HCDP23OCHCDP23OC $11.99 ea.

Cannot be sold in 
AK, DC, HI, MA or NY

Great Gift Great Gift 
for wife or for wife or 
daughter! daughter! 

FIRECRACKER LINERLOCK/
LIGHTER HOLDER
Black coated stainless steel blade with flipper •Assisted opening 
•Black aluminum handle backed by a non-removable composition 
holder for a disposable lighter (not included) •2-3/4" closed. 
WB1021WB1021 

$6.99 ea.
Lighter not 
included.

NEW! SABRE 2-IN-1 
PEPPER SPRAY & 
FLASHLIGHT
Lightweight aluminum construction 
•750 max lumens flashlight with 
(3) modes including strobe for 
disorienting attackers or signaling 
•25-burst pepper spray with 10' 
range is wind-resistant; ultraviolet 
marking dye •IPX6 water resistant 
•Removable belt clip •Made in USA.

PL1401 $29.99 ea.

EXECUTIVE KNIFE PENS
Twist the handle to extend the pen point or pull apart to reveal the 
stainless steel blade •Black ink •5-1/2" overall.

DELUXE 121 PIECE FIRST AID KIT
This extensively stocked first aid kit in a sturdy Realtree Camo 

hard-shell foam case will help provide peace of mind.

Case shown closed.

LIFELINE® 53 PIECE FIRST AID KIT
This well-stocked first aid kit in a sturdy hard-shell foam case 
will keep you prepared. Includes: (1) scissors •(1) tweezers •(10) 
alcohol prep pads •(3) sting relief pads •(6) antiseptic towelettes 
•(10) 3/8" x 1-1/2" bandages •(10) 3/4" x 3" bandages •(2) knuckle 
bandages •(2) knee/elbow bandages •(2) 2" x 2" sterile gauze 
pads •(2) 3" x 3" sterile gauze pads •(1) 1" adhesive tape roll •First 
aid guide •Hard-shell foam 
case with carabiner. 
LL4404LL4404
$9.99 ea.

Keep one Keep one 
in your car, in your car, 

boat, or boat, or 
locker!locker!  

Includes: (1) pair scissors •(1) pair 
tweezers •(4) vinyl gloves •(10) cotton 
tipped applicators •(1) small instant cold 
pack •(20) alcohol prep pads •(3) sting 
relief pads •(9) antiseptic towelettes 
•(20) 3/8" x 1-1/2" bandages •(20) 3/4" x 3" 
bandages •(1) knuckle bandage 
•(2) knee/elbow bandages •(10) wound 
closure strips •(6) 2" x 2" sterile gauze 
pads •(3) 3" x 3" sterile gauze pads 
•(1) 4" x 4" sterile gauze pad •(1) 5" x 9" 
combine dressing •(1) 2" conforming 
gauze roll •(1) triangle bandage •(2) 1/2" 
adhesive tape rolls •(1) emergency whistle 
•(1) first aid guide •Realtree hard-shell 
foam carry case with carabiner.
TOTAL PIECES: 121

LL4453LL4453 $19.99 ea.

Silver RR612RR612

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

Black RR613RR613

Cannot be sold in 
AK, DC, HI, MA or NY
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With (1) 5-round Tube of HD Max Projectiles
Fires 68 caliber chemical irritant projectiles filled 
with a highly potent cocktail of OC (pepper 
spray) and CS (tear gas) all in one shot to 
effectively deter, disorient, and disarm would-
be attackers at standoff distances up to 60 feet; 
designed to burst upon impact.

With (1) 5-round Tube of 
HD Pepper Projectiles

LAUNCHER MAX KITS- (1) USA-made HD Launcher, manufactured using glass-reinforced polymers 
and aircraft grade aluminum and roughly the size of a 9mm handgun •(2) 5-round mags •(2) 8-gram CO2 cartridges 
•(1) 5-round tube of HD Kinetic Hard Plastic Projectiles •(1) 5-round tube of Inert Projectiles •(1) "#byrnanation" 
medallion •(1) operating manual •Ages 18+. 

YOUR CHOICE $339.00 ea.

CO2 CARTRIDGES
Box of (10) custom-fit cartridges 
•Includes (1) maintenance 
cartridge with oil. 

CO2310CO2310 $15.00 per box

PROJECTILES

BYRNA™ HD PERSONAL PROTECTION
Pronounced bur-nah, the Byrna HD (Home Defense) is the best-in-class CO2 powered hand held personal 

security device. FedEx Ground shipping only.

Desert Tan 
BK68300TANBK68300TAN

Black 
BK68300BLACKBK68300BLACK

Gray 
BYBK68300TUBYBK68300TU

Bright Yellow 
BYBK68300YBYBK68300Y

95-Count HD 
Kinetic- Hard solid plastic. 

SP68302SP68302 $35.00 ea.

5-Count HD Max
Chemical-blend filled. 

HH68311HH68311 $30.99 ea.

Cannot be sold
in CA, MI, NY 

or WI

Bright Yellow 
BK68300YELPEBK68300YELPE

Desert Tan 
BK68300TANPEBK68300TANPE

Safety Orange 
BK68300ORPEBK68300ORPE

Black 
BK68300BLKBK68300BLK

MAGAZINES- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. AMPC17720AMPC17720 $19.99 ea.

1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. AMPCBB16AMPCBB16 $12.99 ea.

P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. AMPC17720XAMPC17720X $19.99 ea.

MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. AMRC17730AMRC17730 $24.99 ea.

AIR GUNS
CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •FedEx Ground shipping only.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny 
accessory rail •Adjustable sights 
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine. 

AIRX5177BLKAIRX5177BLK $119.99 ea. 
MSRP $139.99

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets 
•Full blowback metal slide 
•Rifled steel barrel •Manual 
safety •M1913 accessory rail 
•9.6" overall •Includes (1) 30-round 
rotary magazine. 

AIRP3230RBAIRP3230RB $99.95 ea. MSRP $119.99

1911 
Spartan
Fires .177 caliber BBs 
•Fixed sights •M1913 accessory 
rail •Metal stock •MOLON LABE 
engraving on grips and slide 
•Custom Spartan grips 
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall 
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine. 

AIR1911BBSPAIR1911BBSP $95.95 ea. MSRP $109.99

MCX ASP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •Rifled steel 
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •M1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall 
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine. 

AIRMCXSCOPE1AIRMCXSCOPE1 $229.95 ea. 
MSRP $269.99

Don't forget the Ammo! 
MATCH LEAD PELLETS
.177 caliber •500 count. 

AIRMATCHPB17AIRMATCHPB17 $9.99 ea.

CO2- FedEx Ground shipping only.

90g- 2-pack. AC902AC902 $14.99 ea.

12g- 5-pack. AC125CO2AC125CO2 $4.99 ea.

SIG SAUER® AIR GUNS

ORIGINAL ORIGINAL 
MODEL SPECS!MODEL SPECS!

From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most 
functionally engineered product available.functionally engineered product available.

SHOOTS LIKE A SIG BECAUSE IT IS ONE
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YOUR CHOICE $59.99 per kit
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SWARM MAXXIM 10X GEN 2 10-SHOT BREAK BARREL AIR RIFLE Features: .177 caliber •1300 feet per second (fps) velocity with alloy 
pellets (not included) •Fluted polymer jacketed, rifled steel barrel with WHISPER MAXXIM Technology •Automotive grade glass filled nylon all-
weather stock with magazine compartment •GAMO 3-9x40 air rifle scope with rings is shockproof and fogproof •Manual safety and automatic 
cocking safety system •Non-slip textured grip and forearm •10X GEN2 Quick-Shot technology enables you to shoot up to ten pellets without 
reloading •Single cocking system •IGT (Inert Gas Technology) gas piston •Two-stage 
independently adjustable CAT (Custom Action Trigger) •SWA (Shock Wave Absorber) 
recoil pad with up to 74% recoil absorption •RRR (Recoil Reducing Rail) 
•45-3/8" overall •For ages 16+. 

61100385546110038554 $199.99 ea. 

.22 Caliber- 975 feet per 
second (fps) velocity with PBA 

Platinum •Two stage trigger 
•Load with any .22 cal. pellets. 

611006785554611006785554
.177 Caliber 
1300 feet per second (fps) velocity with alloy pellets •Adjustable trigger 
•Load with any .177 cal. pellets. 61100678546110067854

WILDCAT WHISPER BREAK BARREL SINGLE COCKING AIR RIFLES
Features: Fluted polymer jacketed, rifled steel barrels with WHISPER noise dampening technology •IGT (Inert Gas Technology) gas pistons 
•Automotive grade glass filled nylon all-weather stocks •Non-slip texture on grips and forearms •Ventilated rubber recoil pads •Manual safety 
and automatic cocking safety systems •GAMO 4x32 scopes with rings are shockproof and 
fogproof •Grooved cylinder rails •44-1/2" overall •Pellets not included •For ages 16+.

GAMO® ADULT PRECISION AIR GUNS

YOUR CHOICE $129.99 ea.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! Camo Lever Action Rifle
350 feet per second (fps) velocity •Synthetic camo stock 
•195 yards max shooting distance •35-3/8" overall.

991999603991999603 $37.99 ea. (also available) .177 CALIBER (4.5 mm) BB AMMUNITION

350 Count 530530 $1.99 ea.  2400 Count 2424 $6.99 ea.  4000 Count 4040 $9.99 ea.

Model 25 Pump Gun
Pump action •Flip up peep or open rear sight •Metal 
front sight •37" long •Removable 50 shot screw-in shot 
tube •Comes apart for storage.

990025990025 $49.99 ea.

(also available) 
Pink/Gun Only 

19981998 $51.99 ea.

DAISY® AIR RIFLES
Features (except where noted): 177 caliber •Lever action •Smooth bore steel barrels •Hardwood stocks •Iron sights-- blade and ramp front, 

adjustable rear •Crossbolt trigger block safeties •For ages 10+ with adult supervision

BB FUN KITS
Classic styled BB repeater •650 shot capacity •Saddle ring with leather tie •Stamped metal receiver •35-1/4" overall •Includes safety glasses, 
paper targets and nostalgic tin of 750 Daisy PrecisionMax® BBs. 

NEW!NEW! 
Model 1938/
Woodgrain 
994938403994938403

Model 1998/Pink 994998503994998503
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BX-4 
Pro Guide
330 feet/1000 
yards linear field 
of view •5-5/8" overall 
•Includes shoulder 
strap, case, lens covers and 
lens cloth. 

LU172666LU172666 $499.99 ea.

BX-2 Alpine
368 feet/1000 
yards linear field of 
view •5-1/2" overall 
•Includes harness, lens 
covers and lens cloth.

LU181177LU181177 $249.99 ea.

Zulu5 HD
315 feet/1000 
yards linear field of 
view •5-3/4" overall. 

SOZ52101SOZ52101 $499.99 ea.

Zulu7 HDX
340 feet/1000 
yards linear field of 
view •6" overall.
SOZ71001SOZ71001 

$699.99 ea.

LEUPOLD 
HD 10X42mm

Waterproof and fogproof.

VORTEX® HD 10X42mm 
Waterproof and fogproof •Shockproof •Includes GlassPak case, GlassPak harness, comfort neck strap, tethered objective lens covers, 

Rainguard eyepiece cover, and lens cloth.

Crossfire®
325 feet/1000 yards linear 
field of view •5-1/4" overall. 

VTCF4312VTCF4312 $149.99 ea.

Diamondback®
330 feet/1000 yards linear 
field of view •5-3/4" overall. 

VTDB215VTDB215 $229.99 ea.

SIG SAUER®

BINOCULARS

10X30MM 
Zulu6

IPX-4 waterproof 
rating •Fogproof 

273 feet/1000 
yards linear field of 

view •6" overall. 
SOZ61001SOZ61001 

$599.99 ea.

10X42MM
IPX-7 waterproof 
rating •Fogproof 

•Includes tethered 
lens cover, strap, 

lens cloth, and 
padded case.

SEE SMKW.com FOR 
MORE BINOCULARS
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Vegetarian Translation
12-1/2" x 16". SG2022 SG2022 

Peace Sign
11-3/4" diameter. SG2127SG2127

Pork Butt
16" x 12-1/2". SG2406SG2406

Indian Motorcycles
11-3/4" diameter. SG2160SG2160

Bob Ross Nature
12-1/2" x 16". SG2477SG2477

Bob Ross for President
12-1/2" x 16". SG2475SG2475

Bob Ross Man of Colors
12-1/2" x 16". SG2476SG2476

Get Your Kicks on Route 66
12-1/2" x 16". SG2411SG2411

What Doesn't Kill You  
17" x 12". REP1457REP1457

Donkey in Glasses
12-1/2" x 16". SG2418SG2418

Warhawk Bombshell Beauty
16" x 12-1/2". SG2460SG2460 

Route 66 America's Highway
11" x 11". SG2415SG2415 

TIN SIGNS
Tin construction •Vibrant designs.

Rosie the Riveter
12-1/4" x 16-1/2". SG796SG796

Indian Motorcycles 1901
12-1/2" x 16". SG1934SG1934

Smokey Bear
11-3/4" diameter. SG2387SG2387

Video Game in Progress
12-1/2" x 16". SG2037SG2037
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YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

3 OR MORE $7.99 ea.

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!
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Lesters Cheap Ammunition
12-1/2" x 16". SG1758SG1758

Smile for the Flash
16" x 12-1/2". SG2129SG2129

Stand for Flag & Anthem
12-1/2" x 16". SG2175SG2175

S&W Hostiles
12-1/2" x 16". SG1876SG1876

Turn in Your Weapons
12" x 17".  REP1589REP1589

Gun Owner's Prayer 
12" x 17". REP1500REP1500

In This Place
12-1/2" x 16". SG2131SG2131

Ammo First
16" x 12-1/2". SG2371SG2371 

Chicken Nugget
16" x 12-1/2". SG2212SG2212

Please Carry ID
12" x 17". REP2250REP2250

TIN SIGNS
Tin construction •Vibrant designs.

Ammo Price Increase 
12" x 17". REP1508REP1508

Wonder Woman
12-1/2" x 16". SG2430SG2430

Pursuit of Happiness
16" x 12-1/2". SG2413SG2413

Hunting Addiction
12-1/2" x 16". SG2403SG2403

Exhibit A
12" x 17". REP1440REP1440

Life After Death?
12-1/2" x 16". SG2347SG2347
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YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

3 OR MORE $7.99 ea.
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STAINLESS STEEL BLADE BLANKS
Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •May or may not have pre-drilled holes •Any with guards may need securing.

**Measurements listed refer to blade Measurements listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.length only, not overall length.

CREATE YOUR OWN KNIFE!CREATE YOUR OWN KNIFE!

BRASS GUARDS & FULL TANGS

3-1/2" Skinner- Full tang. BL139BL139 $6.99 ea.

4-1/4" Guthook- Full tang •Brass guard. 

BL138BL138 $9.99 ea.

3-1/4" Skinner- Full tang •Brass guard. 

BL140BL140 $7.99 ea.

CUSTOM FILEWORKED

5" Clip Point Hunter BL069BL069 $9.99 ea.

6" Small Bowie BL007BL007  $9.99 ea.

6-3/4" Fighter BL128BL128 $12.99 ea. 

7-1/4" Tanto BL126BL126 $14.99 ea.

8" Medium Bowie BL008BL008  $10.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 5" Clip Point BL152BL152 $11.99 ea.

3-3/4" Hunter BL135BL135 $7.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 4" Drop Point BL146BL146 $9.99 ea.

4-5/8" Skinner BL091BL091 $8.99 ea.

4-1/2" Drop Point BL134BL134 $9.99 ea.

4-1/4" Bushcrafter BL125BL125 $9.99 ea.

3-1/4" Drop Point BL143KBBL143KB $8.99 ea.

BRASS GUARDS & PUSH TANGS

6-5/8" Clip Point Skinner  

BL100BL100 $10.99 ea.

5-3/4" Modified Clip Point  

BL120BL120 $9.99 ea.

5" Medium Clip Point Hunter 

BL005BL005 $9.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 5" HUNTER 
Attached stainless 
steel guard. 

BL136BL136 $10.99 ea.

4-1/4" BL131BL131 $7.99 ea.

3-1/4"  BL130BL130 $6.99 ea.

BOOT KNIVES 
Full tangs •Integrated guards. 

2-1/2" Stubby Skinner BL132BL132 $7.99 ea.

3-3/4" Drop Point BL145BL145 $9.99 ea.

PUSH 
TANGS

10" Dagger BL0141BL0141 $12.99 ea. 

5" Guthook AH011AH011 $9.99 ea.

4-1/2" Tanto Chopper 

BL137BL137 $10.99 ea.

3-1/2" Skinner BL148BL148 $9.99 ea.

3-1/2" Drop Point  BL149BL149 $9.99 ea.

3-3/4" Karambit 

BL127BL127 $11.99 ea.

FULL TANGS

AXE- Half tang •Brass guard 
•8-1/2"overall 
with 
2-5/8" 
blade edge.

BL7787BL7787 $9.99 ea.   
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5" Trailing Point Skinner 

BL037BL037 $21.99 ea.

4" Dagger- Integrated guard.

 BL131DBL131D $16.99 ea. 
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5-1/2" Upswept Skinner BL040BL040  $24.99 ea.5" Bowie- Damascus guard. BL136DBL136D $23.99 ea.

4-5/8" Skinner BL096BL096 $21.99 ea.

Handles are factory 
fresh dyed. To help set 

the color, wipe with 
lemon oil or other 
stabilizing agent.

BONE HANDLE SLABS- Sets of (2) •Approximately 3" x 1" x 1/8".

Green Smooth MI0170MI0170 Green Jigged MI0171MI0171

Red Jigged MI0173MI0173Red Smooth MI0172MI0172

Blue Smooth MI0174MI0174

Black Jigged RR1936RR1936

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 per pair

SLAB STYLE 
AMERICAN 

WOOD 
HANDLE 

PAIRS

 Small- 4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4". 

RR1482RR1482 $2.99 per pair

(also available)
Bowie Size- 5-1/2" x 2" x 3/8". 

CH01CH01 $3.99 per pair
Bowie Size- 5-1/2" x 2" x 3/8". 

WH01WH01 $3.99 per pair

Small- 4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4". RR1483RR1483
(also available)
Medium- 4-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 1/2". WH01SWH01S
YOUR CHOICE $2.99 per pair

7" Fighter- Full tang. BL128DBL128D $24.99 ea. 7-1/4" Tanto- Full tang. BL126DBL126D $24.99 ea.

5" Drop Point BL095BL095 $24.99 ea.

GENUINE CEDAR 
HANDLE SLAB PAIR
Set of (2) •Each slab measures 
5-1/2" x 2" x 1/2". 
CDH01CDH01 

$3.99 ea.

WALNUTCHERRY

Appearance will vary but all have 
the beauty of natural cedar.

DAMASCUS STEEL BLADE BLANKS 
Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Full tangs •Brass guards (except where noted)--

may need securing •May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.

3-1/2" Dagger- Integrated guard. 

BL130DBL130D $14.99 ea. 

3-1/4" Skinner 

BL140DBL140D $17.99 ea.

3-1/2" Drop Point 

BL143DBL143D $16.99 ea.

3-1/2" Karambit- No guard. 

BL127DBL127D $19.99 ea.

4-1/4" Bushcrafter 

BL125DBL125D $19.99 ea.

4-1/2" Drop Point- Full tang. 

BL134DBL134D $18.99 ea.

2-5/8" Skinner- Full tang. 

BL132DBL132D $16.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! 4" Drop Point 

BL146DBL146D $19.99 ea.

**Measurements listed refer to blade Measurements listed refer to blade 
length only, not overall length.length only, not overall length.

ADD THAT SPECIAL TOUCH TO ADD THAT SPECIAL TOUCH TO 
YOUR CREATION WITH YOUR CREATION WITH 
GENUINE DAMASCUS.GENUINE DAMASCUS.
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MARBLE'S® 
RAM HORN 
POCKETKNIVES
440A stainless steel blades 
with reverse frosted master 
etches •Genuine ram horn 
handles •Nickel silver pins, 
shields and ringed, 
pinched bolsters.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

MR360MR360 $14.99 ea. 
Trapper

4-1/8" closed. 
MR358MR358 

$14.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® BONE POCKETKNIVES
440A stainless steel blades •Jigged bone handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver shields and ringed bolsters. 

Green Congress 
4-1/8" closed.

 MR186MR186 $19.99 ea. Red 
Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.

MR129MR129 $19.99 ea. 

Bone is a natural handle 
material prone to 

cracking. Therefore, some 
knives may have cracks 

near the pins or bolsters.

QUALITY KNIVES AT QUALITY KNIVES AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICES!AFFORDABLE PRICES!

Brown Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
MR196MR196  

$9.99 ea. 

Small Barlow 
3-1/4" closed. 
MR365MR365 

$12.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® WHITE SMOOTH BONE POCKETKNIVES 
Stainless steel blades •White smooth bone handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins and bolsters 
(except where noted). 

Sunfish
4-1/8" closed. 

MR581MR581 $14.99 ea. 

Canoe
3-5/8" closed. 
MR580MR580 

$9.99 ea. 

Work Knife
No bolsters •3-5/8" closed. 

MR579MR579 $9.99 ea.

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
MR578MR578 

$12.99 ea.

Brown Jumbo 
Trapper

4-1/2" closed.
MR117MR117  

$21.99 ea.

Brown 
Folding Hunter

5-1/4" closed.

MR118MR118 $19.99 ea.  

Green
Small Trapper
3-3/4" closed. 
MR189MR189  

$14.99 ea.

Green
Folding Hunter

5-1/4" closed. 

MR188MR188  $19.99 ea.  

Brown Cattleman's 
Whittler

3-5/8" closed.

MR298MR298 $14.99 ea.

Brown Safety Folder
Safety shields the blade edge when the knife is closed; with 
the blade open, the safety folds into the handle and locks 

the blade open •6-3/8" closed.

MR204MR204 $24.99 ea.

Shown 
closed.

Large Stockman 
4" closed. 

MR363MR363 $14.99 ea.

Brown Swing Guard Lockback- 4-3/8" closed. 

MR109MR109 $16.99 ea.
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MARBLE'S® ORANGE G-10 POCKETKNIVES
Easy to hold on to, but if you do drop one it's easy to find! 440A stainless steel blades with master embellishments 
•Orange G-10 handles •Nickel silver pins •Black G-10 bolsters, liners, and inlaid shields.

SUPER SUPER 
LIGHTWEIGHT!LIGHTWEIGHT!

MARBLE'S® SURVIVAL BOXES
Pack with your essentials to aid in any situation. Durable plastic 
construction •Moisture/water resistant •Secure latches on three 
sides •Removable protective foam inserts •Braided paracord 
lanyards •Measure 6-1/4" x 4" x 1-3/4". 

YOUR CHOICE $7.99 ea.
Orange 

shown open.
KEEP THE IMPORTANT KEEP THE IMPORTANT 

THINGS SAFE AND DRY!THINGS SAFE AND DRY! Orange MR439MR439 Black MR438MR438

MARBLE'S® CAMP COMBO SET
Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction. 
G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener •Flat 
head screwdriver/bottle opener •Punch •Lanyard bail 
•3-5/8" closed. Camper's Best Friend features: Spork 
•Can opener •Bottle opener •Lanyard hole 
•Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.

MR390MR390 $9.99 per set 
2 PIECES2 PIECES

UNDER $10UNDER $10

(available 
separately) 

Camper's 
Best Friend

MR290CMR290C  $4.99 ea.

Reproduction of the 
popular utility knife 

issued 
to 

G.I.s in 
World War II

(available separately) 
G.I. Utility Knife

MR278MR278 $6.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® MODERN IDEAL KNIFE
440A stainless steel blade •Wide blood groove •Black rubber handle 
•Molded guard •11-1/8" overall •Black nylon belt sheath 
for vertical or horizontal wear.

MR391MR391 $14.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! MARBLE'S® BIG OLE LOCKBACK
440A stainless steel blade •Brown jigged bone handles 
•Lanyard bail •Impressive 6-1/4" closed.

MR601MR601 $39.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® SURVIVAL TIN
Sold empty but you will find hundreds of uses for it! Tin construction •Measures 
4-3/8" x 3-1/4" x 1-1/8".

MR437MR437 $4.99 ea. 3 OR MORE $3.99 ea. Cardboard sleeve.

Reaper- 4-1/4" closed. 

MR590MR590 $14.99 ea. 

Doctor's Knife 
3-5/8" closed. 

MR594MR594 $12.99 ea.

Scout Knife- Can opener •Screwdriver/cap 
lifter •Reamer with sewing eye •Lanyard bail 

•4-1/4" closed. 

MR592MR592 $14.99 ea. 

Cleaver Hawk- 4" closed. 

MR595MR595 $14.99 ea. 

Cotton Sampler 
4-1/8" closed. 

MR597MR597 $14.99 ea. 

Small Leg Knife 
3-1/4" closed. 

MR593MR593 $9.99 ea. 

Tiny Toothpick
3" closed. 

MR596MR596 $9.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

MR591MR591 $14.99 ea.
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MARBLE'S® STACKED LEATHER FIXED BLADES
Stainless steel blades •Stacked leather handles •Leather belt sheaths. Skinners Piggy Back Set 

Includes (1) each small and 
large •Sheath holds both. 

MR398MR398 $34.99 per set

Large- 9-7/8" overall. 

MR397MR397 $24.99 ea.

Small- 6-1/4" overall.

MR396MR396 $16.99 ea.

SKINNERS- Both feature: Brass guards •Aluminum pommels.

Damascus Clip Point
Damasus steel blade with fileworked spine •Handle 
accented with horn and natural smooth bone 
•Damascus steel guard and end cap •Brass end 
screw •Brass and red spacers •14-1/4" overall.

MR571MR571 $69.99 ea.

Close-up of filework.

Large- Blood groove •Brass guard and 
pommel •Black, green, brown and brass 
spacers •17" overall.

MR574MR574 $39.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® STAG BOWIES
Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Stag handles •Leather belt sheaths.

Clip Point- Fileworked spine •Handle accented with horn and 
natural smooth bone •Stainless steel guard and end cap •Brass 

end screw •Brass and red spacers •14-1/4" overall. 

MR572MR572 $34.99 ea.

Close-up of 
filework.

MARBLE'S® BUFFALO HORN SKINNER COMBO
Set of (2) •Damascus steel blades •Grooved horn handles •Aluminum 
guards and pommels •Spacers •Thumb ridges •Overall 
lengths-- 6-1/4", 10-3/8" •Leather belt sheath holds both.

MR455MR455 $44.99 per set

MARBLE'S® COWBOY SKINNER
440A stainless steel blade •Black stag bone handles •Nickel silver rivets and 
shield •Brass guard •8-3/8" overall •Black nylon belt 
sheath with liner and leather accent.

MR476MR476 $19.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® SKINNER
Stainless steel blade •Wood and genuine stag handles •Stainless steel 
guard •Brown and stainless steel spacers •Brass rivets •10-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath. 

MR608 $19.99 ea. 

MARBLE'S® BUFFALO HORN MINI ULU
Damascus steel blade •Smooth buffalo horn handles •Double brass 
rivets •4-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

MR453MR453 $19.99 ea.
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GENUINE DAMASCUS FIXED BLADES
Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

BRASSWORK- Damascus steel blade •Wood handle with 
brass inlay •Brass guard and pommel •31" overall 
•Leather scabbard.
DM5018DM5018 

$109.99 ea.

Imperial- Blood groove •37" overall.

DM5016DM5016 $94.99 ea.

PERIOD SWORDS

Skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic turquoise 

handles •Brass pins •Spacers •8" overall. 

DM1186DM1186 $34.99 ea.

Slim Dagger
Full tang •Stag handles •Brass pins 
•Damascus bolsters •8-1/2" overall. 

DM1178DM1178 $44.99 ea.

SGIAN DUBH
Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle 
•Fileworked throat •Brass rivets •12-1/2" overall 
•Top grain leather sheath. 

DM1076DM1076 $39.99 ea.

GENUINE GENUINE 
DAMASCUS!DAMASCUS!

HAND CRAFTED 
HAND CRAFTED 

HANDLE DETAILS!
HANDLE DETAILS!

Intricate inlay 
Intricate inlay 

in handle.in handle.

Skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard and 

pommel •Spacers •7-1/4" overall. 

DM1188DM1188 $22.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed!Beautifully detailed!

Heavy/
Bulky Items: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Celtic Knot Skinner  
Filework on spine •Full tang •Celtic Knot 
pattern on wood handles •Brass guard 
and pins •Lanyard hole •9" overall.  

DM1208DM1208 $31.99 ea.

Grooved Red Skinner  
Full tang •Grooved red wood handles 

•Brass pins •8" overall.  

DM1219DM1219 $29.99 ea.

MEDIEVAL CRUSADER HELMET REPLICA
The cross adorning the face identifies this helmet with the time of the Crusades (Holy Wars). This type was probably in 
use during the mid-13th century. It was often layered with caps and smaller helmets for extra protection. 
Full size exact replica •16/18 gauge steel construction •Handcrafted details.

910902910902 $56.99 ea.

VIKING
Stainless steel blade 

•Black imitation leather handle •Cast metal guard and 
pommel •39" overall •Black imitation leather covered wood scabbard.

910953910953 $49.99 ea.

Scimitar- 36-1/2" overall.

DM5007DM5007 $119.99 ea.

DAMASCUS- Damascus steel blades and pommels •Wood 
handles •Nailhead accents •Fileworked steel guards and 
spacers •Leather scabbards.

Perfect for reenactors!Perfect for reenactors!
Heavy/Bulky Item: Additional 

shipping may apply.
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DAMASCUS LOCKBACKS
Damascus steel blades •Fileworked backsprings •Brass pins, 
liners and bolsters.

Fileworked backsprings.
Genuine Stag- 4-1/4" closed. DM1162SGDM1162SG $34.99 ea.  

Bone and Green Wood
4" closed. 

DM1169DM1169 $24.99 ea.

Stag Handle Ulu
Damascus steel blade •6-1/2" edge 
•Double brass rivets •4" overall •Leather 
belt sheath. 

DM1111SGDM1111SG $44.99 ea.

Stag/Wood Curved Skinner 
7" overall. 

DM1268DM1268 $19.99 ea.Stag/Wood Baby Boot Dagger 
7" overall. 

DM1267DM1267 $19.99 ea.

Indian Dag Knife 
Flint chipped blade •Wood handles 
•Mosaic pins •12" overall. 

DM1201DM1201 $39.99 ea.

Delamar Lockback- Buffalo horn and imitation turquoise 
handles •Black and brass 

spacers •3-3/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath. 

DM1215DM1215 $29.99 ea.

Dakota Hunter- Burnt bone handles •Brass 
guard and rivets •Brown spacers 
•13-1/4" overall. 

DM1256DM1256 $39.99 ea.

WOODSMAN PATCH HUNTERS
Stainless steel blades •Burlwood handles •Triple brass rivets 
•Leather belt sheaths with beaded cord accents.

Small- 5-3/4" overall.

203296203296 $4.99 ea.

Large- 8-1/2" overall. 

203294203294 $9.99 ea.

Medium 
6-3/4" overall. 

203295203295 $6.99 ea.

SAVE WHEN YOU BUY ALL THREE! 

203P3203P3 $14.99 per set

RITE EDGE DAMASCUS FIXED BLADES
Damascus steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.

Stag/Wood Skinner 
7" overall. 

DM1269DM1269 $19.99 ea.

Fileworked backsprings.
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Cleaver
9-1/4" overall. 

HS4416HS4416 $24.99 ea.

Bayonet- 12" overall. 

HS4415HS4415 $19.99 ea.

Dagger- 11-1/4" overall. 

HS4414HS4414 $19.99 ea.

Dagger- 11-1/4" overall. 

HS4434HS4434 $14.99 ea. 

Small Cleaver- 9-1/8" overall. 

HS4436HS4436 $19.99 ea.

Karambit- 6" overall.

HS4435HS4435 $14.99 ea.

RAILROAD SPIKE KNIVES
One piece carbon steel construction with twisted handles •Leather sheaths 
•Appearances and overall lengths may vary slightly due to being hand forged.

RITE EDGE FORGED CARBON STEEL SERIES 
Carbon steel blades •Wood handles •Top quality leather belt sheaths. 

Large Skinner- Double brass rivets 
•Mosaic center pin •9" overall. 

HS4424HS4424 $14.99 ea. 

Bill Hook 
Machete

Triple steel 
rivets 

•16-1/4" overall. 
HS4426HS4426 

$19.99 ea. 

GENUINE FILE TOOL STEEL KNIVES 
Tool steel is the finest quality for holding an edge. After annealing (a strengthening process of heat and cold), the blades are cold ground 

and polished. File tool steel blades •Brown wood handles (except where noted) •Deluxe brown leather sheaths. 

GENUINE FILE GENUINE FILE 
BLADES take and BLADES take and 

keep an edge!keep an edge!

Stubby Skinner 
Triple brass rivets •5-1/2" overall. 

SM22SM22 $9.99 ea.

Bone and Wood Skinner
Triple brass rivets •5-1/2" overall. 

SM21SM21 $9.99 ea.

Large Hunter- 10" overall. SM18SM18 $17.99 ea. 

Potbelly Skinner 
Brass throat and double rivets •7-1/4" overall. 

SM25SM25 $11.99 ea.

Medium Hunter- 9-5/8" overall. SM17SM17 $16.99 ea.

Heavy Duty Skinner- 8-3/8" overall. SM16SM16  $16.99 ea.

Each includes 
a high quality 

leather sheath.
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Naughty-N-Nice Pin Up Girl 
Linerlock features: Black 
coated stainless steel 
blade •Black cast metal 
handles with art insert 
•3-3/8" closed. 
FRPUMCS21FRPUMCS21

Merry Christmas 
Baby Saddlehorn features: 
Stainless steel blades •Red 
wormgrooved bone handles 
•2-1/2" closed. 
FRPUMC21FRPUMC21

NEW!NEW! FROST 
CHRISTMAS COUSIN 
TRAPPER 
Stainless steel blades 
•Brown smooth 
bone handles 
•4-1/8" closed 
•Gift tin.
FR812SFFR812SF 

$24.99 ea. Hat
Black fabric construction 
with embroidery •Buckle 
and strap closure.
HRHAT1HRHAT1 

$12.99 ea.

Folding Letter Opener
Stainless steel construction 
•Blade locks open; push down 
on underside of tang to close 
•Pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.

HR019SSHR019SS $9.99 ea.

Single Knife Display
Clear acrylic base measures 
4-3/8" x 3/4" x 1-1/2" •Green 
"Hen & Rooster" embellishment 
•Magnetic posts.

HRDS001HRDS001 $12.99 ea.

MRSP OVER 
$125!

Styles and 
materials 
may vary.

FROST 
CHRISTMAS 
STOCKING 
OF KNIVES

(2) fixed blade knives 
and (10) folding knives. 

Packaged in a 
mesh stocking.

FRSOCKFRSOCK

$39.99$39.99 per set 

12 12 

KNIVES!
KNIVES!

A Frost A Frost 
Holiday Holiday 

Favorite!Favorite!

FROST 
"MERRY CHRISTMAS" 
NOVELTY KNIFE
Stainless steel blade •POM handles with 
design on front •3-3/8" closed.

FRN225FRN225 $4.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! FROST CHRISTMAS KNIFE & TRUCK SETS
1937 Ford Truck features: Diecast metal, plastic and rubber construction •1:24 scale.

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! HEN & ROOSTER ACCESSORIES

Knife not included.
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FROST FAMILY TRADITION SERIES "WORLD'S GREATEST" TRAPPERS
Stainless steel blades •Laser embellished handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters with 
embellishment on right bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Wood display boxes.

Grandson- Blue smooth bone handles. 
FRWGGS16 FRWGGS16 

Dad- Natural smooth bone handles. 
FRWGD16FRWGD16

Box 
top.

Certificate inside lid can be Certificate inside lid can be 
PERSONALIZED PERSONALIZED by you for a by you for a 

truly one-of-a-kind gift!truly one-of-a-kind gift!

Grandpa- Black smooth 
bone handles. FRWGGP16FRWGGP16

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

Son- Red smooth bone handles. 
FRWGS18FRWGS18

NEW!NEW! FROST "WORLD'S GREATEST" KNIFE & TRUCK SETS
Knives feature: Stainless steel blades •Nickel silver bolsters. Trucks feature: Diecast metal, plastic and rubber constuction •1:24 scale. 

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 per set

Son- 2-1/2" closed 
blue smooth bone 
Baby Saddlehorn 
•1941 Plymouth. 
FRPUWGS21FRPUWGS21

Dad- 2-1/2" closed buffalo 
horn Baby Saddlehorn 
•1941 Plymouth. 
FRPUWGD21FRPUWGD21

Grandpa- 2-1/2" closed 
buffalo horn Doctor's 
Knife •1955 Ford. 
FRPUWGGP21FRPUWGGP21

Grandson- 2-3/4" closed 
blue smooth bone Small 
Stockman •1940 Ford. 
FRPUWGGS21FRPUWGGS21
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Extra Large Bowie
Stag handles •Brass guard, pommel and rivets 
•17-1/2" overall. 

FRWT002FRWT002 $59.99 ea.

WHITETAIL CUTLERY FIXED BLADES
Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths (except where noted). 

Small Skinner
Genuine stag handles •Brass guard and double 
rivets •10-1/8" overall.

FRWT184FRWT184 $49.99 ea.

Black Skinner
Notched spine •Pakkawood handles 
•Double stainless steel rivets •7" overall 
•Nylon belt sheath.

FRWT202BGFRWT202BG $14.99 ea.

Amber Wormgroove Jigged Bone Bear Claw Lockback
Brass embossed bolsters •5" closed.

FRWT072RMSFRWT072RMS $10.99 ea.

Red Smooth 
Bone Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
FRWT312RSBFRWT312RSB 

$10.99 ea.

WHITETAIL CUTLERY POCKETKNIVES
Stainless steel blades •Brass pins •Nickel silver bolsters (except where noted) •Color filled brass shields. 

Rocky Mountain 
Jigged Bone 
Range Rider
3-1/4" closed.
FRWT910RMSFRWT910RMS 

$9.99 ea. Blue Jigged Bone 
Wrangler Stockman

3-7/8" closed. 

 FRWT797BLJBSFRWT797BLJBS $10.99 ea.
Mossy Willow Green 

Smooth Bone 
4-1/8" closed. 
FRWT312MWGFRWT312MWG 

$10.99 ea.

Smooth Bone Badger II
Mirror polished blade with deer head cutout and fileworked 
spine •Brass spacers and double rivets •8-1/2" overall.

FRWT304WSBFRWT304WSB $22.99 ea.

Filework on spine.

Guthook
Buffalo horn handles with brass and mosaic pins •7" overall.

FRWT1123FRWT1123 $14.99 ea.
Blue Jigged Bone Skinner
7-3/8" overall. 
FRWT1104BLFRWT1104BL 

$14.99 ea.
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Cochise Spirit- Sawcut wood and second cut bone handles 
•Multiple steel rivets •Red and brass spacers •8-3/4" overall. 

FRCW356FRCW356

Wolf Dancer- Red pakkawood and color-enhanced carved 
bone handles •Brass multiple rivets and fileworked guard 
•Brass and green spacers •16-1/4" overall.
FRCW6162RWGBFRCW6162RWGB 

$29.99 ea.

Red Cloud Blue Bone Hunter
Fileworked spines •Buffalo horn and 

smooth bone handles •8-1/8" overall.  
FRCW676BHBFRCW676BHB

CHIPAWAY CUTLERY FIXED BLADES
Stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths. 

Frostwood Drop Point 
Stainless steel guard •Steel 

double rivets •9" overall. 
 FRCW2915FWFLFRCW2915FWFL

Old Wisdom- Decorative 
blade grooves •Dark pine and olive wood handle 

•Fileworked brass guard •Spacers •12-1/2" overall. 

FRCW627OWDPFRCW627OWDP $19.99 ea.

Grand River Bowie- Blood groove •Stacked wood handles •Stainless steel guard 
with brown and green spacers •Stainless steel pommel with brass end screw •Brown, 
black and brass spacers •16-3/4" overall. 

FRCW652DWFRCW652DW $29.99 ea.

Red River Bowie- Stacked wood handles •Stainless 
steel guard and pommel •Brown, black and brass 
spacers •Multiple brass rivets •15" overall. 

FRCW650DWFRCW650DW $29.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.

NEW! NEW! Little Fox Hunter 
Torched bone handle •Brass guard 
and double rivets •7-5/8" overall. 

FRCW986TBFRCW986TB 

NEW! NEW! Guthook Hunter 
Torched bone handle 
•Steel guard and triple 
rivets •7-1/2" overall. 

FRCW982TBFRCW982TB

Broken Arrow Skinner- Curved blood grooves 
•Olive wood handle •Brass guard and end cap 
•Black, brown and brass spacers •10" overall.

FRCW6082OWFRCW6082OW $19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Blue Smooth Bone Hunter
Black, green, red and blue spacers •Nickel silver guard 
and end cap with brass star ornament •11-7/8" overall. 

FRCW673BLSBFRCW673BLSB $19.99 ea. Star ornament 
on end cap.
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Lockback- 3-1/2" closed. 

FRSHS100RBWFRSHS100RBW $16.99 ea.

SILVERHORSE STONEWORKS POCKETKNIVES
440 stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver spacers and sunburst bolsters.

Little Toothpick
3" closed. 

FRSHS109RBWFRSHS109RBW 

$14.99 ea.

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 
FRSHS108RBWFRSHS108RBW 

$19.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 
FRSHS112RBWFRSHS112RBW 

$16.99 ea.

Stockman 
3-7/8" closed. 
FRSHS112BBWFRSHS112BBW 

$19.99 ea. 

Lockback
3-1/2" closed. 
FRSHS100BBW FRSHS100BBW 
$17.99 ea. 

Toothpick
3" closed. 

FRSHS109BBWFRSHS109BBW 

$14.99 ea. 

WILD WEST 
Black wood handles with red and blue turquoise resin accents •Bolsters with full 
color embellishment •Fabric drawstring storage pouches. 

Toothpick 
4-1/2" closed. 
FRSHS110BRBFRSHS110BRB 

Gunstock 
3-3/4" closed. 
FRSHS177BRBFRSHS177BRB

Colorado Midlock- 4-1/4" closed. FRSHS151BRBFRSHS151BRB

Warrior Lockback 
3-5/8" closed. FRSHS123BRBFRSHS123BRB

Trapper 
4-1/8" closed. 

FRSHS108BRB2FRSHS108BRB2

YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.

Drawstring pouch.

MOTHER OF PEARL WITH BLUE AND BLACK TURQUOISE RESIN

MOTHER OF PEARL WITH RED AND BLUE TURQUOISE RESIN

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
FRSHS107BBW FRSHS107BBW 
$14.99 ea. 
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HARD TO FIND!HARD TO FIND! 
FROST RAZOR LOCKBACKS
Stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners 

•Nickel silver bolsters •4" closed. 

CASE® PEPPERMINT CORELON® 
POCKETKNIVES
Pattern tang stamps on back incorporate the 
number "9", designating synthetic handle material 
•Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •Peppermint 
Corelon® handles •Nickel silver bolsters 
and shields •Officially licensed packaging.

FOUR PIECE SET
Forged 420 stainless steel 
blades •Black synthetic 
handles •Triple rivets 
•8" chef's knife •7" Santoku 
•5" utility knife •3-1/2" parer. 
HRI003SHRI003S 

$24.99 per set

BRING ON BRING ON 
THE STEAK!THE STEAK!

Four Piece JUMBO Steak Set
Forged stainless steel blades •Wood handles •Triple rivets 
•9-1/2" overall.

HRI030HRI030 $19.99 per set

Four Piece Steak Set
Stainless steel blades •Black synthetic handles •Stainless steel bolsters 
and triple rivets •9-1/4" overall.

HRI103BHRI103B $29.99 per set

HEN & ROOSTER KNIFE SETS

CASE® ROMAN NUMERAL "CXXX" 130th 
ANNIVERSARY POCKETKNIVES
PRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY FOR FROST CUTLERY COMPANY
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •"Case CXXX" tang stamps •Golden 
Aged Antique Bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters 
and Roman Numeral Bomb shields •Only a limited number available in 
each pattern •Special commemorative boxes.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA23409CA23409 

$74.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA23408CA23408 

$69.99 ea.

Close-up of shield.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
CA9254PMCA9254PM 

$74.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
CA9207PMCA9207PM 

$69.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $12.99 ea.

Second Cut Bone Stag 
FR150SFR150S 

Red Jigged Bone 
FR150RJBFR150RJB Blue Jigged Bone 

FR150BLJBFR150BLJB 

HEN & ROOSTER INTERNATIONAL 
8 PIECE KITCHEN SET
Forged 3Cr13 stainless steel blades •Full tangs •White ABS handles 
•Triple stainless steel rivets •8" utility knife •7-1/4" chef's knife 
•7" Santoku •6" steak knife •5" serrated utility knife •3-1/2" parer 
•Kitchen shears •Natural wood block.

HRI067WHRI067W $69.99 per set

Six Piece Steak Set
High carbon stainless steel blades 
•Black rubber handles •Stainless steel 
throats and end caps •8-3/4" overall.

HRI039HRI039  $14.99 per set

Peanut/Slant 
Bolsters
2-7/8" closed.
CAS9220PMCAS9220PM 

$72.99 ea.
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Green Jigged Bone Congress
Carbon steel blades 
•Color filled brass 
shield •3-3/4" closed.
HR324CGJBHR324CGJB 

$49.99 ea. Cobalt Blue 
Jigged Bone  Congress

Carbon steel blades •Color filled 
brass shield •3-3/4" closed. 

HR324CCBJHR324CCBJ $49.99 ea.

OLIVE WOOD LOCKBACK
Damascus steel blade and bolsters •Olive wood 
handles •Screw rivets •3-7/8" closed. 

HR010OWHR010OW $59.99 ea.

Gift 
box.

Trapper
Brass pins •Antique brass 

shield •4-1/8" closed. 

HR312DSDHR312DSD $120.00 ea.

GENUINE DAMASCUS GENUINE DAMASCUS 
AND STAG!AND STAG!

Large Stiletto
Stainless steel exterior lockback •Stainless steel pins 
•Matte finish bolsters •5" closed.

HR5071DSDHR5071DSD $99.99 ea.

Blue Jigged Bone Stockman
3-3/8" closed.
HR333BLPBHR333BLPB 

$44.99 ea.

HEN & ROOSTER POCKETKNIVES

Red Smooth Bone Stockman 
4" closed. 

HR313RSBHR313RSB $54.99 ea.

Antique Green Jigged Bone Swing 
Guard Lockback

Nickel silver swing guard •Color filled brass 
shield •5" closed.

HR6112AGBHR6112AGB $39.99 ea.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIALSINTRODUCTORY SPECIALS 
HEN & ROOSTER FOLDING HUNTERS

-FIRST TIME PRODUCED--FIRST TIME PRODUCED-
D2 steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Color 

filled brass shields •5-1/4" closed •Nylon sheaths. 

YOUR CHOICE $39.99 ea.

REGULARLY $59.99! SAVE $20!SAVE $20!

Red Jigged Bone 
HR0069RPBHR0069RPBRam's Horn 

HR0069RHHR0069RH

Nylon sheath.

STAG DAMASCUS
Damascus steel blades •Stag handles •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters.

BONE
Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters •Antique brass shields.

Black Jigged Bone 
Congress 

Carbon steel blades 
•Color filled brass 

shield •3-3/4" closed. 
HR324BJBHR324BJB 

$49.99 ea.
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Whittler 
Color filled brass shield 

•4" closed. 

HR153DSHR153DS $72.99 ea.

Mini Trapper 
Brass pins 

•3-3/4" closed.
HR212SDS HR212SDS 

$79.99 ea.

HEN & ROOSTER DEER STAG POCKETKNIVES
Features (except where noted): Hand forged German stainless steel blades •Genuine deer stag handles 
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and bolsters •Antique brass shields.

Trapper
 4-1/8" closed.

HR312DHR312D $79.99 ea.

Congress
 Carbon steel blades 

•3-3/4" 
closed. 
HR324CDHR324CD 

$59.99 ea.

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
HR232D HR232D 

$79.99 ea.

Large Congress
4-3/8" closed.

HR264DSHR264DS $62.99 ea.

Large Canoe
4-1/2" closed.
HR353LDSHR353LDS 

$89.99 ea. 

Little Quarter Horse Sowbelly
Reverse frosted blade 

embellishment •4" closed.

HR283DSLQHR283DSLQ $79.99 ea.

Gent's Knife
2-3/8" closed.
HR241DHR241D

$44.99 ea.

Large Stockman 
4" closed.

HR313DHR313D $69.99 ea.

Mini Copperhead 
3-1/4" closed.

HR332DSHR332DS $44.99 ea.

Small Toothpick
3" closed. 
HR961DSHR961DS 

$39.99 ea.

Six Blade Congress- 3-3/4" closed.
HR345DSHR345DS 

$79.99 ea.

Hawkbill
4" closed. 

HR441DSHR441DS $59.99 ea.
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Drop Point Combo
7" overall Fixed Blade •3-1/2" closed Linerlock.

11579521157952 $14.99 per set

Combo with Sharpener
8" overall Fixed Blade with 
polyester sheath •3-1/2" closed 
Slip Joint Folder •Sharpening 
stone •Gift tin.

11579531157953 $19.99 per set

Combo with Sharpener
7" overall Cleaver with polyester 
sheath •3-1/2" closed Slip Joint Folder 
•Sharpening stone •Gift tin.

11579551157955 $19.99 per set

Trapper & Bowie Combo
3" closed Trapper •10" overall Bowie 
with polyester sheath.

11579571157957 $19.99 per set

Caper & Guthook Combo
6-3/8" overall Caper 
•7" overall Guthook 
•Polyester sheath 
holds both.
11579581157958 

$19.99 per set

Skinner & Trapper Combo
7-5/8" overall Skinner with polyester sheath 
•3" closed Trapper.

11579601157960 $19.99 per set

Knives & Shot Glass Combo
•8" overall Wide Belly Skinner •(2) 3-1/2" closed One 
Blade Folders •"Uncle Henry" Shot Glass •Gift tin.

11579621157962 $24.99 per set

Knife Assortment Combo
7" overall Chopper and Sharpfinger with polyester 
sheaths •3-1/4" closed Cleaver •Gift tin.

11579631157963 $24.99 per set

NEW!NEW! UNCLE HENRY® COMBOS
Satin finish high carbon stainless steel blades •Gen 1 Staglon handles.

Gift 
tin.

Gift 
tin.

Gift 
tin.

Gift 
tin.

Includes Includes 
Uncle Henry Uncle Henry 

shot glass!shot glass!
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Folder & Deck of Cards Set
7Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Sawcut OT handles 
•3-7/8" closed •Includes card deck customized with 
artwork of 13 Old Timer knives in four different suits.
11586511158651 

$14.99 per set

Bowie & Folder Set
Both feature: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles. Bowie 

features: 15-3/8" overall •Polyester sheath. Folder features: 3" closed.

Three Piece Set
Satin finish 3Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blades •Sawcut OT handles 
•2-7/8" closed 12OT Pal •3-7/8" closed 
8OT Senior Stockman •2-7/8" closed 
108OT Junior Stockman •Gift tin.

11586551158655 $29.99 per set

Three Piece Set
7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades 
•Rosewood handles •6-7/8" overall 
152OT Sharpfinger •3-1/4" closed 34OT 
Middleman Stockman •2-3/4" closed 
104OT Minuteman •Gift tin.

11586571158657 $29.99 per set

Trapper & Bottle Opener Set
Satin finish 7Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT 
handles •3" closed •Includes 4-1/2" overall bottle opener.
11586581158658 

$14.99 per set

Sharpfinger & Pal Set 
Satin finish stainless steel blades 
•Brown sawcut composite handles 
•6-7/8" overall 152OT Sharpfinger 
•Poly sheath •2-7/8" closed 12OT 
Pal •Gift tin.

11586611158661 $19.99 per set

Knife/Cigar Cutter/Lighter Set 
Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Sawcut 
OT handles •6-7/8" overall 
•Cigar cutter •Lighter •Gift tin.

11586661158666 $19.99 per set

11586531158653 $27.99 per set

Built for Built for 
Generations.™Generations.™
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Fixed Blade- Black coated 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Textured 
black TPE overlay handles •9-3/4" overall •Thermoplastic 
sheath with multiple carry options.

SCHF30SCHF30 $27.99 ea.

Mini Neck Knife- Black coated 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel construction 
•4-3/8" overall •Black molded nylon sheath with neck chain.

SCHF5SMSCHF5SM $9.99 ea.

Viper 3 OTF (Out The Front)
4034 stainless steel blade •Assisted opening •Aluminum 
handles •5-3/8" closed.

SCHOTF3CSCHOTF3C $46.99 ea.

Framelock
9Cr18MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Titanium 
coated aluminum handle •4-7/8" closed.

SCTH304SCTH304 $23.99 ea.

CLOSEOUT!CLOSEOUT! Dual Assist Linerlock- Black coated AUS-8 stainless steel 
blade with flipper •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanism 
•Safety •Black anodized aluminum handles •4-5/8" closed.

SCHA12BSSCHA12BS $19.99$19.99 ea.  
MSRP $60 Pocket clip.

BEAR PAW LOCKBACK
7Cr17 high carbon stainless steel blades 
•Wood handles •Brass pins, liners and bolsters 
•5" closed •Leather belt sheath.

SCTLB7SCTLB7 $28.99 ea. 

Frontier® Bushcraft Fixed Blade
Black powder coated 1095 high carbon steel blade •TPE handles •12-3/8" overall 
•Nylon belt sheath with ferro fire starter rod and sharpening stone.

SCHF37SCHF37 $36.99 ea.

JUNIOR STOCKMAN
Stainless steel blades •Genuine Desert Ironwood 
handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 
shield •2-3/4" closed.

SCT108OTWSCT108OTW $19.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

See page 174 for See page 174 for 
more Uncle Henry.more Uncle Henry.

See page 175 for See page 175 for 
more Old Timer.more Old Timer.
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Lithium Ion Cordless Rechargeable Fillet Knife
Features: Exchangeable titanium nitride coated high carbon stainless steel blades-- (1) 7", (2) 9", (1) 12"-- in varying flexibilities •8-1/2" handle 
•Ergonomic trigger with guard •Battery life indicator •Includes charging cord and replacement battery •EVA carrying case.

10957051095705 $169.95 ea.

Small Shears- Titanium coated 
stainless steel blades •Crimper •Bottle 

opener •Non-slip grips •6" overall.

10999131099913 $21.95 ea.

177

Tapered Flex Fillet Knife
Non-stick Teflon coated stainless steel blade 
•Textured non-slip handle •13" overall •Black 
synthetic belt sheath.

BB122014BB122014 $64.95 ea.

Lucky Lew Lockback
Teflon coated and titanium bonded 
stainless steel blade •Textured 
non-slip handles •6" closed •Black 
nylon belt sheath.

BB209512BB209512 $54.95 ea.

Ring Splitter Fishing Pliers
Ti-nitride bonded high carbon 
stainless steel jaws with ring 
splitter tip, three crimpers, 
and carbide cutters 
•Spring loaded •Coiled 
lanyard with lobster 
claw clip 
•6-1/2" overall 
•Black 
nylon sheath.
BB1085872BB1085872 

$49.95 ea.

Whiffie Fillet Knife
Ti-nitride coated high carbon 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
tapered, extreme-flex fillet blade •Textured non-slip handle 
•11" overall •Black synthetic belt sheath.

BB1085876BB1085876 $54.95 ea.

Pistol Grip Pliers
Ti-nitride coated high 
carbon stainless steel 
jaws •Carbide cutters 
•Crimper tool •Spring 

loaded •Coiled lanyard 
with lobster claw clip 

•10" overall •Black nylon 
belt sheath.
BB1085969BB1085969 

$49.95 ea.

BB1-ST-BP 10" Sharpening Steel
Stainless steel rod 
•16" overall •Black nylon 
belt sheath.
BB194154BB194154 

$49.95 ea.

Red rubberized non-slip grip Red rubberized non-slip grip 
handles stay in your grasp even handles stay in your grasp even 

in wet conditions!in wet conditions!

Folds 
closed 

for easy 
storage.
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NEW! NEW! 2021 "MERRY CHRISTMAS" TRAPPER by ROUGH RYDER
440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted etches •Front and back, animated lenticular designs 
under acrylic •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, 
stamped bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

RR2392RR2392 $14.99 ea.
With a slight turn of the handle, With a slight turn of the handle, 
Santa jumps into the chimney and Santa jumps into the chimney and 
"Merry Christmas" changes from "Merry Christmas" changes from 
white lettering to red lettering!white lettering to red lettering!

Gift boxed for the holidays!

NEW! NEW! NATIVITY COPPER ROUND 
.999 fine copper •1-1/2" diameter •Packed in acrylic case 
with foam insert.

NEW!NEW!
CASE® 
CHRISTMAS 
TRAPPERS   
Mirror-Polished 
Tru-Sharp™ surgical 
steel blades 
with festive 
embellishments 
•Corelon® handles 
•Nickel silver bolsters 
and Case Oval shields 
•4-1/8" closed 
•Gift boxes.

Back design.Back design.

Front Front 
design.design.

Rotate handle slightly to see Rotate handle slightly to see 
the elf jump and the lead the elf jump and the lead 

reindeer turn his head!reindeer turn his head!

NEW!NEW! MERRY CHRISTMAS 
HALF HAWK 
by ROUGH RYDER 
440A stainless steel blades •Mother 
of pearl and red synthetic handles 
•Nickel silver bolsters and spacers 
•4" closed. 

RR2393RR2393 $14.99 ea.

Mountain Glacier Santa CATMC2021MGCATMC2021MG

YOUR CHOICE 

$109.99 ea.

Sapphire Glow Reindeer CATMC2021SGCATMC2021SG

SMKW002SMKW002
$5.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$4.99 ea.

Back.



His Majesty Tin with Pocketknives- Closed lengths: 2-1/2" Muskrat and 3-1/2" Trapper.

BN3220363BN3220363 $32.99 ea.

Royal Family Tin with Trapper- 3-1/2" closed.

BN3220357BN3220357 $19.99 ea.

His Majesty Tin with Fixed Blade & Linerlock- 8-1/2" overall Fixed Blade •4" closed Linerlock.

BN3220362BN3220362 $31.99 ea.

New!New!     Limited Edition Gift Sets
7Cr stainless steel blades •Wood handles with laser embellishment •Gift tins with SMKW EXCLUSIVE artwork.

© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in 
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices 
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place 
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.  
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOX 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

SCAN FOR 
ALL SMKW 

SOCIAL MEDIA.

Order at SMKW.com 
or Call 1-800-251-9306
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